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Abstract
Securing today’s Internet communication is one of the most fundamental application of
cryptographic techniques, and one of the prevailing protocol suite used for this purpose
is IPsec. It consists, among others, of a sub-protocol for key establishment, the second
version of the Internet Key Exchange (IKEv2) protocol, and a sub-protocol for securing the traffic, the Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) protocol. Whereas the ESP
protocol is based on the well established encrypt-then-MAC approach, the design of the
IKEv2 protocol is more peculiar: while based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange, that
exchange is initially not authenticated. The authentication is postponed to a second
round, which at the same time already makes use of that previously negotiated key.
Somewhat surprisingly, and despite its practical importance, no comprehensive analysis
of the IKEv2 protocol in a coherent framework has been conducted so far. Even though
certain aspects of the IKEv2 protocol have been studied in depth in the literature, all
analyses either consider significantly simplified protocol variants or neglect important
aspects such as the initial lack of authentication. This might partially be explained by
the numerous options and the thereby implied complexity of the protocol.
In this thesis, we follow the constructive cryptography paradigm of Maurer and Renner
(ICS 2011) to model and analyze both the ESP and the IKEv2 protocol. One main
advantage of this approach is that it comes with strong composition guarantees: the
protocols can be decomposed into a sequence of individually provable steps; the composition theorem then immediately guarantees the security of the overall protocol. Thus,
this approach is well suited for analyzing complex protocols such as IKEv2. We formalize the security guarantees achieved by IKEv2 and ESP, as well as their assumptions,
explicitly. In particular, we prove that the IKEv2 protocol constructs a shared secret
key assuming a random oracle and a pre-established authentication mechanism, and that
the ESP protocol constructs a replay-free secure channel, relying on pre-shared keys.
The paradigm of constructive cryptography enables us to both clearly identify superfluous security mechanisms applied in the protocols, as well as pinpoint the specific
shortcomings hindering provable security. As a consequence, we are able to propose
improvements to the IKEv2 protocol to make it simpler and more secure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Secure communication is the oldest and still the most widely used application of cryptographic techniques. In today’s Internet infrastructure three prevailing protocols for
secure communication exist: TLS, SSH, and IPsec. While TLS and SSH provides security on top of the transport layer of the TCP/IP stack, IPsec provides security on top of
the network layer. This implies that all IP packets can be protected, irrespective of the
upper layer protocol being employed on top, and that no modifications of applications
is required in order to use the security services provided by IPsec. In recent years IPsec
has seen some widespread adaption with several implementations from major commercial
vendors, such as Microsoft, IBM, and HP, as well as several open source implementations.
Furthermore, IPsec is a mandatory part of the upcoming IPv6 standard.
The paradigm of constructive cryptography [33, 29] provides a new perspective on security definitions for cryptographic protocols and follows the real world/ideal world approach: The goal of a protocol π is to construct a certain desired resource S from one or
more assumed resource R. On the one hand, the available resources may be an insecure
network or a pre-shared key; on the other hand, the desired resource may be a shared
uniform random key or a secure communication channel. One of the essential ideas of
constructive cryptography is the composability of construction steps. For instance, if we
consider an additional protocol ψ constructing a resource T from the assumed resource
S, then the composition theorem states that the composed protocol π ◦ φ constructs T
from R. Following the the constructive paradigm, a protocol is built in a modular fashion
from small and isolated steps; an independent security proof asserting the soundness of
each individual step. The composition theorem then guarantees the sound composition
of those isolated steps. As a consequence, the paradigm of constructive cryptography is
well-suited for complex protocols, since it inherently promotes modular proofs.
In this thesis, we try to understand the constructive guarantees provided by the various
sub-protocols of IPsec. This thesis encompasses only the cryptographic aspects of IPsec.
While cryptography is an important part of IPsec, there are many other aspects to
consider; for instance, our work is solely based on the RFCs and does not take actual
implementations into account.
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1.1 Overview of IPsec

1.1 Overview of IPsec
The IPsec “standard”, or sometimes referred as “protocol”, actually consists of a set
of sub-protocols, formally specified in a number of documents each of which is known
as Request For Comment (RFC). They are published by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF)1 . The individual RFCs are a result of a collaborative process coordinated
by the working group of the IETF; thus, sometimes, disparagingly, referred as “design
by committee”. IPsec is a highly flexible protocol that can be configured in various
combinations of modes, some of them turned out to be insecure [6, 11, 12]. The first and
second generation of the IPsec RFCs (mainly RFC 1825–1829, published in 1995, and
RFC 2401–2412, published in 1998) primarily served as a guidebook for implementators
and are barely accessible to the novice reader. The third and latest version (RFC 4301–
4309) has been published in 2005 and is somewhat more understandable; especially the
architectural document, RFC 4301 [23], serves as an overview of the architecture and to
the design goals of IPsec (to the extend to which design goals exists). However, as an
introduction from a cryptographic point of view, we recommend to consult the work of
Paterson [35], on which this introduction is mostly based.
The goal of IPsec is to provide confidentiality and authenticity of message transmission
on the network layer. More concretely, IPsec provides message authentication, replay detection, confidentiality, and and limited traffic flow confidentiality. All of those security
guarantees are achieved using symmetric key techniques with two protocols: the Authentication Header (AH) protocol, as described in [21], and the Encapsulated Security
Payload (ESP) protocol, as described in [22]. Moreover, the IPsec protocols support automated key management, with Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol, with the second
and latest version IKEv2 [20]. However, while IPsec is commonly viewed as providing authenticity and confidentiality for network traffic, Section 3.1 of RFC 4301 clearly states
that the primary purpose is to provide a form of access control for network traffic, by
defining a boundary at which IP packets are compared to security policies and either
cross the boundary unchanged, have security mechanisms applied, or be discarded.
We now briefly introduce the most important concepts and terminology of IPsec and
outline their relevance for the further course of this thesis.
Authentication Header One of the main IPsec protocols used for the cryptographic processing applied to IP packets is the Authentication Header (AH) protocol. AH provides
authenticity of the transmitted messages in combination with replay protection through
the application of MAC algorithms and the addition of sequence numbers. However, observe that AH does not guarantee strict in-order delivery of the messages as it maintains
a certain window of acceptable sequence numbers and only checks for replay within that
window. This was motivated by the fact that IPsec basically replaces the IP protocol
on the network layer which does not provide any ordering guarantees as well; thus for
1
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applications not relying on the ordering (as they for instance use TCP on top), providing
the additional service would incur some performance penalty. We do not discuss AH
any further in this thesis, since form a cryptographic point of view it is superseded by
the ESP protocol introduced next.
Encapsulating Security Payload The second main IPsec protocol used for the processing applied to IP packets is the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocol. Similar to AH, the ESP protocol provides cryptographic transformations for guaranteeing
authenticity of messages as well as replay protection, although the coverage of the authenticity protection is somewhat more limited and does not include the outer IP packet
header. In addition, ESP provides confidentiality of message transmissions by applying
symmetric encryption. Note that ESP allows either confidentiality, or authenticity, or
both to be selected, but requires at least one of them to be enabled. We discuss ESP in
Chapter 4.
Internet Key Exchange The second version of the Internet Key Exchange (IKEv2) protocol provides the preferred method for SA negotiation, including the key exchange and
establishment of the associated cryptographic parameters. The IKEv2 protocol is based
around a Diffie-Hellman key exchange and supports various modes for authentication:
public-key based, MAC based, and Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) based
authentication. Note that we only consider the former two cases. The protocol runs on
top of the UDP protocol; reliability guarantees such as re-transmission and duplicate
detection are handled in the protocol itself. We examine IKEv2 in detail in Chapter 3.
IPsec Policies In IPsec policies complement the protocols, as they determine the actual
protocol, mode of processing, algorithms, keys, and other cryptographic parameters used
when porcessing the packets. Each IPsec implementations contains a Security Policy
Database (SPD), with each entry defining the processing rules for certain parts or types
of the traffic. In the SPD, each entry points to a set of Security Association (SA),
each providing the detailed parameters needed to determine the processing. The SA
contain cryptographic keys, initialization vectors, counters, the choice of algorithms and
all additional state needed. Therefore, the SAs are closely related to the concept of
sessions in IPsec, as each session is mapped to a unique SA containing its state. The
Security Parameter Index (SPI) links the packets processed with the specific SA, since
the SPI uniquely identifies a single SA within each SPD entry. The SPI of the receiver
is transmitted as part of every ESP or AH packet, allowing the receiver to look up the
corresponding SA after having matched the SPD entry corresponding to the traffic type.
For outbound traffic, the SA is solely determined by the IP header being matched against
the SPD entry. Thus, when crossing a IPsec boundary, IP packets are intercepted and
compared to the policies stored in the SPD, yielding a set of SAs. Within this set,
the SPI then determines the SA, which in turn determines the processing. For further
details, consult the security architecture document (RFC 4301 [23]).

3

1.2 Related Work
Modes of Operations Both the ESP and the AH protocols can be deployed in two basic
modes: tunnel mode and transport mode. In the tunnel mode, cryptographic protection
is provided for entire IP packets; the whole packet plus security fields is treated as the
new payload of an outer IP packet, which has its own header. The original IP packet
is said to be encapsulated within the outer packet. The processing usually happens at
security gateways on behalf of the endpoint; thus, the inner IP header containing the
address of the endpoint has to be protected, since one gateway can be responsible for
many endpoints. In transport mode, the header of the original packet itself is preserved,
some security fields are inserted, and that newly formed payload, and in AH parts of the
packet header, undergoes cryptographic processing. Transport mode is typically used for
end-to-end security. In this thesis we mostly consider a setting with a fixed sender and
receiver, and an abstracted underlying communication network. Hence, the differences
between tunnel and transport mode are not of relevance for the further discussion.

1.2 Related Work
Somewhat surprisingly, the sub-protocols of IPsec were not designed with the goal of
provable security in mind, and in fact the desired security goals are often not even
completely stated. In recent years, several parts and individual aspects of the protocols
have been analyzed and some of them proven to be secure. In the literature, there exists
both positive and negative results on the IPsec sub-protocols.
Regarding the IKEv2 protocol, on the positive side, Canetti and Krawczyk [9] analyzed
an early version of IKE. They provide a cryptographic analysis of IKE, and the underlying sign-and-mac (SIGMA) protocols. However, they neglect many practical details
such as the key derivation from the Diffie-Hellman group element. Then, in [25], the
authors provide a first systematic description of the development and rationale of the
SIGMA protocols. Various work has been performed in order to validate the key derivation mechanism used in IKE in the standard model; however, most of these papers do
not precisely consider the protocol but either discuss a simplified description, or consider
some isolated primitives being part of the IKE protocol. Dodis et al. [13] showed that
idealized versions of the various PRFs used in IKE—namely CBC, Cascade and HMAC
modes—serve as strong randomness extractors. Thus, they validate the approach of
IKE to use a PRF for key derivation. Those results are later on revisited by [17], which
remark that most of the previous work considered simplified protocols and, thus, the
results do not necessarily directly translate to the full IKE protocol. Indeed, they show
some gaps between the existing security results and the first version of IKE, due to the
nonces not being properly authenticated. However, the authors do not discuss IKEv2 in
detail. Moreover, the security of hashed Diffie-Hellman exchanges over non-DDH groups
has been studied by Gennaro et al. [17]. Notably, they motivate their work on the
fact that IPsec standardizes a couple of groups to be used in IKE, with non of them
satisfying the DDH-assumption. Related to the paradigm of constructive cryptography,
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Canetti and Krawczyk [10] studied the general concept of key exchange in the universally
composable security (UC) framework, leading to modular proofs.
With respect to AH and ESP, the general soundness of the encrypt-then-MAC approach
used in ESP is known [5]. On the negative side, IPsec is highly flexible and can be
configured in many combinations of modes that turned out to be insecure [6, 11, 12].
Despite all the recent work on IPsec, however, a comprehensive analysis is still missing;
partly due to the fact that the protocols are very flexible implying a certain amount of
complexity.

1.3 Outline
The thesis is structured as follows. In the second chapter we introduce the main concepts
and definitions of constructive cryptography; furthermore we present the primitives and
some hardness assumptions.
In Chapter 3 we present an analysis of the IKEv2 protocol in the framework of constructive cryptography. We are able to prove that the protocol, ultimately, constructs a
shared uniformly random secret key. Two settings are considered: first, having a fixed
pair of initiator and responder establishing a single key and, secondly, having them establishing multiple sessions in parallel. The latter one implies that we prove that sessions
can be split and considered in isolation.
We continue in Chapter 4 by analyzing the ESP protocol in the most common configuration. Our treatment of ESP rather limited and extension is left for future work.
We conclude in Chapter 5 with a short discussion of the topics addressed in this thesis
and propose a number of improvements to the IPsec protocol in order to enhance its
provable security.

5

Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the most important tools, concepts, formalism, and notations used in this thesis. First, we briefly introduce the basic principles, notations, and
theorems of constructive cryptography [33, 29]. Then, we present the assumed cryptographic primitives and communication channels. The content of this section is mostly
aggregated from [32, 31, 1].

2.1 Constructive Cryptography
The foundational idea of constructive cryptography [33, 29] is to specify both the assumptions and the guarantees of protocols explicitly as resources, and to consider a protocol as
a construction of a “ideal” resource, called constructed resource, from assumed resources.
The assumed resources with the protocol applied are referred to as real resource.
A resource is a shared functionality accessed by several parties; the assumed resources formalize a given setting (e.g., the communication channels available), and the constructed
resources describe the functionality achieved by a protocol (e.g., a communication channel with stronger guarantees).
The underlying idea of the security definition is that an adversary could achieve in the
constructed resource at least as much as in the real resource; thus, the adversary is
less or equally powerful in the real setting than in the constructed setting. Therefore,
any instance of the constructed resource can safely be replaced with the real resources.
This is enabled by the composition theorem, stating that if a protocol π constructs the
resource S from R, and a protocol ψ the resource T from S, then the composed protocol
construct T from R.
Following the constructive paradigm, a protocol is built in a modular fashion from isolated construction steps, each of them proved individually. The composition theorem
then guarantees the soundness of the composed protocol.

7

2.1 Constructive Cryptography

2.1.1 Abstract Systems
At the highest level of abstraction [33], systems are objects with a finite number of
interfaces, labeled with elements of an interface label set I, by which they connect to
interfaces of other systems. This abstraction level captures the topological structures
that result when multiple systems are connected in this manner.

2.1.2 Discrete Systems
One abstraction level below abstract systems, the abstraction level of discrete systems
captures the behavior of systems, without adhering to a specific implementation. At
this abstraction level, we are interested in making statements about the observable
input-output behavior of the systems; the internals are irrelevant if they can never be
observed from the outside.
To address the problem of specifying the behavior without concrete implementation,
we introduce the notation of a discrete system which proceeds in discrete rounds. In
each round, the system takes inputs at some interfaces and produces outputs at some
(potentially different) interfaces. In the case of single-interface systems, a discrete system
can be described as (X , Y)-system, accepting inputs from the discrete alphabet X and
responding with elements from Y, respectively.
A discrete (X , Y)-system is uniquely defined by the sequence of conditional probability
distributions, specifying the probability of an output Yi in the i-th step given all previous
inputs and outputs.
Definition 2.1. The behavior of an (X , Y)-system S is a (possibly infinite) sequence of
conditional probability distributions pSYi |X i Y i−1 for i ≥ 1.
This sequence of conditional distributions is the minimal, redundancy-free description.
Most theorems that we make use of are stated with respect to that unique definition of
a discrete system. Moreover, the definition of the behavior of a discrete system implies
an equivalence relation on systems; two systems are equivalent if they have the same
behavior.
Definition 2.2. Two systems S and T are equivalent, denoted
S ≡ T,
if they have the same behavior; thus, for all i ≥ 1
pSYi |X i Y i−1 = pT
Yi |X i Y i−1 .

8
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Often it is easier to work with conditional probabilities of the form pSY i |X i rather than
the defined behavior. However, note that this probability distributions can be obtained
from the behavior of S via
pSY i |X i =

i
Y

pSYj |X j Y j−1 .

j=1

While the sequence of probability distributions uniquely defines a discrete system, every
unique description of a system can by used as specification, as for instance textual
descriptions or programming code. In this thesis, we mainly use textual descriptions
to specify our systems. A textual description is a structured text that unambiguously
describes the behavior of a discrete system; this approach resembles pseudo-code and
is focused on making the behavior easily understandable for a human reader. As an
example, see the description of an insecure channel in Figure 2.1 on page 21.

2.1.3 Resources and Converters
Following the approach of [33], we consider some special types of systems: resource
systems, converter systems, distinguishers and winners. The former two are introduced
in the following section, and the latter two in the consecutive sections.
Definition 2.3. A cryptographic algebra hΦ, Σ, ≈i for an interface set I consists of
a set Φ of I-resources with a parallel composition operator ([R, S] denoting the parallel
composition of R and S), a set Σ of converters, and an equivalence relation on the set Φ,
together with a mapping Σ × Φ × Σ 7→ Φ defining the resource obtained when attaching
to converter α to interface i of resource R. This is denoted αi R and has to satisfy the
following properties:
• Attaching no converter is defined as special converter id ∈ Σ such that idi R ≈ R.
• If R ≈ S, then αi R ≈ αi S.
• If R ≈ S, then [R, T] ≈ [S, T].
Let us state the following additional important property for a cryptographic algebra
separately.
Definition 2.4. A set of systems is composition-order invariant if the order in which
the operations are performed is irrelevant if they concern different interfaces. Thus, for
all i 6= j, R ∈ Φ, and α, β ∈ Σ:
αi β j R ≈ β j αi R.

9

2.1 Constructive Cryptography
As a notational convention, we use upper-case sans-serif fonts (e.g., R, ISA) or symbols
K
(e.g., − →, ====) to denote resources. For two resources R and S, the term [R, S] denotes
the parallel composition. For each I ∈ I, the I-interface of R and S are merged and
become the sub-interfaces of the I-interface of [R, S]. Moreover, let hRi denote the parallel
composition of arbitrary many (independent) copies of R. We introduce, furthermore, a
special notation for the parallel composition of a family of resources (Ri )i∈{1,...,n} , which
N
we write as product ni=1 Ri .
For converters, as a notational convention, we use lower-case sans-serif fonts (e.g., enc)
or lower-case Greek letters (e.g., α) to denote converters. For I ∈ I, the expression αI R
denotes the composite system obtained by connecting the inside interface of α to the
I-interface of R. Converters can also be composed in parallel, written [α, β]. It then
holds that [α, β]I [R, S] = [αI R, β I S]. Furthermore, let [α, · ] denote the special converter
such that [S, · ]R = [S, R]. In addition, we introduce a special notation for the parallel
N
composition of a family of converters (αi )i∈{1,...,n} , which we write as product ni=1 αi .
If we attach a family of converters α1 , . . . , αn to interfaces I1 , . . . , In of a resource R, we
Q
denote that ni=1 αiIi R.
Usually one can think of each interface of a resource being accessible to a party; for
example to Alice, Bob, and Eve. Such a setting with I = {A, B, E} is then called the
ABE-setting. A converter connecting to the interface of i of a resource can be thought
as locally implementing some protocol by i.

2.1.4 Distinguishers and Distinction Problems
A crucial concept in constructive cryptography is the notion of a distinction problem.
The basic idea is that when a real system πR, achieved by a protocol π applied to the
assumed resource R, and an ideal system S are (almost) indistinguishable, then in any
protocol π 0 relying on S, S can be replaced with πR. Later on, we define the notion of construction with respect to indistinguishably (in the case of information theoretic security),
or the hardness of a distinction problem (in the case of computational security).
Definition 2.5. A distinction problem consists of a pair (S0 , S1 ) of systems and is denoted as (S0 | S1 ). A distinguisher D is a special type of system that connects to all
interfaces of a system S (e.g., S0 or S1 ) and outputs a single bit at the end of its interaction with S. In the term algebra, this appears as the expression DS, which defines a
binary random variable.
The advantage of a distinguisher D in distinguishing S0 and S1 is defined as
∆D (S, T) := |P DS1 (DS1 = 1) − P DS0 (DS0 = 1)|.
For a class D of distinguishers, the advantage is defined as ∆D (S, T) := supD∈D ∆D (S, T).
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Later on, when defining information theoretic security, the class of all (computationally
unbounded) distinguishers is considered. There, the following definition is of importance.
Definition 2.6. The statistical distance of two random variables X0 and X1 over a
finite set X , denoted δ(X0 , X1 ) is defined as
δ(X0 , X1 ) :=

1 X
|PX0 (x) − PX1 (x)|.
2 x∈X

Lemma 2.1 (Lemma 4.3. of [31]). The advantage of the best distinguisher for (S0 | S1 ),
denoted ∆(S0 , S1 ), is δ(S0 , S1 ).
Moreover, it is important to note that the triangle inequality holds for the distinguishing
advantage, allowing us to consider intermediate systems (hybrids) in security proofs.
Definition 2.7. A pseudo-metric on a set S is a function d : S × S 7→ R with
1. d(a, a) = 0,
2. d(a, b) = d(b, a), (symmetry)
3. d(a, c) ≤ d(a, b) + d(b, c) (triangle inequality).
Lemma 2.2 (Lemma 4.26. of [31]). ∆D is a pseudo-metric. In particular, for any D,
R, S, and T it holds that
∆D (R, T) ≤ ∆D (R, S) + ∆D (S, T).
An immediate application of the composition-order invariance of system composition is
the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. For any converter C, systems S and T, and any distinguisher D we have
∆D (CS, CT) = ∆DC (S, T).

2.1.5 Games
An important concept in certain hardness definitions is the notion of winning a game.
Without loss of generality, a discrete game with one player can be described as a single interface (X , Y)-system, which interacts with its environment by taking inputs X1 , X2 , . . .
and answering with outputs Y1 , Y2 , . . .. Aside, after every input it also outputs a bit
indicating whether the game has been won. This bit is monotone in the sense that is is
initially set to 0 and that, once it has turned to 1, it can not turn back.
Definition 2.8. For a (X , Y × {0, 1})-system S the binary component Ai of the output
(Yi , Ai ) is called a monotone binary output (MBO) if Ai = 1 implies Aj = 1 for j ≤ i.
Such a system S with MBO is called a (discrete) game.
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Since we are only interested in how the game can be won, but not what happens afterwards, the following equivalence relation is defined on games.
Definition 2.9. Two (X , Y × {0, 1})-system with MBO, S and T, are equivalent as
g
games, denoted S ≡ T, if for i ≥ i,
pSY i ,Ai =0|X i = pT
Y i ,Ai =0|X i .
The success of someone (e.g., the adversary) in winning the game is characterized by the
following performance measure.
Definition 2.10. A winner W is a special type of system that has access to all interfaces
of a game S except the one outputting the winning bit. The resulting system WS defines
a binary random variable.
For a game S with a MBO Ai , and for a winner W, we denote by ΓW (S) the probability
that W wins the game:
WG
ΓW
(WG = 1) = EWG [WG].
q (G) := P

Equivalently stated, in the case of discrete games, for a (X , Y × {0, 1})-system S with a
MBO Ai , and for a winner W, we denote by ΓW
q (S) the probability that W wins the game
within q queries:
WS
ΓW
(Aq = 1).
q (S) := P

2.1.6 Relating Game Winning and Distinguishing
The problem of winning a game and the problem of distinguishing two systems are closely
related in various ways. Here we restate two of such fundamental relations from [31],
which we use in this thesis; proofs can be found in [31].
If two games are game equivalent, then the distinguishing advantage of a distinguisher
D, without access to the MBO, can be bound by the winning probability of D on any of
the games.
Definition 2.11. For an (X , Y ×{0, 1})-system S with MBO we define S− as the (X , Y)system resulting by ignoring the MBO.
g

Lemma 2.4 (Lemma 5.2. of [31]). If S ≡ T, then for any distinguisher D and any q,
−
−
D
∆D
q (S , T ) ≤ Γq (S).

Often the case where a MBO can be defined for a system S, then called Ŝ is of special
importance. If one can show that the enhanced system Ŝ is equivalent to some other
system T as long as the MBO of Ŝ is not triggered, then the distinguishing advantage of
S and T can be bound by the non-adaptive winning probability on Ŝ.
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Definition 2.12. For an (X , Y × {0, 1})-system S with MBO A0 , A1 , . . ., let A denote
the sequence of events that the game is not won (i.e., Ai = 0 for i ≥ 0). For an (X , Y)system T we say that S conditioned on A is equivalent to T, denoted
S|A ≡ T
if, for i ≥ 1,
pSY i |X i ,Ai =0 = pT
Y i |X i .
Definition 2.13. For a 1-system T, let T denote the 2-system which is identical to T at
the left interface but, ind addition, copies all queries from the left interface to its right
interface. It does not take inputs at the right interface.
Definition 2.14. We define bS as the game system S for which the outputs Yi are
blocked. Thus b is a very simple system that forwards the queries but blocks the replies.
Lemma 2.5 (Theorem 5.3. of [31]). If for an (X , Y)-system S one can define an MBO
A0 , A1 , . . ., such that Ŝ|A ≡ T , then for every D,
DT
∆D
q (S, T) ≤ Γq (bS).

2.1.7 Reductions
Many security definitions in cryptography are stated as hardness implication statements;
if a problem P is computationally hard, then a cryptographic scheme S is secure. However, the usual definition of hardness is with respect to a specific computational model
(usual the Turing machine) and incorporates asymptotic definitions such as efficiency
and negligibility.
In this theses, in contrast, we follow the approach of constructive cryptography and
replace the hardness implications with explicit reductions. Thus, we state in turn that
for every (hypothetical) adversary, which can break the cryptographic scheme S with
probability α, we can adapt that adversary to one that breaks P with probability ρ(α)
for some explicitly specified function ρ. This frees us from defining hardness and, thus,
from relying on a specific model of computation.
The treatment of reductions in constructive cryptography is very general and holds for
any type of (computational) problem, such as games or distinction problems introduces
in the previous sections. The term problem is used as a generic term; similarly, the
generic term solver refers to any type of systems used to solve a problem, including
winners and distinguishers. Moreover, a performance measure π S (P ), associated with
a problem P , which assigns to every solver S for P a performance value from some
domain, is used as a generic term in place of winning probability and distinguishing
advantage. Thus, for games we have that π S (G) := ΓS (G), and for a distinction problem
π S ((S | T)) := ∆S (S, T).
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Definition 2.15. Let Q be a problem with associated performance domain Ω and let
P := {(P1 , φ1 , ρ1 ), . . . , (Pk , φk , ρk )}, with P1 , . . . , Pk being problems with associated performance domains Ω1 , . . . , Ωk . Moreover, with ρ1 , . . . , ρk being monotone functions such
that ρi : Ω 7→ Ωi and φ1 , . . . , φk being functions mapping solvers for Q to solvers for Pi .
The list (φ1 , . . . , φk ) of functions is a (ρ1 , . . . , ρk )-OR-reduction of (P1 , . . . , Pk ) to Q, if
for every α-solver S for Q, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, φi (S) is a ρi (α)-solver for Pi . More
formally:
{(P1 , φ1 , ρ1 ), . . . , (Pk , φk , ρk )} 4 Q

:⇐⇒

∀S

k 
_



π φi (S) (Pi ) ≥ ρi (π S (Q))

i=1

An important property of reductions is that they can be composed. This allows one to
consider a complex reduction as being composed of simple reduction steps, each of which
can be proven and understood separately. Informally, if a problem Q can be reduced to
a set of problems P including P , and P can be reduced to a set of problems P 0 , then P
can be replaced with the elements of P 0 . Intuitively, this captures the idea that if Q is
hard under the assumption of P being hard, and P is hard under the assumption of P 0
being hard, then Q is hard under the assumption of P 0 being hard.
We introduce the following notation:
P ◦ (φ0 , ρ0 ) := {(P, φ ◦ φ0 , ρ ◦ ρ0 )|(P, φ, ρ) ∈ P}
Lemma 2.6. If P ∪ {(Q, φ0 , ρ0 )} 4 R and P 0 4 Q, then
P ∪ P 0 ◦ (φ0 , ρ0 ) 4 R.

2.1.8 Some Basic Laws of Reductions
In the following section we restate some of the fundamental lemmas and theorems of
[31], which are used in this thesis. As usual, proofs are omitted.
Absorption Laws
invariance.

The following lemmas follow directly from the composition order

Lemma 2.7 (Lemma 4.22. of [31]). (G, R, =) 4 RG for any 2-system R.
Lemma 2.8 (Lemma 4.23. of [31]). ((S | T), R, =) 4 (RS | RT) for any 2-system R.
Parameterized OR-Reductions A special case of an OR-reduction is obtained for problems with only non-negative performance values and a performance that can be bounded
by a sum.
Lemma 2.9 (Lemma 4.24. of [31]). If it holds that

Pk

i=1 π

S (P

{(P1 , =, ×γ1 ), . . . , (Pn , =, ×γn )} 4 Q
for any γ1 , . . . , γk satisfying
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i)

≥ π S (Q), then
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Triangle Inequality The distinguishing advantage ∆D is a pseudo-metric, as we have
introduced before. Repeated application of the triangle inequality yield
∆D (S0 , Sk ) ≤

k
X

∆D (Si−1 , Si ).

i=1

Hence, by the previous lemma we obtain
Lemma 2.10. For any system S0 , . . . , Sk we have that
{((S0 | S1 ), =, ×γ1 ), . . . , ((Sk−1 | Sk ), =, ×γk } 4 (S0 | Sk ).

Hybrids and Multiple Sub-system Invocation One case of special interest is the distinction problem with multiple sub-system invocations. We define the 2-system HS,T
as
i
a generalization of the system hSi, where the symbol H stands for hybrid.
the 2-system which provides
Definition 2.16. For 1-systems S and T we denote by HS,T
i
at the outside interface access to subsystems (similar to hSi), as follows: The first i − 1
subsystems are independent copies of S, the i-th subsystem is the system at the inside
interface of HS,T
i , and the (i + 1)-st and higher subsystems are independent copies of T.
Thus,
HS,T
i Q := [S, . . . , S, Q, T, T, . . .].
| {z }

i−1 times

Lemma 2.11 (Theorem 4.28. of [31]). Let S and T be (single-interface) systems, and
let M be a 2-system making at most k invocations of a subsystem. Then, for I chosen
uniformly from {1, . . . , k},
n

(S | T), MHIS,T , k1

o

4 (MhSi | MhTi)

2.1.9 The Notion of Constructions
In this section we formalize the meaning of a construction. We start by treating the
concept of composable constructions at the most abstract level; the treatment at that
level is not specific to cryptography. Then we proceed by introducing the definitions of
constructions for the different settings relevant to this thesis. Namely, we first consider
the single-interface setting used for some intermediate steps, and finally consider the
ABE-setting on which most of the thesis is based on.
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Abstract Constructions
We now introduce the abstract notion of what it means to construct some system S from
some other system R , by means of a constructor a.
Definition 2.17. A constructor set Γ is a set equipped with a sequential composition
operator ◦, a special identity element id, and a parallel composition operator |.
Definition 2.18. A construction for a set Ω and a constructor set Γ is a subset of
Ω × Γ × Ω (thus, a relation). A construction is usually denoted by an arrow, for instance
a
−→, as follows: If (R, a, S) is in the construction, then we write R −→ S and say that S
can be constructed from R by a.
One of the fundamental property of constructions is to be composable. This allows a
large construction to be treated as a series of smaller constructions, each of them being
considered in isolation.
Definition 2.19. A construction −→ for Ω and Γ is called sequentially composable if
the following property holds for all R, S, T ∈ Ω, and a, b ∈ Γ:
a

b

a◦b

R −→ S ∧ S −→ T =⇒ R −→ T
A construction is denoted parallel composable if the following two conditions hold:
id

R −→ R
a|id

a

id|a

R −→ S =⇒ [R, T] −→ [S, T] ∧ [T, R] −→ [T, S]
If both sequentially and parallelly composable, then it is called universally composable.
Lemma 2.12. Furthermore, if the natural equality (a|id) ◦ (id|b) = (a|b) holds, then one
can conclude
a

a0

a|a0

R −→ S ∧ R0 −→ S0 =⇒ [R, R0 ] −→ [S, S0 ]
Constructions of Single-Interface Resources
Let us first look at the (simple) case of constructing a 1-system S from a 1-system R
by a converter α. In other terms, the system αR should behave approximately like
S and depending on the interpretation of approximately two different kinds of such
constructions can be considered: information-theoretic and computational.
During this thesis, we will sometimes use such constructions as sub-argument of a larger
construction in the regular ABE-setting.
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Information-theoretic Security
Definition 2.20. The information-theoretic construction of S from R by α, within , is
defined as follows:
α,

R ==⇒it S
SIS

:⇐⇒

∆(αR, S) ≤ .

In order to discuss composition, we must define the sequential composition operator ◦
and the parallel one |. The sequential composition operator ◦ is defined by
(α, ) ◦ (β, 0 ) = (βα,  + 0 ),
the identity operator is defined as id = (−, 0) with − denoting the converter just forwarding any input, and the parallel operator |, with [α, β] denoting the parallel composition
of the converters, as
(α, )|(β, 0 ) = ([α, β],  + 0 ).
α,

Lemma 2.13. The construction ==⇒it is generally composable. Moreover, the natural
equality (α|id) ◦ (id|β) = (α|β) holds.
SIS

Computational Security
Definition 2.21. The computational construction of S from R by α,relative to P, is
defined as follows:
α,P

R ==⇒c S
SIS

:⇐⇒

P 4 (αR | S).

Again, in order to discuss composition, we must define the sequential composition operator ◦ and the parallel one. We do not discuss the parallel composition here as it is not
needed in this thesis. The sequential composition operator ◦ is defined by
(α, P) ◦ (β, P 0 ) := (βα, Q)
Q := P ◦ (β, ×γ) ∪ P 0 ◦ (=, ×(1 − γ)).
α,P

Lemma 2.14. The construction ==⇒c is generally composable. Moreover, the natural
equality (α|id) ◦ (id|β) = (α|β) holds.
SIS

Constructions in the ABE-Setting
In this section we focus on the ABE-setting, which we use throughout most of this
thesis. We define what it means to securely construct a resource S from a resource R
using converters π1 for A and π2 for B, with π corresponding to the protocol executed
by A and B, respectively. Thus, the “real world” is defined by executing the protocol
by A and B and using the real resource R.
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The “ideal world” consists of the ideal resource S and a converter system σ connected
at interface E which is called the simulator. The purpose of the simulator σ is to
convert the interface E of S to such that it resembles the corresponding interface of
π1A π2B R. Therefore, the security notion of constructive cryptography is simulation based,
as introduced for instance by [38]. The motivation behind the simulation paradigm is,
that we can consider the ideal resource S to be “as useful as” the real resource, for
the adversary connected to interface E. As the adversary can emulate the behavior of
π1A π2B R with σ, using π1A π2B R instead of S can only restrict the adversary’s power. Thus,
we can consider the real resource to be just as secure as the ideal one.
The security guarantee is then formalized by stating that the systems π1A π2B R and σ E S
should behave approximately equal, when having access to all interfaces. Similarly to the
single-interface setting considered in the previous section, we can differentiate between
information-theoretic security and computational security.
Furthermore, a second requirement called availability exists. If no adversary is present,
the protocol must behave like the ideal resource. This assures that the protocol does
something useful; in some other frameworks sometimes referred as correctness property.
To formalize the availability condition, we use the special converter ⊥ which when attached to interface E of a system blocks that interface. Moreover, ⊥ can be thought of
inputting the cheating bit c = 0 to the system.
In the following we use the special notation:
hα, β, γiS := αA β B γ E S.
Information-theoretic Security
Definition 2.22. For resources R and S we say that protocol π = (π1 , π2 ) informationtheoretically securely constructs S from R, within Σ = (a , s ), denoted
π,Σ

R ==⇒it
ABE

S

if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(

∆(⊥E π1A π2B R, ⊥E S) ≤ a
∃σ :

∆(π1A π2B R,

E

σ S) ≤ s

(availability)
(security)

Often, we will just consider the case where the availability condition is satisfied perfectly,
π,
thus a = 0. Then we use the shorthand notation R ==⇒it S.
ABE

In order to discuss composition we must define the operations on constructors. Let the
sequential composition operator ◦ be defined such that
(π1 , π2 , a , s ) ◦ (π10 , π20 , 0a , 0s ) = (π10 π1 , π20 π2 , a + 0a , s + 0s ).
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π,Σ

Lemma 2.15. The construction ==⇒it is sequentially composable.
ABE

We do not further discuss the general case of the parallel composability, as we do not
need it in this thesis. Instead, we focus on the case where n equivalent constructions are
combined in parallel.
Lemma 2.16. For π 0 :=

Nn

i=1 π

we the following implication is satisfied:

π,

R ==⇒it S
ABE

=⇒

n
O

π 0 ,n·

R ==⇒it

n
O

ABE

i=1

S.

i=1

Proof. Using the simulator σ 0 := ni=1 σ, the security condition follows directly from
Lemma 2.11 (the availability condition is proved similarly):
N

∆

n
O
i=1

π1A π2B R,

n
O

!

σE S





≤ n · ∆ π1A π2B R, σ E S ≤ n · .

i=1

Computational Security In the most general case we will consider two sets Pa =
{(P1 , φ1 , ρ1 ), . . . , (Pk , φk , ρk )} and Ps = {(P10 , φ01 , ρ01 ), . . . , (Pk0 , φ0k , ρ0k )} of computational
problems with corresponding reductions.
Definition 2.23. For resources R and S we say that protocol π = (π1 , π2 ) computationally securely constructs S from R, for simulator σ, and relative to θ := (Pa , Ps ),
denoted
R

π,σ,θ

==⇒c
ABE

S

if the following two conditions are satisfied:




Pa 4 ⊥E π1A π2B R ⊥E S



Ps 4 π A π B R σ E S
1

2

(availability)
(security)

Again, in many cases, we will not need the full generality obtained when formulating the
availability condition as a reduction; rather Pa = ∅ and thus the condition can be transformed into an equivalence. Hence, we introduce the following shorthand notation:
Definition 2.24. For resources R and S we say that R
conditions are satisfied:
 E A B
⊥ π1 π2 R ≡⊥E S


P 4 π A π B R σ E S
1

2

π,σ,P

==⇒c
ABE

S if the following two

(availability)
(security)
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Similarly to the section before, in order to discuss composition we must define the
operations on constructors. Let the sequential composition operator ◦ be defined as
(π1 , π2 , σ, Pa , Ps ) ◦ (π10 , π20 , σ 0 , P 0 a , P 0 s ) = (π10 π1 , π20 π2 , σσ 0 , Qa , Qs ),
where
Qa := Pa ◦ (hπ10 , π20 , −i, ×γa ) ∪ P 0 a ◦ (h−, −, −i, ×(1 − γa ))
Qs := Ps ◦ (hπ10 , π20 , −i, ×γs ) ∪ P 0 s ◦ (h−, −, σi, ×(1 − γs ))
for any γa , γs ∈ [0, 1].
Again, note that we do not need the general parallel composability in the course of this
thesis; therefore, we do not further discuss it. Instead, we again focus on the case where
n equivalent constructions are combined in parallel.
Lemma 2.17. For π 0 :=


Nn

i=1 π

and σ 0 :=

⊥E π1A π2B R, ⊥E S

Pa0 := Pa ◦ HI

, × n1

Nn

i=1 σ,



and θ0 := (Pa0 , Ps0 ) with


π A π2B R, σ E S

Ps0 := Ps ◦ HI 1

, × n1



we have that
R

π,σ,θ

==⇒c
ABE

S

=⇒

n
O

R

i=1

π 0 ,σ 0 ,θ0
==⇒
ABE
c

n
O

S.

i=1

Proof. A direct application of Lemma 2.11.
Combining I.T. and Computational Security Several construction steps with some
of them information theoretic secure and some others computationally secure can be
combined. However, this requires the information theoretic ones to be efficient. Translated to our formalism, this implies that the simulator must be explicitly stated in the
construction and not existentially quantified. Thus, the construction is written as
π,σ,Σ

R ==⇒it
ABE

S.

We are mainly interested in the special case of Σ = (0, 0). In this case, such a construction
can be turned into a computational one by introducing a reduction on the empty set:
R

π,σ,∅

==⇒c
ABE

S.

Then the usual composition of computational construction step applies. In case of  6= 0
the security construction can be viewed as reduction on the impossible problem at the
loss of the constant .
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Insecure channel − 
1. Obtain input c ∈ {0, 1} at interface E (cheating bit).
2. (Repeatedly) Upon input a message m ∈ M at the interface A:
• if c = 0, then output m at interface B and halt;
• if c = 1, then output m at interface E.
3. (Repeatedly) Upon input a message m0 at the interface E, if c = 1, then
output m0 at interface B.
Figure 2.1: Insecure, multiple-use communication channel from A to B.

2.2 Primitives and Assumptions
In this section we first introduce the resources described in previous work(mostly communication channels). Then we describe various cryptographic primitives used during this
thesis, such as symmetric encryption schemes and MAC-schemes. Finally, we state some
commonly used game-based hardness assumptions—e.g., the decisional Diffie-Hellman
problem.

2.2.1 Resources Described in Previous Work
In this section, we describe the primitive resources used during the rest of this thesis.
The insecure channel − →, specified in Figure 2.1, models a channel where the adversary can read and modify all transmitted messages. This corresponds to the type of
communication that occurs in networks, such as the Internet.
The (single-use) authenticated channel •− →, describe in Figure 2.2, allows the sender
A to transmit a single message to the receiver B authentically. That means, while the
adversary can still read the transmitted message, the only influence allowed is delaying
the message, or even preventing it from ever being delivered. The channel guarantees
that if a message is delivered to B, then this message was input by A before.
Several different kinds of multiple-use authenticated channels exist, here we focus on the
two variants encountered in IPsec. They all share the property that only messages that
have been input at interface A for delivery can be output at interface B; however, they
differ in the guarantees ensured with respect to deletion, reordering, and replay. We
are mainly interested in the weakly authenticated channel •− , depicted in Figure 2.3,
which allows the adversary to both reorder and replay messages.
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(Single-use) authenticated channel •− →
1. Obtain input c ∈ {0, 1} at interface E (cheating bit).
2. Upon input a message m ∈ M at the interface A:
• if c = 0, then output m at interface B and halt;
• if c = 1, then output m at interface E.
3. Accept at the interface E a bit d ∈ {0, 1}, on input d = 0, output m at
interface B.
Figure 2.2: Authenticated, single-use communication channel from A to B.

Weakly authenticated channel •−
1. Obtain input c ∈ {0, 1} at interface E (cheating bit).
2. The channel keeps internally a buffer B that is initially empty, thus B := ∅.
3. (Repeatedly) Upon input a message m ∈ M at the interface A:
• if c = 0, then output m at interface B.
• if c = 1, then
a) Insert m into B; thus B := {m} ∪ B
b) Output m at interface E.
4. (Repeatedly) Upon input a message m0 ∈ B at interface E, if c = 1, then
output m0 at interface B.
Figure 2.3: Authenticated, multiple-use communication channel from A to B allowing arbitrary replays and reordering
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K

(Authenticated) Key •====•
1. Choose k ∈R K uniformly at random
2. Obtain input c ∈ {0, 1} at interface E. If c = 0, then output k at both
interface A and B, and halt. If c = 1, then:
3. For i ∈ {A, B}, upon input ok at the interface Ei , then output k at the
interface i.
Figure 2.4: The resource formalizing the guarantees of a key with mutual authentication.

2.2.2 Cryptographic Primitives
In the following, we define various cryptographic primitives, such as the symmetricencryption scheme and the MAC scheme, we assume in this thesis. The definitions are
stated on an abstract level, separating the underlying concept (e.g., encryption) from
the choice of concrete algorithms (e.g., AES).
Note that most of them are syntactically defined as functions or algorithms, whereas
the associated security definitions are defined from a constructive point of view. This
approach departs a bit from the usual approach of either defining the primitives as algorithms and using a game-based security definition, or viewing them as constructions with
the algorithms interpreted as converters. However, this approach allows us to combine
the convenience of using them directly as functions (algorithms), instead of talking of
sub-converters implementing those functions, with the security definition fitting in the
constructive framework.
Definition 2.25. A MAC scheme is a pair of functions MAC = (tag, chk). The tagging
function tag(k, m) : K × M 7→ T takes a key and a message as input and outputs a tag.
The checking function chk(k, m, t) : K × M × T 7→ {0, 1} takes as input a key, message,
and tag and outputs a decision bit.
Moreover, let those functions be embedded into converters to create a pair of converters
(tag, chk), such that the former accepts m at the outside and k at the inside interface
and outputs m| tag(k, m) at the inside interface. The latter accepts m|t ∈ M × T and
k at the inside interface and outputs m at the outside interface if chk(k, m, t) = 1 (else,
outputs nothing).
Let the security requirement for the MAC scheme be formulated in terms of the converters,
transforming an unauthentic channel and a key into an authentic channel:
h

K

i (tag,chk)

•====, − 

==⇒
ABE

•−
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which especially implies:
h

K

i (tag,chk)

•====, − →

==⇒
ABE

•− →.

Definition 2.26. A symmetric encryption scheme is defined as a pair of algorithms
ENC = (enc, dec). The encryption algorithm enc(k, m) : K × M 7→ C takes a key and
a message as input and outputs a ciphertext. The (often deterministic) decryption algorithm dec(k, c) : K × C 7→ M takes as input a key and a ciphertext and outputs a
message.
Moreover, let those functions be embedded into converters to create a pair of converters
π := (enc, dec), such that the former accepts m at the outside and k at the inside interface
and outputs enc(k, m) at the inside interface. The latter accepts c and k at the inside
interface and outputs dec(k, c) at the outside interface.
The security requirement is formalized as a channel transformation constructing a secure
channel from an authenticated channel and a (unilateral) key:
h

K

====•, •− →

i

π,σENC ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

•− →•

Definition 2.27. A signature scheme is a triple of algorithms SIG = (siggen, sign, vrf).
The key generation algorithm siggen takes no input and outputs a pair (sk, vk) of a
signature key sk and a verification key vk. The signing algorithm sign : K×M 7→ S takes
as input a signature key sk and a message m, and outputs a signature s = sign(sk, m).
The (often deterministic) verification algorithm vrf : K × M × S 7→ {0, 1} takes as input
a verification key vk, a message m, and a signature s, and outputs a decision bit.
Moreover, let those functions be embedded into converters to create a pair of converters
π := (sign, vrf ). The former has the inside interface divided into two sub-interfaces
Ik and Im and accepts a message m at the outside interface. It invokes the siggen
algorithm to obtain (sk, vk), and output vk at Ik . Upon receiving m it outputs m|s
with s = sign(sk, m) at the inside sub-interface Im . The latter has the inside interface
subdivided into two sub-interfaces Ik and Im and accepts vk at Ik and m|s at Im . It
outputs m at the outside interface if vrf(vk, m, s) = 1 (else, outputs nothing).
Let the security requirement for the signature scheme be formulated in terms of the
converters, transforming an authentic channel (with message space K and an insecure
channel into an authentic channel (with message space M):
[•− →, − →]

π,σSIG ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

•− →

Definition 2.28. A uniform random function (URF) from some domain X = {0, 1}m to
some finite range Y = {0, 1}n (for some m and n) is a (probabilistic) function, which for
every new input replies with a uniformly random value, but replies consistently if a previously given input is repeated. Let Rm,n denote the single interface system corresponding
to a URF.
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Definition 2.29. A pseudo random function (PRF) from some domain X = {0, 1}m
to some finite range Y = {0, 1}n (for some m and n) is a (deterministic) function. Let
that function be embedded in a converter prf which takes at the inside interface the k-bit
string s, and at the outside interface (repeatedly) accepts queries xi ; upon every query
xi , it returns yi := prf(s, xi ). Assuming the hardness of some computational problem P,
the prf converter constructs a URF Rm,n from an uniform random k-bit string Uk :
Uk

prf ,P

==⇒c
SIS

Rm,n

2.2.3 Game-based Hardness Assumptions
We now present some commonly used game-based hardness assumptions, mostly relevant
for key exchange.
Definition 2.30. The computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH) for a given (cyclic)
group G with generator g ∈ G is described by the game Gcdh that first chooses uniformly at
random two group elements (y1 , y2 ) ∈ G2 and outputs both elements at the left interface.
Gcdh then repeatedly accepts as input on the left interface triples (qi , ri , si ) ∈ G3 and
outputs 1 if si = g cd for qi = g c and ri = g d , and 0 otherwise, at the left interface.
Definition 2.31. The decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH) for a given (cyclic)
group G with generator g ∈ G is described by the decision problem (DH, U). The 1system DH chooses uniformly at random two group elements (y1 , y2 ) ∈ G2 and outputs
the triple (y1 , y2 , y3 ) such that y3 = g x1 x2 with y1 = g x1 and y2 = g x2 . The 1-system
U chooses uniformly at random three group elements (y1 , y2 , y3 ) ∈ G3 and outputs the
triple (y1 , y2 , y3 ). Alternatively, the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem can be formulated
as a bit-guessing problem Gddh .
Definition 2.32. The gap Diffie-Hellman problem (G-DH) for a given (cyclic) group
G with generator g ∈ G is described by the game Ggdh that first chooses uniformly at
random two group elements (y1 , y2 ) ∈ G2 and outputs both elements at the left interface.
Ggdh then repeatedly accepts as input on the left interface triples (qi , ri , si ) ∈ G3 and
outputs 1 if si = g cd for qi = g c and ri = g d , and 0 otherwise, at the left interface; thus,
it provides a DDH oracle. Moreover, it repeatedly accepts as input elements y3,j ∈ G
for j = 1, 2, . . . at the left interface. The game is won, i.e., Ggdh outputs 1 at the right
interface, once y3,j = g ab for yj = g a , y2 = g b , and some j.
Definition 2.33. Indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attack (IND-CPA) security is formalized, in our formalism, as a distinction problem Gcpa = (G0 | G1 ). Both
systems start by choosing a key k ∈ K uniformly at random. Then, the adversary may
repeatedly ask a query by specifying a pair (m0 , m1 ) ∈ M2 of plaintexts with |m0 | = |m1 |,
where the system Gi returns an encryption of mi .
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Chapter 3

IKEv2

3.1 Overview
In the following chapter, we describe the second version of the Internet Key Exchange
protocol, short IKEv2. As the name implies, IKEv2 is used in IPsec to negotiate one or
several keys between two parties that wish to carry out an IPsec session, either being
ESP or AH.
In a broader context, key exchange is useful due to manual set-up not scaling well and
being prone to human misconfiguration. Moreover, automatic key exchange can leverage
an existing PKI without the need for the parties to ever having had contact before and
it can improve the security by limiting the lifetime of keys.
The IKEv2 protocol is based around the Diffie-Hellman key exchange and incorporates
many of its useful properties such as perfect forward secrecy. Another fundamental
concept in IKEv2 is the so called security association (SA), which loosely corresponds to
a session and bundles the keys used, the algorithms used, and the state of a given session.
In order to be as widely applicable and forward-compatible, IKEv2 is very flexible and
allows for numerous different configurations; hence, our following analysis will nowhere
be complete and only cover the most common options.
From a very high level point of view, IKEv2 is divided into two phases:
Phase 1: The first phase of IKEv2 performs an initial set-up and is further subdivided
into two steps: IKE_SA_INIT and IKE_AUTH.
IKE_SA_INIT: In the first step the IKE-SA is negotiated; hence, the keys and algorithms used during the rest of the IKE execution. In addition, a shared master secret
key kd is computed, which will be used to derive additional IPsec keys during the second
phase.
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IKE_AUTH: In the second step a mutual authentication of the parties is performed
and the first real SA for use with ESP or AH is negotiated.
Phase 2: In the second phase, additional ESP or AH security associations are set up,
for instance in order to perform rekeying or set up additional channels between the same
parties.
We present the different phases, especially the message exchange and the goals they try
to achieve, in more detail in the corresponding sections which follow. Due to the first
phase already setting up a complete security association ready to be used with ESP or
AH, in many scenarios the second phase is not strictly required and our analysis focuses
on the first phase.

3.1.1 Simplifications Applied in our Analysis
In our analysis of the IKEv2 protocol, we apply some simplifications to the actual protocol. Those assumptions simplify our analysis; however, they of course limit the generality
of our results.
• The algorithms used during IKEv2 are assumed to be fixed upfront. In the actual
protocol, the algorithms are negotiated during the IKE_SA_INIT round.
• The group of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange is assumed to be fixed. In the actual
protocol, the initiator proposes a group to be used, and at the same time already
sends his element. If the responder disagrees with the choice, then the protocol
has to be restarted.
• We do not consider error messages and error handling in general, expect for early
protocol termination. Two potential groups are proposed in RFC 5996 [20] and a
list of additional standardized groups is defined in RFC 3526 [24]. Such a group
description consists of the group elements, a fixed generator, and a unique id that
has to be used in the algorithm negotiation of the IKEv2 protocol.
• We do not analyze re-keying, the use of the Extended Authentication Protocol, or
the application of authenticated encryption algorithms.

3.1.2 Terminology
Unlike the IPsec terminology speaking of the Initiator and Responder, abbreviated with
i and r, we will adopt a the more widespread notation of Alice (A) and Bob (B). Furthermore, whenever we want to denote either one of the A or B interface but not a specific
one, we will use the variable i; thus, i ∈ {A, B}. Additionally, let ¬i denote the opposite
one.
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We also deviate in the notation for the various keys used during the IKEv2 protocol, in
alignment with calling our interfaces differently and for the sake of making the separation
between the purpose of the key and the direction in which it is used clearer. For instance,
instead of skai we will use kaA to denote the key used for authentication from the initiator
(Alice) to the responder. In contrast, kai will denote either kaA or kaB where the i should
not be confused with the initiator. Finally, for the key kai that is supposedly shared
B
between A and B, in case of an active attack let fa A
i and fa i be the ones the adversary
has chosen for A and B instead.
Moreover, let N denote the set of all nonces n, and S denote the set of all security
parameter indexes (SPI) s. IKEv2 uses 64 bit nonces and 64 bit SPIs; thus N = {0, 1}64
and S = {0, 1}64 . The group of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange is denoted G with the
generator g, and the key-space K.
Observe that most of our resources are actually parametrized in G, g, N , S and K, as for
instance the unauthenticated key resource. However, we usually only make the most relevant parameters explicit, as for instance the keyspace K in case of the unauthenticated
K

key. Thus, we usually refer to this resource as ==== instead of

K,G,g,N ,S

====

.

3.2 Unauthenticated Key (IKE_SA_INIT)
In the IKE_SA_INIT round, an unauthenticated key is constructed and the parameters
for the IKE-SA are negotiated. We call this resource unauthenticated since it is not
guaranteed that the interface A and B share a key, but rather they could each share a
key with E, too. However, the group elements and nonces used during the key exchange
are remembered and they will later on again be transmitted over authentic channels to
achieve a delayed authentication of the key. Only once that authentication has taken
place, the key can be considered to be secure, previously it could have been chosen by
the adversary. In the actual IKEv2 protocol this corresponds to a man in the middle
attack resulting from the lack of authentication.
A brief overview of the round is given in Figure 3.1 where HDR denotes a general IKE
header, SAA1 the proposed set of algorithms of A and SAB1 the selected algorithms by B.
Furthermore, B can indicate that A should authenticate in the next phase using public
keys; the corresponding request for B will be transported in the next phase, too. After
having computed the shared group element z, they will use it to derive an initial key
seed which is then expanded; we inspect these two steps in more detail in the following
sections.
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msc IKE SA INIT
initiator
A

responder
B

Choose
xA ∈R Z|G| , nA ∈R N
calculate yA = g xA
HDR, SAA1 , yA , nA
Choose xB ∈R Z|G| ,
nB ∈R N
calculate yB = g xA
HDR, SAB1 , yB , nB , [CERTREQ]
x

Calculate z = (yB ) A
Derive SKEYSEED
and expand it

x

Calculate z = (yA ) B
Derive SKEYSEED
and expand it

Figure 3.1: Messages exchanged during the IKE_SA_INIT phase

3.2.1 On the impossibility of abstracting DH using the DDH assumption
over unauthenticated channels
Whenever encountering a Diffie-Hellman key exchange one would probably like to model
that first as a system outputting a random group element and then applying a strong
extractor for the sake of obtaining a uniform random key. However, the first step is
usually based on the DDH assumption and we will show that in the case of an DiffieHellman key exchange over insecure channels this is not possible in a meaningful way
without relying on a random oracle.
Let us first consider the situation in which the message of the initiator is transmitted
over an authentic channel, whereas the message of the responder is sent over an insecure
channel.
A naïve approach to model the corresponding resource might look similar to:
1. Let the system choose a group elements g a , g b , and g c uniformly at random
2. Output g a at the interface A
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3. Upon input ok at the interface E, first output g c at the interface B and then
output g b at E.
4. Upon input g d at interface E, if g d = g b then output g c , else g ad at A.
where we assume g c to be computationally indistinguishable from g ab output in a real
Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
However, consider the situation where the adversary chooses g d to be correlated but
not equal to g b , for instance g d = g 2b . Then in a normal Diffie-Hellman key exchange
the output elements at A and B are correlated, namely g ab and g 2ab , in contrast to the
abstract system presented before which chooses g c independent of g a and g b . Thus, in
order to preserve the correct correlation, the element output at A has to depend on g c .
Yet, when the adversary chooses g d such that he knows d, then he can compute and
check the expected output g ad at A. In the following lemma, we prove that those two
cases are indistinguishable and no system can satisfy both at the same time with high
probability.
Moreover, observe that the argument made with one channel being authentic applies to
case with two unauthentic channels as well, due to the adaptive nature of the distinguisher. The distinguisher can first stay passive and deliver g a unmodified and observe
the element output at interface B and then replace the element sent to A. Either the
element first observed at B was chosen uniformly at random or is g ab , we cannot first
tentatively choose it random and then if the adversary becomes active suddenly get the
correct correlation with g a and g b . This implies, however, that we cannot abstract g ab
as g c in the first place.
B
Lemma 3.1. In a group of order |G| = q, let R := dhA
I dhR [•− →, ← −] where dhI denotes
the converter executing a Diffie-Hellman key exchange as the initiator and dhR as the
responder. For any system S, which outputs a uniformly random group element g c at
interface B, there exists an efficient distinguisher D such that

∆D (R, S) ≥

1 1
− .
2 q

Proof. Let the distinguisher D be the following one:
1. The distinguisher delivers g xA to B and observes the output g c at interface B.
2. Then, the distinguisher selects r ∈R {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} and s ∈R {0, 1}.
3. If s = 0 then,
a) It inputs y = g r to A
b) Observe the output g d at interface A
c) Output 1 iff g d = (g xA )r
4. If s = 1 then,
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a) It inputs y = g xB +r to A
b) Observe the output g d at interface A
c) Output 1 iff g d = g c · (g xA )r
On the one hand, in the real system R we have that c = xA · xB and g d = y xA causing
the distinguisher to always output 1 when connected to R; thus P (DR = 1) = 1. On
0
00
the other hand, let r0 and r00 be such that y = g r and y = g xB +r ; thus, r00 = r0 − xB .
Observe that the distinguisher expects one of the following two answers:
v0 := g xA r

0
00

v1 := g c · g xA r = g c−xA xB · g xA r

0

As a consequence, if the system S outputs any other value it only decreases the probability
P (DS = 1); hence, assume without loss of generality that S chooses one of those values
vt as g d . Note that those two values coincide iff c = xA xB (mod q) happening with
probability 1q due to c required to be chosen uniformly at random. In addition, since
for both choices s of the distinguisher the input y to S is distributed equally, the output
distribution—implying the choice for t—is equal as well:

P DS (t = s) = P DS (t = 1|s = 1)P DS (s = 1) + P DS (t = 0|s = 0)P DS (s = 0)
1
1
1
= P DS (t = 1|s = 1) + (1 − P DS (t = 1|s = 0)) =
|
{z
}
2
2
2
=P DS (t=1|s=1)

In summary, we have:
P (DS = 1) ≤ P (xA xB = c ∨ t = s) ≤ P (xA xB = c) + P (t = s) ≤

1 1
+
q 2

leading to:
∆D (R, S) = |P (DR = 1) − P (DS = 1)| ≥

1 1
−
2 q

3.2.2 Constructing an Unauthenticated Key
We now describe the system representing an unauthenticated key meaning that the adversary can always choose to share the keys with A or B, instead of letting them share a
secret key among them. An unauthenticated key, as presented in Figure 3.2, is an ABEsystem where the interface E is subdivided into three sub-interfaces: Ec for inputting
the cheating bit, and EA and EB for communication related to interface A and B.
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K

Key without authentication: ====
1. Chooses k ∈R K, xA , xB ∈R Z|G| , and nA , nB ∈R N
2. Calculates yA := g xA , yB := g xB
3. On input c ∈ {0, 1} at the interface E, if c = 0 the system outputs
k|yA |yB |nA |nB at the interface A and k|yB |yA |nB |nA at B. If c = 1, then:
4. Outputs xA |nA and xB |nB at the EA , respectively the EB , interface.
5. On input y 0 |n0 at the interface Ei∈{A,B}
• If y 0 = y¬i ∧ n0 = n¬i , then outputs k|yi |y¬i |ni |n¬i at the interface i
• Else,
a) Accepts input k 0 at interface Ei
b) Output k 0 |yi |y 0 |ni |n0 at the interface i
Figure 3.2: The resource formalizing a key without authentication
Observe that the unauthenticated key outputs the discrete logarithms xA and xB instead
of yA and yB as one might expect at the interface E. This choice was made in order
to simplify the system, since it allows the adversary to directly input the new group
elements y 0 and the new key k 0 , and not perform the Diffie-Hellman computation in the
system. Thus, rather than having the system accept an element g z at EA and output
y 0 = g zxA at interface A we move that computation to the simulator and accept the new
element directly. It is important to point out, that a distinguisher can calculate y 0 when
he knows z and, thus, either the system or the simulator has to calculate y 0 accordingly.
Finally, note that this does not weaken the secrecy of the unauthenticated key, since the
“correct” key k is chosen uniformly at random and independent of xA and xB .
While we have proven in Lemma 3.1 that we cannot abstract the pure Diffie-Hellman
key exchange, we will still model the generated key as being chosen uniformly at random
by the system. This can be achieved by relying on a random oracle and the Gap-DiffieHellman assumption (G-DH), instead of the DDH assumption. In short, while the group
element cannot be considered to be random, it can still be assumed to be unguessable
using the G-DH assumption. Thus, we can evaluate the random oracle at the position
of the group element in order to get fresh entropy and obtain a secret uniformly random
key. We discuss various possibilities of getting rid of the random oracle and using the
standard assumptions, namely DDH and strong extractors, in Section 3.5. This is of
interest since the actual IKE standard uses a PRF with public but random key for
randomness extraction and the previous work of [13] has established that the particular
instantiations of PRFs used by IKE actually serve as strong extractors.
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The Assumed Resources and Converters
In this section, we present the key exchange converters kexI and kexR for the initiator
and responder, that when connected at interface A and B to a pair of insecure channels
and a random oracle RO, implement the Diffie-Hellman key exchange being part of the
IKE_SA_INIT phase. This is meant in the sense of that only the portion related to the
key exchange is considered here and the portion about the negotiation of the security
association is omitted in this abstraction. An illustration of the construction is shown
as part in Figure 3.3. In addition to the key, the converters also output their chosen
group elements and nonces as well as the received ones, which will later on be used by
additional converters to authenticate the key.
The converters have the inside and interface subdivides into three sub-interfaces IRO ,
Iin , and Iout . In the construction, IRO is connected to the random oracle, Iin to the
receiving interface of an insecure channel, and Iout respectively to a sending one.
kexI (initiator):
1. Chooses x ∈R Z|G| and n ∈R N .
2. Computes y := g x and outputs y|n at the inside sub-interface Iout .
3. On receiving a value y 0 |n0 at Iin :
a) Computes z := y 0 x
b) Outputs n|n0 |z at IRO and stores the resulting input in k
c) Outputs k|y|y 0 |n|n0 at the outside interface.
kexR (responder):
1. Chooses x ∈R Z|G| and n ∈R N and computes y := g x .
2. On receiving a value y 0 |n0 at the inside sub-interface Iin :
a) Computes z := y 0 x
b) Outputs n0 |n|z at IRO and stores the resulting input in k
c) Outputs k|y|y 0 |n|n0 at the outside interface.
d) Outputs y|n at the inside sub-interface Iout
Observe that the converters are equivalent except that the one of the responder will not
provide its group element until having received the one from the receiver; furthermore,
the input order for the random oracle is switched in order to query for the exactly same
bit-string nA |nB |z.
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The Construction
In the following we show that the Diffie-Hellman key exchange over insecure channel
constructs an unauthenticated key, in the random oracle model and under the Gap
Diffie-Hellman assumption, presented in Definition 2.32.
Theorem 3.1. Let π := (kexI , kexR ) be the pair of converters as described above, then
with
P := {(Ggdh , φ, 1/2)}
φ(D) := CD
it holds that,
[− →, ← −, RO]

π,σKEX ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

K

====,

which is equivalent to the following properties

K
B
E
⊥E kexA
I kex R [−→, ←−, RO] ≡ ⊥ ====


K
P 4 kexA kexB [−→, ←−, RO] σ E ====
I

R

KEX

(availability)
(security)

For the sake of brevity, let during the rest of the section be
R := kexI A kexR B [−→, ←−, RO]
K

E
S := σKEX
====

In R we call the sub-interface of E providing access to the insecure channel from A
to BEA , the one in the other direction EB , and the interface E of the random oracle
ERO . Furthermore, in S the simulator is a converter that connects to the three inside
sub-interfaces Ec , EA , and EB of the unauthenticated key and provides three outside
sub-interfaces EA , EB , and ERO like R does.
Note that there are some subtle differences between the E-interface provided by R and
K
==== which have to be taken care by the simulator:
• In R, the adversary can provide two independent cheating bits for both directions.
• In R, an input at the EA sub-interface (the unauthenticated channel from A to B)
K
causes an output at the interface B, in ==== that input has to be provided at the
EB sub-interface instead.
• In R, the group element of the responder will not be output at the interface EB
K
unless the adversary has input a group element at EA . In ==== both group
elements will be output at the interface E first.
Bearing those discrepancies in mind we can now define the simulator presented in the
next paragraph.
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Simulator σKEX :
1. It simulates the random oracle RO by maintaining a mapping V : {0, 1}∗ → K and
answering the according queries at the outside sub-interface ERO .
Note that V can be implemented efficiently by generating the random functiontable on the fly. That is, initially V (x) is undefined for all x ∈ {0, 1}∗ . On input a
new value x, V returns a uniformly distributed value y ∈ K and defines V (x) = y,
whereas, otherwise V (x) is simply returned.
2. On input of the two cheating bits cA and cB at the outside, if both of them are
zero the simulator outputs c = 0 at the inside and halts. Otherwise, it outputs
c = 1 at the inside and:
3. On receiving the inputs xA |nA and xB |nB at the inside sub-interfaces EA and EB
it computes yA = g xA and yB = g xB .
4. Then, for the interface EA
• If cA = 0, then it outputs k|yA |nA at the inside interface EB .
• If cA = 1, then
a) Outputs yA |nA at the outside sub-interface EA
b) Upon receiving an input y|n at the outside sub-interface EA it outputs
y|n at the inside sub-interface EB
c) If y|n 6= yA |nA , then outputs k 0 := V (n|nB |y xB ) at the inside subinterface EB
5. Finally, for the interface EB
• If cB = 0, then it outputs k|yB |nB at the inside interface EA .
• If cB = 1, then
a) Outputs yB |nB at the outside sub-interface EB
b) Upon receiving an input y|n from the outside sub-interface EB it outputs
y|n at the inside sub-interface EA
c) If y|n 6= yB |nB , then outputs k 0 := V (nA |n|y xA ) at the inside subinterface EA
Proof. The availability condition follows directly from the correctness of the DiffieHellman key exchange producing the same g xA xB for both parties and the random oracle
answering equal queries consistently. Thus, in the following we focus on the security condition.
The only difference between R and S is that in S whenever the adversary does not interfere
with the message directed to one of A or B, then that party gets a uniform random chosen
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key k instead of V (nA |nB |g xA xB ); otherwise the systems behave completely equivalent as
the simulator computes the input key exactly the same way as in R. For instance, if the
adversary inputs y 0 |n0 towards B, then the simulator will calculate k 0 = V (n0 |nB |y 0xB ).
Furthermore, whenever y 0 |n0 6= y|n the key system will accept the input k 0 |y 0 |n0 and
output k 0 instead of k. As a consequence, we define the MBO A on both S and T such
that Ai = 1 iff Ai−1 = 1∨xi := nA |nB |g xA xB , with xA and xB defined such that yA = g xA
and yA = g xA ), and with xi being the input to the random oracle at the interface ERO .
This leads us to
g

R̂ ≡ Ŝ
which we can use to bound the advantage of distinguishing R from S, as established by
Lemma 2 of [30]:
 

∆D (R, S) ≤ ΓD Ŝ

What remains to be done in order to complete the proof is to define the converter C such
that φ(D) := DC and prove the step:
 

ΓD Ŝ ≤ 2ΓDC (Ggdh )
In the following we assume that the left interface of Ggdh is split into an interface providing the DDH-oracle and one accepting solutions. Therefore, we will subdivide the inside
interface of C into IDDH and IS . Let C be the following converter:
1. Chooses k ∈R K and nA , nB ∈R N
2. It simulates the random oracle RO by maintaining a mapping V : {0, 1}∗ → K
(initialized on the fly) and answering the according queries x1 , x2 , . . . at the outside
sub-interface ERO the following way:
a) Interprets the query as xi := n1 |n2 |z ∈ N 2 × G.
b) If n1 = nA ∧ n2 = nB then outputs z at the inside sub-interface IS (submit z
as solution).
0 is set (see below) then it checks n = n ∧ n = n0 and if so, outputs
c) If kA
1
2
A
B
0 |z at the inside sub-interface I
yA |yB
DDH and obtains the result r. Hence, it
0
0 = g x0B . If r = 1, then it outputs
checks whether z = g xB xA for yA = g xA , yB
0 at the outside sub-interface E
kA
RO .
0 is set, it checks if n = n0 ∧ n = n at queries the DDHd) Similarly, if kB
1
2
B
A
0 |y |z and if the oracle returns 1, then it
oracle at the inside interface for yA
B
0 at the outside interface.
outputs kB

e) Otherwise, it outputs V (xi ) at the outside sub-interface ERO .
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3. On input of the two cheating bits cA and cB at the outside, if both of them are
zero the converter halts. Otherwise:
4. On receiving the inputs yA and yB at the inside interface, if cA = 0 it outputs
k|yB |yA |nB |nA at the outside sub-interface B.
5. Otherwise, if cA = 1
a) Outputs yA |nA at the outside sub-interface EA
0 |n0 at the outside sub-interface E
b) Takes input yA
B
A
0 ∧ n
0
c) If yA = yA
A = nA , then output k|yB |yA |nB |nA at the outside subinterface B (and skip the following steps)

d) Else, check the preceding queries on V (the simulated RO):
• Let x1 , x2 , . . . xi be the queries from the outside interface on V so far.
• For each j ≤ i interpret as xj = n1 |n2 |z ∈ N 2 × G
• If n1 = n0A ∧ n2 = nB , then query the DDH-oracle at the inside interface
0 |y |z
for yA
B
0 := V (x )
• If the oracle returns 1, then set kB
j
0 ∈ K.
e) If no match was found, choose a fresh kB
R
0

0

0 is supposed to match V (n0 |n |g x xB ) with y 0 = g x
Note that while this kB
B
0
and yB = g xB , we cannot calculate g x xB and thus not update V . Rather, we
0
check for every query V (n0 |nB |z) whether z = g x xB , as described above.
0 at the outside sub-interface B.
f) Output kB

6. Then, if cB = 0, it outputs k|yA |yB |nA |nB at the outside sub-interface A.
7. Otherwise, if cB = 1
a) Outputs yB |nB at the outside sub-interface EB
0 |n0 at the outside sub-interface E
b) Takes input yB
A
B
0 ∧n = n0 , then output k|y |y |n |n at the outside sub-interface
c) If yB = yB
B
A B A B
B
A (and skip the following steps)

d) Else, check whether the RO has already been queried on the same request:
• Let x1 , x2 , . . . xi be the queries on the RO so far.
• For each j ≤ i interpret as xj = n1 |n2 |z ∈ N 2 × G
• If n1 = nA ∧ n2 = n0B , then query the DDH-oracle at the inside interface
0 |z
for yA |yB
0 := V (x )
• If the oracle returns 1, then set kA
j
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0 has been set, then toss a fair coin r ∈
e) If no match has been found and kB
{0, 1}:
0 := k 0
• If r = 1, then set kA
B
0 ∈ K
• Else, set kA
R
0 at the outside sub-interface A.
f) Output kA

Observe that the key k, the group elements, and the nonces are chosen according to
the same distribution (uniformly random) in both Ŝ and CGgdh . However, two obstacles
arose when defining C:
0 |n0 is input for A (or similarly for B),
First, when a modified group element or nonce yB
B
0 )xA ), whereas in CG
then in Ŝ the output key is calculated according to V (nA |n0B |(yB
gdh a
0 is chosen, as C is not able to calculate (y 0 )xA . In order to remain consistent
fresh key kA
B
0 )xA at the random oracle,
when being queried for exactly the same value x := nA |n0B |(yB
0
we invoke the DDH-oracle for every query and if we detect this case just respond with kA
0 ∈ K just as every position in of the random
at the simulated random oracle. Since kA
R
oracle, the two systems remain equivalent.

Second, the case when both parties get the same key chosen by the adversary has to be
0 = y 2 and
taken care of. For instance, both group elements could be squared, that is, yA
A
0
2
2x
x
A
B
yB = yB , resulting in g
to be used on both sides. Thus, both parties evaluating
the random oracle at the same position and consequently output the same key. However,
0 , and y 0 and none of the discrete logarithm, it can not simply
since C only has yA , yB , yA
B
test for that situation. More concretely, we would need an oracle taking y1 |y2 |y3 |y4 and
returning 1 iff g x1 x2 = g x3 x4 for yi = g xi , which appears to be stronger than a DDHoracle. Fortunately, we only have to query that oracle exactly once at the moment when
0 ; thus, we simply replace it with a fair coin toss and, thus, losing a factor
we obtain yA
one-half in our reduction.
Let us define the additional MBO B on CGgdh , such that:
0
0
Bi = 1 := (Bi−1 = 1) ∨ (DH(yA
, yB ) = DH(yA , yB
)) 6= r



Furthermore, we observe that triggering the MBO A of the game Ŝ and winning the CGgdh
game are equivalent as we have in both cases that Ai = 1 iff the query nA |nB |g xA xB was
submitted to the simulated random oracle.
Lemma 3.2. Given two games Q and R, both with MBO A. If we can define an
additional MBO B on Q, such that Q̂|B ≡ R then:
ΓW (Q) ≥ P WQ̂ (Bq = 0)ΓW (R)
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Proof.
ΓW (Q) := P WQ (Aq = 1) = P WQ̂ (Aq = 1)
= P WQ̂ (Aq = 1 ∧ Bq = 0) + P WQ̂ (Aq = 1 ∧ Bq = 1)
≥ P WQ̂ (Aq = 1 ∧ Bq = 0)
= P WQ̂ (Aq = 1|Bq = 0) P WQ̂ (Bq = 0)
= P WR (Aq = 1) P WQ̂ (Bq = 0)
= ΓW (R) P WQ̂ (Bq = 0)

We now apply Lemma 3.2 with Q := CGgdh and R := Ŝ; furthermore, observe that
P DCGgdh (Bq = 0) ≥ 21 . Hence,

 
1 D 
Γ Ŝ ≤ ΓDC (Ggdh ) ⇐⇒ ΓD Ŝ ≤ 2ΓDC (Ggdh )
2

3.2.3 Key Expansion
In this section, the expansion of the unauthenticated key is presented. The original
key is first expanded and then split into seven different keys; six of them are used for
authentication, encryption, and a PRF to secure the IKE communication with separate
keys used for each direction. The last key is the session key, from which the keys used
in the ESP or the AH protocol are derived.
The system constructed is the same as described before with the key space K replaced
with K7 , as shown in Figure 3.3. In a first step, the expansion function prf + is introduced
and shown to be in fact a PRG. Then, in a second step, the construction of the expanded
unauthenticated key system is proven.

Analyzing the Randomness Expansion
The IKEv2 protocol derives the various keys in the following way, where the PRF is
invoked until enough bits have been produced and then the surplus part is cut off:
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s

PRG

←−

KEX

s

KEX

k

PRG

−→
k

RO
K

====

K7

====

Figure 3.3: The original and the expanded key systems

prf + (K, S) := T1 , T2 , T3 , . . .
T1 := prf(K, S|1byte )
T2 := prf(K, T1 |S|2byte )
T3 := prf(K, T2 |S|3byte )
..
.
kd|ka A |ka B |ke A |ke B |kpA |kpB := prf + (SKEYSEED, nA |nB |SPI A |SPI B )
For the sake of concreteness, let in the following section K := {0, 1}k and prf map from
K × X := {0, 1}k × {0, 1}m to Y := {0, 1}n . Furthermore, let us recast the prf + function
as a converter prf + which accepts at the inside interface a key seed s ∈ {0, 1}k , and upon
receiving an input x at the outside interface, outputs prf + (k, s) at the outside interface.
Furthermore, the prf + converter can be viewed as composed from two sub-converters:
the plain prf converter and a converter pit, which upon input S on the outside interface
outputs the iterative queries (S|1byte , T1 |S|2byte , . . .) on the inside interface. Therefore,
pit is defined such that pit prf ≡ prf + .
Concretely, let pit be the following converter:
• Upon input x at the outside
1. It outputs x|1byte (where 1byte denotes the encoding as a single byte) at the
inside interface and obtains the response t1
2. Let q :=

l

7k
n

m

3. For i = 2 . . . q, it queries at the inside for ti−1 |x|ibyte and obtains ti
4. It outputs the first 7k bits of t1 |t2 | . . . |tq at the outside interface
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As a first step, we show that pit constructs from a URF a modified URF that accepts
shorter inputs but produces longer outputs.
Lemma 3.3. Let pit denote the converter described above, and Rm,n a URF as described
in Definition 2.28. Then, if 7k ≤ 255n, we have that
Rm,n

pit,0

==⇒it

Rm−8−7k,7k

SIS

or alternatively formulated as
∆(pitRm,n , Rm−8−7k,7k ) = 0

⇐⇒
l

pitRm,n ≡ Rm−8−7k,7k .

m

Proof. Using 7k ≤ 255n we have that q = 7k
n < 256; hence, the encoding of the counter
i does not overflow. As a consequence, for an outer query x, all inner sub-queries
ti−1 |x|byte(i) have a distinct suffix and, thus, no collision occurs. Furthermore, for
different queries x1 and x2 those prefix ensure that only distinct positions are queried.
Note
The IKEv2 standard mandates that all the applicable PRFs accept arbitrary length inputs. Thus, in theory our constructed URF would accept
arbitrary length inputs as well instead of inputs of length m. However,
as long as m − 8 − 7k is longer than the two nonces and SPIs assuming
a fixed (upper bound for the) length is fine, and in fact might yield in
stricter security bounds in the analysis of the PRF.
Applying the composition of constructions, and using Definition 2.29, we obtain the
following corollary:
Combined with the definition of the PRF, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 3.1. If 7k ≤ 255n, it we have that
Uk

prf + ,PPRF
==⇒
SIS
c

Rm−8−7k,7k

where PPRF denotes the computational problem from Definition 2.29.
Proof. (omitted)
Note
When only evaluating that constructed URF at a single position, then
this constructions just obtains a longer uniformly randoom bit-string
from a shorter one. Hence, it is nothing but a cumbersome way of
defining a PRG, and in fact the goal of this construction is nothing but to
expand the randomness of the key seed. While the desire of reusing the
PRF instead of negotiating a separate PRG is understandable, the exact
construction is not clearly motivation. For instance, including the result
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from the preceding sub-query in the position does not appear to yield
in any stronger security guarantee. However, it inhibits a parallelized
evaluation of the prf + function.
Lifting to the Unauthenticated Key
We now use the analysis of the randomness expansion to prove that the key expansion
in the IKEv2 protocol constructs an unauthenticated key, with a sevenfold larger key
space, from the original unauthenticated key. We, first, describe the converters applied
in this step, then present the construction, and finally prove it.
Converters The pair of converters expI and expR achieving the key expansion are described in the following. Note that we did not model the SPIs so far; hence, the evaluation
position is solely based on the nonces.
expI :
• Upon input k|y|y 0 |n|n0 at the inside interface
1. Calculates k 0 := prf + (k, n|n0 ).
2. Outputs k 0 |y|y 0 |n|n0 at the outside interface.
expR :
• Upon input k|y|y 0 |n|n0 at the inside interface
1. Calculates k 0 := prf + (k, n0 |n).
2. Outputs k 0 |y|y 0 |n|n0 at the outside interface.
Construction The protocol (exprI , exprR ) constructs the expanded key from the simple
unauthenticated one. First, the construction is stated as a lemma under the computational assumption that the prf + function acts as a URF. Then, we combine the obtained
result with the previous corollary to yield a theorem restating the construction under
the computational assumptions of the underlying prf function.
Lemma 3.4. Let π := (expI , expR ) be the pair of converters as described above, and
θ := (Pa , Ps ) with
Pa := {((prf + Uk | Rm0 ,7k ), Ca , =)}
Ps := {((prf + Uk | Rm0 ,7k ), Cs , =)}
then, if 7k ≤ 255n, it holds that:
K

====

π,σEXP ,θ
==⇒
ABE
c

K7

====,
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which is equivalent to the following conditions



K7
K
E
E
A
B


Pa 4 ⊥ expI expR ==== ⊥ ====



K7
K

E
B
Ps 4 expA
σ
====
exp
====
EXP
I
R

(availability)
(security)

Simulator The simulator σEXP is easy to define: whenever the adversary replaces the
key seed for one of the parties, the simulator applies the prf + function in order to obtain
the new replacement key.
• It forwards the cheating bit c; if c = 0, then the simulator halts.
• It forwards the inputs xi |yi at the inside sub-interfaces Ei to the outside subinterfaces Ei
• Upon input y 0 |n0 at the outside sub-interface Ei
1. Outputs y 0 |n0 at the inside Ei
2. If y 0 6= g x¬i ∨ n0 6= n¬i , then
a) Calculates either k 00 = prf + (k 0 , nA |n0 ) (at EA ), or k 00 = prf + (k 0 , n0 |nB )
(at EB )
b) Outputs k 00 at the inside Ei
K

K7

B
E
Proof. Observe that the only difference between expA
I expR ==== and σEXP ==== is the
case when the key seed is not replaced by the adversary. Then, the former applies prf +
to a uniform random seed, whereas the latter evaluates the URF at the position nA |nB
resulting in a 7k-bit string chosen uniformly at random. Let us, therefore, introduce a
converter Cs such that
K

B
Cs prf + Uk ≡ expA
I expR ====
K7

E
Cs Rm0 ,7k ≡ σEXP
====

with Cs defined as follows:
• Chooses xA , xB ∈R Z|G| , nA , nB ∈R N , and calculates yA = g xA , yB = g xB .
• Outputs nA |nB at the inside interface, and receives the response k
• Outputs xA |nA at the outside sub-interface EA and xB |nB at EB
• Upon input y 0 |n0 at the outside EB
– If y 0 = y¬i ∧ n0 = n¬i , then
1. Outputs k|yi |y¬i |ni |n¬i at the outside sub-interface i.
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– Else,
1. Accepts k 0 at the outside Ei
2. Calculates k 00 = prf + (k 0 , nA |n0 ) (if i = A), or k 00 = prf + (k 0 , n0 |nB ) (if
i = B).
3. Outputs k 00 |yi |y 0 |ni |n0 at the outside sub-interface i.
Applying the absorption theorem directly yields the reduction of the security condition.
In order to show the reduction of the availability condition, a slightly modified Ca has
to be defined, which does not interact at interface E and always uses the output k 00
obtained at the inside interface for both A and B.
Combining Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.1 we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Let π := (expI , expR ) be the pair of converters as described above, and
θ := (Pa , Ps ) with
Pa := PPRF ◦ (Ca , =)
Ps := PPRF ◦ (Cs , =)
where PPRF denotes the computational problem from Definition 2.29, and Ca and Cs being
the converters from Lemma 3.4.
Then, if 7k ≤ 255n, it holds that:
K

====

π,σEXP ,θ
==⇒
ABE
c

K7

==== .

3.2.4 Multiple Sessions
So far we have only considered the case where a fixed initiator establishes with a fixed
responder a single IKEv2 session. However, not only do more than two clients exists in
the world, but also in IPsec the same pair of clients can have multiple sessions among
them.
In the following, we study the generalized setting where there are still two fixed clients A
(the initiator) and B (the receiver), but they establish multiple sessions simultaneously.
Ideally, the constructed resource could be described as a parallel composition of the
single-session resources. Then, the parallel composition theorem would just apply. However, since the same pair of clients is involved, some state (such as signature keys) is
shared among the sessions. Thus, the sessions cannot be viewed as completely independent until the shared state is utilized for the last time in our construction steps. During
the remaining section, we study how the sessions can be split up, and what changes this
incurs to our resources and proofs.
As a matter of notation, let q denote the number of sessions and Q := {1, . . . , q}.
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General Approach
In IKEv2, sessions are locally referred to by the so called security parameter index
(SPI) which uniquely identify the state associated with a session, such as keys, sequence
numbers, and algorithms negotiated. The SPIs are chosen locally uniquely by each client
A and B; thus, either one of the pairs (A, sA ) or (B, sB ) uniquely determines a session.
The main difficulty for our analysis is caused by the delayed authentication in the IKEv2
protocol. The IKEv2 standard does not mandate B to check the uniqueness of the
SPI chosen by A except from mandating that B can distinguish accidentally repeated
requests caused by traffic loss from two initial requests from clients behind a single
network gateway coincidentally choosing the same SPI. Therefore, we assume that B
does not check for duplicated initiator SPIs and, thus, treat a second request with the
same SPI just as separate “half open” session (meaning that B did not yet send the
response). As a consequence, the adversary can choose to initiate multiple half-open
sessions by repeating the same initial request from A to B multiple times. Especially,
the adversary can then adaptively choose which sessions actually match by choosing
which potential response from B is delivered.
As a consequence, we initially model the protocol as “partially split,” where each parallely
composed resource corresponds to one session of A with potentially multiple half-open
sessions of B assigned. Thus, each such resource has one A-sub-interface and q B-subinterfaces. As a matter of notation, we indicate those partially split resources by the
K q
superscript q (e.g., ==== ) denoting the number of sub-interfaces at B.
Furthermore, we first split the sessions by the nonces instead of the SPIs. This is due
to the fact that the nonces are used already in the first step of key derivation—namely
as part of the input to the random oracle—whereas the SPIs are only used in the key
expansion phase. Therefore, using the nonces allows us to split earlier and consider the
step from the Diffie-Hellman group element to the unauthentic key seed already in the
partially split scenario.
Most of the resources in the multi-session setting are parametrized, denoted by a subscript. For instance, rather than choosing the nonces uniformly at random, they may be
viewed as fixed parameters of the resources. A construction involving parametrizations
is to be interpreted as universally quantified over all (valid) parametrizations.
Splitting by Nonces
In the following, we revisit the construction of the unauthenticated key in the multisession setting, and show how we can use the nonces of A to split the constructed
resource. We subdivide the construction of the unauthenticated key into a first step that
exchanges the nonces and SPIs, and a second step that performs the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. The intermediate (partially split) resource is called NEXqρ (nonce exchange),
and is parametrized in the nonces and SPIs. The construction of the nonce exchange
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resource NEXqρ is considered in this section, whereas the second step of performing the
Diffie-Hellman exchange is deferred to the next session.
The parallel composition of such intermediate resources in total has q · |N | many B-subinterfaces; therefore, the parametrization has to ensure that only q different nonces and
SPIs of B occur. However, after that initial step, we can treat each partially split resource
in isolation. Thus, we choose group elements for the Diffie-Hellman key exchange independently for each of the sub-interfaces, without having to parametrize the resources in
the group elements, which is crucial for the reduction to the Gap-Diffie-Hellman problem
to work.
In addition to a pair of insecure communication channels, we assume the presence of two
resources, one distributing the nonces and one the SPIs. The resource NONCEηA ,ηB , as
presented in Figure 3.4, is described by an injective function ηA : Q → N and a function
ηB : N × Q → N such that for all n ∈ N the partially evaluated function ηB (n, ·) is an
injective function, and ηB (·, 1) is injective. The functions ςA : Q → S and ςB : N ×Q → S
satisfy the same conditions. While in the IKEv2 protocol the nonces are locally chosen
independent and uniformly at random, here we assume a resource distributing them
according to some fixed functions. Especially, we do not model the resource to draw the
nonces, but model it as a parametrized resource, since we need the assignment function
in the subsequent steps. Aside, however, we are only interested in the collision-freeness
guaranteed by the injective functions. Therefore, drawing those functions uniformly at
random is perfectly fine; thus, we can assume such a resource at the loss of a collision
probability term.
Note
Observe that we have modeled the functions representing B’s choice of
the nonces and SPIs as depending on a A’s nonce in addition to the order
the request arrive. Moreover, we allow B to use the same SPI multiple
times for different nonces, except for the first session established per
nonce of A, since the domain of the function is larger than the range.
This approach dictates B a certain way of choosing the SPIs and violates
the uniqueness of the choice if B got multiple times the same nonce from
A. However, this approach allows us to assume a pre-agreement between
the SPIs and nonces of each session; in other words we know for each
session i ∈ Q in advance which SPI both A and B use, independent
on the actual order they establish the sessions. This conflicts with the
actual IKEv2 protocol where B just assigns SPIs in some unique way for
every new incoming initial request. Thus, in the absence of an adversary,
the order in which A would initiate the sessions would influence the
matching between the SPIs. This is a known limitation of our current
approach and we should try to remove it in future work.
The SPI resource SPIςA ,ςB , as presented in Figure 3.5, is defined comparable to the nonce
resource. Here, assuming locally unique SPIs matches the IKEv2 protocol.
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Collision free nonces NONCEηA ,ηB for ηA : Q → N and ηB : N × Q → N
For each i ∈ Q,
• Output ηA (i) at the sub-interface Ai
• For each n ∈ N , outputs ηB (n, i) at the sub-interface Bn,i .
Figure 3.4: The resource assigning locally unique nonces for each session.
Unique security parameter indexes SPIςA ,ςB
for ςA : Q → S and ςB : N × Q → S
For each i ∈ Q,
• Output ςA (i) at the sub-interface Ai
• For each n ∈ N , outputs ς(n, i) at the sub-interface Bn,i .
Figure 3.5: The resource assigning locally unique SPIs for each session.
Construction The constructed (partially split) resource NEXqρ , as depicted in Figure 3.6,
0 , ς 0 ). Let n ∈ N and
for q sessions is parametrized in the parameter set ρ := (nA , sA , ηB
A
B
0
0 : Q→S
sA ∈ S denote the nonce and SPI used by A. In addition, let ηB : Q → N and ςB
denote short terms for the injective functions ηB (nA , ·) and ςB (nA , ·) when nA is clear
from the context. They assign the nonces and SPIs used by the B-sub-interfaces, which
0 ). The NEXq resources where n 6∈ =(η ), thus
are labeled after the SPIs of B s ∈ =(ςB
A
B only communicates with the adversary, are indicated by sA := ⊥, since no sA exists
0 ) or n ∈ =(η 0 ) in
in such a case. Note that we often use terms of the form sj ∈ =(ηB
j
B
our resource description (where = denotes the image of the functions). This does not
imply that the resources “know” j but simply is used to refer to the SPI corresponding
to a particular nonce, linked by the session number j, and vice versa. For a given SPI
0 (ς 0−1 (s )).
sj , we have that nj := ηB
j
It NEXq resource has one A-interface, simply labeled A, and q B-sub-interfaces labeled
0 . Moreover, the E-interface is divided into an interface E
by the SPIs sj assigned by ςB
c
accepting the cheating bit, ERO providing access to the embedded random oracle, EA
for communicating with interface A, and q sub-interfaces Esj for communicating with
B sj .
We now describe the protocol π which constructs that resource. First, we present the
session establishment converters nexI and nexR for the initiator and responder that exchange the nonces and SPIs. Then, we introduce the responder’s converter split, which
further subdivides the B-interface by A’s nonce. The converter nexI has its inside interface subdivided into 2q + 3 sub-interfaces, the first q used to receive the nonces and
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0 , ς0 )
The resource NEXρq for ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B

• Maintains a lazily initialized table V : {0, 1}∗ → K, simulating a random
oracle.
• Accepts a cheating bit c. If c = 0, then behaves as in the single-session
case, with Bni being the active B sub-interface (all others disabled). If
c = 1, then:
• If sA 6= ⊥, for interface A:
1. Upon receiving a first input yA at the interface A, outputs yA at
the interface EA ,
0 |n0 |s0 at interface E , outputs y 0 |n |n0 |s |s0 at
2. Upon input yB
A
B B
B A B A B
the interface A,

3. Upon receiving a second input zA at the interface A, it outputs
V(nA |n0B |zA ) at interface A.
0 )):
• For each interface Bsj (sj ∈ =(ςB
0 |s0 at E , it outputs y 0 |n |n |s |s0
1. Upon receiving an input yA
sj
Aj
Aj j A j Aj
j
−1
at the interface Bsj —where nj := ηB (ςB
(sj )),

2. Upon receiving a first input yBj at the interface Bsj , outputs yBj
at interface Esj ,
3. Upon receiving a second input znj at the interface Bsj , outputs
V(nA |nj |zBj ) at interface Bsj .
• Upon receiving an input x at interface ERO , outputs V(x) at interface ERO .
Figure 3.6: The partially split “session resource” NEX adapted of the multi-session
setting.
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called Ni for i ∈ Q , the second q for receiving the SPIs called Si , and the remaining
three called Cin (connecting to an outgoing channel), Cout (connecting to an incoming
channel), and RO connecting to a random oracle). The outside interface is divided into
q interfaces labeled by 1, . . . , q. The converter first obtains the nonces and SPIs for each
session, which are then transferred together with the group element received from the
outside. The expected response from B always contains the SPI of A in order to address
A’s session. For each of the sessions where A received a response, the converter then
accepts a query to the random oracle, to which it prepends the two nonces.
1. Internally maintains a mapping R : S → Q × N × N , which is initially empty.
2. For each i ∈ Q, obtains n ∈ N at the inside sub-interface Ni , and s ∈ S at the
inside sub-interface Si . Records R(s) := (i, n, ⊥).
3. Upon input y ∈ G on the outside sub-interface i, looks up s such that R(s) =
(i, n, ⊥) for some n, and outputs y|n|s at the inside sub-interface Cout .
4. Upon receiving a message y 0 |n0 |s0 |s at the inside sub-interface Cin ,
• If there exists j and n such that R(s) = (i, n, ⊥) then, outputs y 0 |n|n0 |s|s0 at
the outside sub-interface j and sets R(s) = (i, n, n0 ).
• Else, ignores the input.
5. Upon receiving x at the outside sub-interface i, looks up s such that R(s) = (i, n, n0 )
and outputs n|n0 |x at the inside sub-interface RO. Then, forwards the result z to
the outside sub-interface i.
The converter nexR has the inside interface structured in the same way as the initiators
converter nexI . The outside interface is divided into q · n sub-interfaces labeled by pairs
(n, s) ∈ N × =(ςB (n, ·)).
1. Maintains counters cn = 0 for each n ∈ N , and a mapping R : N × S → N × S
remembering the other nonce and SPI used for each sub-interface.
2. For each (n0 , i) ∈ N × Q, obtains nn0 ,i ∈ N at the inside sub-interface Nn,i , and
sn0 ,i ∈ S at the inside sub-interface Sn,i .
3. Upon input y 0 |n0 |s0 at the inside sub-interface Cin ,
• if

P

cn0 = q, then ignores the input;

• increments cn0 by one and denotes j the new value, n := nn0 ,j , and s := ss0 ,j ;
• sets R(n0 , s) := (n, s0 );
• outputs y 0 |n|n0 |s|s0 at the outside sub-interface (n0 , s).
4. Upon input y ∈ G at the outside sub-interface (n0 , s)
• if R(n0 , s) is not set, ignores the input;
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• retrieves (n, s0 ) = R(n0 , s);
• outputs y|n|s|s0 at the inside sub-interface Cout .
5. Upon second input x at the outside sub-interface (n0 , s)
• retrieves (n,) = R(n0 , s) (if not set, ignores the input);
• outputs n0 |n|x at the inside sub-interface RO and forwards the result z to the
outside interface.
Theorem 3.3. For any pairs η = (ηA , ηB ) and ς = (ςA , ςB ) of functions as described
above, and with π := (nexI , nexR ) we have that
π,σ,0

[− ,  −, RO, NOη , SPIς ] ==⇒it
ABE





[NEXqηA (i),ςA (i),ηB (ηA (i),·),ςB (ηA (i),·)](Ai ,BηA (i) ) ,

[NEXqn,⊥,ηB (n,·),ςB (n,·)](⊥,Bn ) .

O

O

i∈Q

n∈N \=(ηA )



Simulator In the real system, let interface E denote the interface E of −  from
Ai to Bi , and let interface E denote the one of  −. Moreover, let interface ERO
denote the interface E of the random oracle. In the constructed system, let En for
n ∈ N denote the E-interfaces of NEXn,s,ηB (n,·),ςB (n,·) as there exists exactly one such
embedded resource per nonce n. Thus, let En,A denote the EA sub-interface of that
0 )).
embedded resource, and similarly En,RO and En,si (for si ∈ =(ςB
The simulator ση,ς then has the inside and outside interfaces appropriately subdivided.
It is defined as follows:
1. It maintains a mapping V simulating a random oracle {0, 1}∗ → K (for queries not
starting with a nonce).
2. Moreover, it maintains counters cn = 0 for each n ∈ N , a mapping R : N × S → S
remembering the SPI of A that B associates with each of its sub-interfaces.
3. For all n ∈ =(ηA ), upon input y at the inside interface En,A ,
−1
• outputs y|n|ςA (ηA
) at the outside interface interface E .

4. Upon input y 0 |n0 |s0 at the outside interface E ,
• if

P

cn0 = q, then ignores the input;

• increments cn0 by one and denotes j the new value;
• sets R(n0 , s) := s0 ;
• outputs y 0 |s0 at the inside interface En0 ,ςB (n,j) .
5. Upon input y at the inside interface EnA ,sB ,
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• calculates i = (ςB (nA , ·))−1 (sB ) and nB = ηB (nA , i);
• retrieves sA = R(nA , sB );
• outputs y|nB |sB |sA at the outside interface E .
6. Upon input y 0 |n0 |s0 |s at the outside interface E , outputs y 0 |n0 |s0 at the inside
interface EηA (ς −1 (s)),A .
7. Upon input a query x at the outside interface ERO , tries to parse x as n ∈ N |z = x.
• If this succeeds, outputs at the inside interface En,RO and forwards the response to interface ERO ,
• Else, outputs V(x) at interface ERO .
Proof. We focus on the key points of the simulator, an exhaustive argument on the
equivalence is omitted.
First, observe that the system NEXqρ is fixed in the nonce nA ; especially, the adversary
cannot choose n0A to be output at the B-sub-interfaces. However, there exists exactly one
NEXqρ for every possible nA ∈ N ; thus, there exists a unique mapping between nonces
of A and partially split resources of which the simulator can choose.
Second, in the assumed setting we have a single random oracle. In contrast, in the constructed setting we have one random oracle embedded in each resource NEXqρ . However,
observe that at the A- and B-sub-interfaces of each of this resources only queries of the
form V(nA |n0B |x)—thus, with prefix nA —are performed. Due to the uniqueness of the
nonces nA per such resource, this can be viewed as querying a single random oracle on
distinct parts of the function table. Thus, the simulator splits each random oracle query
on the prefix. If a query x can be interpreted as n ∈ N |z then the according random
oracle for n is queried, otherwise it is simulated entirely.

Unauthenticated Multi-Key
In the following section the construction of an unauthenticated key from the session
resource is revisited. The constructed partially split version of the unauthenticated key
resource is presented in Figure 3.7. We are now able to treat each partially split session
resource NEXρq independently. Furthermore, we first only consider the case of the “real”
session resources with interface A present (thus, ρ s.t. sA 6= ⊥ ∧ i 6= ⊥).
The converter that exchanges the Diffie-Hellman group elements is called gex. We relax
here the property of A acting as initiator and B as responder in the initial key exchange,
since it does not provide any additional security guarantees we rely on. As a consequence,
the same converter can now be applied to both parties. The converter operates as
follows.
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K

q

0 , ς0 )
Multi-key without authentication: ====ρ , for ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B

1. Chooses xA ∈R Z|G| . Furthermore, for each j ∈ Q, chooses xj ∈R Z|G| and
0 (j) and s := ς 0 (j).
kj ∈R K. Moreover, let nj := ηB
j
B
2. Calculates yA := g xA , and ∀j ∈ Q : yj = g xj .
3. On input c ∈ {0, 1} at E, if c = 0, then outputs k|yA |yi |nA |ni |sA |si at the
interface A and k|yi |yA |ni |nA |si |sA at Bni . Else:
4. Outputs xA at the interface EA . Moreover, for each j ∈ Q, outputs xj at
Esj .
5. On input y 0 |n0 |s0 at the interface EA
• If ∃j ∈ Q : y 0 = yj ∧ n0 = nj , then outputs kj |yA |yj |nA |nj |sA |s0 at the
interface A
• Else,
a) Accepts input k 0 at interface EA
b) Output k 0 |yA |y 0 |nA |n0 |sA |s0 at the interface A
0 ))
6. On input y 0 |s0 at the interface Esj (for sj ∈ =(ςB

• If y 0 = yA , then outputs kj |yj |yA |nj |nA |sj |s0 at the interface Bsj
• Else,
a) Accepts input k 0 at interface Esj
b) Output k 0 |yj |y 0 |nj |nA |sj |s0 at the interface Bsj
Figure 3.7: The unauthenticated key resource in the multi-session setting with
fixed initiator and responder.
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• Chooses x ∈R Z|G| uniformly at random
• Outputs x at the inside interface
• Upon receiving a message y|n|n0 |s|s0
1. Calculates z := y x
2. Outputs z at the inside interface and obtains k
3. Outputs k|g x |y|n|n0 |s|s0 at the outside interface
Theorem 3.4. For




π := gex,

Y

gex 

0 )
s∈=(ςB

P := {(Ggdh , φ, 1/2)}
with φ defined in the proof, we have that
NEXqρ

π,σMGEX ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

K

q

====ρ .

The simulator σMGEX is defined very similar to the one of the single-session setting σGEX .
It works the following way:
1. On input the cheating bit c, forwards it to the inside interface. If c = 0, then halts.
2. It simulates the random oracle RO—which is integrated into the assumed resource
NEXρq —by maintaining a mapping V : {0, 1}∗ → K and answering the according
queries at the outside sub-interface ERO .
0 ) obtains
3. Obtains xA |nA at the inside sub-interface EA , and for every sj ∈ =(ςB
x
A
xj |nj |sj at the inside sub-interface Esj . Then, it calculates yA = g and yj = g xj .

4. For interface A:
a) Outputs yA |nA |sA at the outside sub-interface EA .
b) Upon receiving an input y 0 |n0 |s0 from the outside sub-interface EA it outputs
y 0 |n0 |s0 at the inside sub-interface EA
c) If ∀j ∈ Q : y 0 |n0 6= yj |nj , then outputs k 0 := V (nA |n0 |y 0xA ) at the inside
sub-interface EA
0 )):
5. For interface Bsj (sj ∈ =(ςB

a) Upon receiving an input y 0 |s0 at the outside sub-interface Esj it outputs y 0 |s0
at the inside sub-interface Esj
b) If y 0 6= yA , then outputs k 0 := V (n0 |nj |y 0xj ) at the inside sub-interface Esj
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c) Outputs yj |nj |sj at the outside sub-interface Esj
Proof. The proof works very similar to the one from the single-session setting. First, let
R := gexA

Y

gexBn NEXρq ,

0 )
s∈=(ςB
K q

E
S := σMGEX
====ρ .

The only difference between R and S is when, for any j ∈ Q, the value nA |nj |g xA xj is
queried at the random oracle. In this case, R outputs a value consistent with what might
be output as key at either interface A or interface Bsj , whereas S uses a key independent
of the random oracle. Especially, as in R all the sub-interfaces of B upon input z output
V(n0 |nj |z) with distinct nonces nj , the attached converters then query distinct positions
n0A |nj |z of the random oracle. Therefore, it is sound to choose independent keys for all
sub-interfaces in S.
In summary, similar to the proof of the single-session setting, we define a MBO on both
systems, indicating that one of those queries nA |nj |g xA xj was asked at the random oracle.
Then, we obtain
 

∆D (R, S) ≤ ΓD Ŝ ,
and we define a converter Ĉ with an additional MBO B, such that Ŝ ≡ ĈGgdh |B. Applying
Lemma 3.2 then yields
1 D 
Γ Ŝ ≤ ΓDC (Ggdh )
2

⇐⇒

 

ΓD Ŝ ≤ 2ΓDC (Ggdh ).

We omit a detailed description of the converter C, since it works quite similar to the one
from the single-session setting. In the following, we sketch the most important points:
• First, upon receiving yA , yB from the Ggdh game, the converter uses the random
self-reducibility of the Gap-Diffie-Hellman problem1 to obtain |Q| instances, which
all share yA but have independent yj . More concretely, for each j ∈ Q it chooses
rj ∈R Z|G| and computes yj = yB · g rj .
• Next, upon receiving a query x at the random oracle interface ERO , it tries to parse
x as nA |nj |z ∈ N 2 ×G for some j ∈ Q. If that succeeds, it calculates z 0 = z·(yA )−rj
and submits that as solution to Ggdh . If z = g xA xj = g xA (xB +rj ) = g xA xB · g xA rj ,
then z 0 = z · g −xA rj = g xA xB .
1

This argument is only valid if the group is assumed to be fixed and the same for all sessions. The case
of different groups being involved would require a very careful analysis and is left for future work.
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• Finally, the “extended” DDH oracle is still needed at most once; thus, the converter
has to guess at most once. The problematic situation arises when the converter
0 )) or V(n0 |n |DH(y 0 , y )) (for all j)
would need to calculate V(nA |n0B |DH(yA , yB
A j
A j
to be output at A and a sub-interface of B, such that the two queries actually
match. The converter is unable calculate either one of these values since none of
the discrete logarithms is known. However, given that the nonces nj used by the
B-sub-interfaces are distinct, all the queries at the B-sub-interfaces use distinct
0 , y ), and at most one of them is consistent with the query
positions n0A |nj |DH(yA
j
0
0 ) used at A. Namely, only the pair of interfaces A and
position nA |nB |DH(yA , yB
Bj such that n0B = nj may query the random oracle at the same position.

The Key Expansion
In the key-expansion the SPI is taken into account for the first time. More concretely, the
SPIs are part of the evaluation query to the PRF, and the expanded keys are calculated
as
kd|ka A |ka B |ke A |ke B |kpA |kpB := prf + (SKEYSEED, nA |nB |sA |sB ).
In contrast to the single-session setting, we now do model the SPIs and their impact
on the key expansion. This yields in a stronger security guarantee with respect to the
adversary replacing the SPIs. If the adversary chooses to replace the SPI only, the
receiving party calculates the correct key seed; however, he then evaluates the PRF at
a different position. Intuitively, by assuming the PRF behaves like a URF, this should
result in a separate bit-string independent of the correct expanded key. Thus, replacing
the SPI has the same effect as replacing the group elements or the nonces that are input
into the random oracle. We formalize that guarantee by defining a separate expanded
unauthenticated key resource, depicted in Figure 3.8. Then, we prove the construction
first under the assumption of the prf + being indistinguishable from a URF, and finally
relate that to the security of the underlying prf function.
The converters expI and expR are defined as in the single-session case, except that they
now calculate k 0 = prf + (k, nA |nB |sA |sB ) instead of k 0 = prf + (k, nA |nB ).
Lemma 3.5. Let π := (expI ,
and θ := (Pa , Ps ) with

0 ) expR )
s∈=(ςB

Q

be the pair of converters as described above,

Pa := {((prf + Uk | Rm0 ,7k ), Ca , =)}
Ps := {((prf + Uk | Rm0 ,7k ), Cs , ×1/q)}
then, if 7k ≤ 255n, we have that:
K

q

====ρ
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π,σMEXP ,θ
==⇒
ABE
c

K7

q

====ρ .
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K7

q

====ρ
0 , ς0 )
Expanded multi-key without authentication for ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B
(1) - (4) works the same as in the non-expanded version
5. On input y 0 |n0 |s0 at the interface EA
• If ∃j ∈ Q : y 0 = yj ∧ n0 = nj ∧ s0 = sj , then outputs
kj |yA |yj |nA |nj |sA |sj at the interface A
• Else,
a) Accepts input k 0 at interface EA
b) Output k 0 |yA |y 0 |nA |n0 |sA |s0 at the interface A
0 ))
6. On input y 0 |s0 at the interface Esj (for sj ∈ =(ςB

• If y 0 = yA ∧ s0 = sA , then outputs kj |yj |yA |nj |nA |sj |sA at the interface Bsj
• Else,
a) Accepts input k 0 at interface Esj
b) Output k 0 |yj |y 0 |nj |nA |sj |s0 at the interface Bsj
Figure 3.8: The expanded unauthenticated key resource of the multi-session setting, delivering additional guarantees with respect to modifications of
the SPIs.
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Proof. The simulator σMEXP works similarly to the one σEXP from the single-session case;
however, it additionally has to deal with the case where only the SPIs are replaced but
not the nonces or group elements. Let us briefly sketch the behavior of the simulator
with respect to setting the expanded keys:
• If the seed is chosen by the adversary, the simulator evaluates the prf + function
itself and sets the result as expanded key. For instance, when choosing the seed k 0
for interface A, k 00 = prf + (k 0 , nA |n0B |sA |s0B ) is used as expanded key.
• If neither the group element, the nonce, nor the SPI is modified by the adversary,
the simulator is not allowed to set the expanded key.
• If the group element and nonce are unmodified, but the SPI is replaced, then the
simulator chooses a uniformly random expanded key k 0 ∈R K7 .
We can easily define a converter Cs such that
K

q

B
Cs hprf + Uk i ≡ expA
I expR ====ρ
K7

q

E
====ρ
Cs hRm0 ,7k i ≡ σMEXP

by letting the converter evaluate the prf + function if the adversary has set the key
seed, or otherwise query the resource at the inside interface (either the URF or the prf +
construction) at the according position. Note that since we have q sub-interfaces at B
each of them having (potentially) an independent uniformly random chosen seed, we
need q independent copies of those resources. When connected to multiple copies of
the prf + construction, then the behavior is exactly as with the exp converters; when
connected to the URF and using a replaced SPI, then the URF will return a uniformly
random bit-string independent from the one at the correct query position. Since the
simulator chooses a uniformly random bit-string in this case as well, the systems are
equivalent.
Then, by applying the Lemma 2.11 we obtain the desired reduction for the security
condition. The reduction of the availability condition is achieved by defining a similar
converter Ca ; however, note that in the absence of an adversary only one key seed exists,
thus, the converter Ca is connected only to a single resource at the inside interface.
Combining the previous lemma with the corollary from before yields the construction
under the assumption of the PRF being secure.
Theorem 3.5. Let π := (expI ,
and θ := (Pa , Ps ) with

0 ) expR )
s∈=(ςB

Q

be the pair of converters as described above,

Pa := PPRF ◦ (Ca , =)
Ps := PPRF ◦ (Cs , ×1/q)
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Fake Key: FKEYqK,nA ,ς 0

B

1. On input c ∈ {0, 1} at E, if c = 0, then halts. Else:
0 |n0 |s0 at the interface E (for s ∈ =(ς 0 ))
2. On input k 0 |yj0 |yA
sj
j
j A
B
0 |n0 |n |s |s0 at the interface B
• output k 0 |yj0 |yA
sj
j A j A

Figure 3.9: The unauthenticated key resource in the multi-session setting with
fixed initiator and responder.
where PPRF denotes the computational problem from Definition 2.29, and Ca and Cs the
converters from Lemma 3.4. Then, if 7k ≤ 255n, we have that:
K

7

====ρ

π,σEXP ,θ
==⇒
ABE
c

7

K7

====ρ .

Handling the Sessions without Interface A
Let us briefly sketch the construction achieved for the session resources where the interface A is disabled. Clearly, the “good” case with a uniformly random chosen key used
at B is not supposed to happen in this case, since B certainly communicates with the
adversary inserting his own group element.
Consequently, we first introduce a key resource where the key is always chosen by the
adversary and no A is present, as depicted in Figure 3.9. The construction of this
resource is then evident, as formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. For the pair of converters π := (−,
the proof, we have:
NEXnqA ,⊥,ηB (nA ,·),ςB (nA ,·)

Q

0 ) gex),
s∈=(ςB

π,σ,0

and for σ specified in

q
FKEYK,n
A ,ςB (nA ,·)

==⇒it
ABE

Proof. (sketch) The simulator chooses xj ∈R Z|G| for each sub-interface of B. The
simulator knows all the (public) parameters ηB , ςB , and nA ; hence, he can calculate the
0x
keys as kj := RO(nA |nj |yAjj ) himself.
The key expansion is handled in a similar way. Given that the adversary sets all the key
seeds, he can clearly calculate all the expanded keys.
Lemma 3.7. For the pair of converters π := (−,
π,σ,0

q
FKEYK,n
, ςB (nA , ·) ==⇒it
A
ABE

0 ) expR )
s∈=(ςB

Q

we have:

q
FKEYK
7 ,n ,ς (n ,·)
A B A

Proof. (omitted)
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Putting It All Together
In the previous subsections the construction for the expanded unauthenticated multi-key
has been analyzed for both the session with and without A. Combining Theorem 3.3,
Theorem 3.4, Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.6, and Lemma 3.7 yields the following overall
construction.
Theorem 3.6 (informally). Let η = (ηA , ηB ) and ς = (ςA , ςB ) be pairs of functions such
that ηA , ηB : Q → N and ςA : Q → S are injective, and that ς : N × Q → S satisfied the
conditions defined above. Using


π := 


Y

(expI gex) nexI ,

i∈Q

Y

Y

(expR gex) nexR 

n∈N s∈=(ςB (n,·))

and appropriate φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , and σ as obtained from the composition theorem, and with
θ := (Pa , Ps )


Pa := PPRF ◦ φ1 , × 1q
Ps :=

n


o

λ
(Ggdh , φ2 , × 2q
)



∪ PPRF ◦ φ3 , × λ−1
q2



we have that for all λ ∈ [0, 1]




[[− ,  −]]](Ai ,Bi ) , RO, NOη , SPIς 

O


π,σ,θ

==⇒c
ABE

i∈Q



O K7 q


====ηA (i),ςA (i),ηB ,ςB ,i

(Ai ,Bη

i∈Q

A (i)



)

,

O

hh

FKEYqK7 ,n

ii(⊥,Bn )

.

n∈N \=(ηA )

3.3 Securing IKE (IKE_AUTH)
In the following part we examine the second step of phase 1 of the IKEv2 protocol, called
IKE_AUTH, in detail. The purpose of this step of the protocol is to authenticate the
previously negotiated keys and to establish the first real security association for use with
either ESP or AH. In the end, we prove that a resource called ISA—which is an abbreviation for IKE-SA—is constructed from the unauthenticated key we have obtained so
far. Prior to that, we present in the following section a more elaborate description of the
IKE_AUTH sub-phase and then end by outlining the different intermediate construction
steps.
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3.3.1 Overview of IKE_AUTH
In short, the IKE_AUTH phase consists of a pair of messages exchanged between the
initiator at interface A and the responder at B. The phase serves two main purposes,
firstly to establish the first ESP or AH session, and secondly, to authenticate the previously set up key. In the following discussion, we skip again the former and focus on the
latter.
A schematic overview of the IKE_AUTH phase is shown in Figure 3.10 and in the
following we briefly describe the payloads it contains. First, HDR denotes the general
IKE header and, second, IDA the identification payload providing a pseudonym of A
mainly used for the lookup of the pre-shared key. According to the IKEv2 standard,
the pseudonym can be an IP address, an email address, a fully qualified domain name,
or some proprietary vendor specific information. Next, the SAA , SAB , TSA , and TSB
payloads are used for negotiation of the first real security association for ESP or AH;
they describe which kind of traffic is going to be protected using the traffic-selector
payloads (TSA/B ) and using which algorithms it is protected (encoded in SAA/B ). The
AUTHA/B payloads are used to authenticate the key from the IKE_SA_INIT phase.
A
Finally, let {m}ke
ka A denote applying an encrypt-then-MAC to m using the key ka A for
authentication and ke A for encryption.
The authentication of the previously set up key is performed using the AUTHA and
AUTHB payloads, which are a signature or a MAC on the previously sent message
during IKE_SA_INIT—here denoted msg A1 and msg B1 . In addition to msg A1 , the authentication also incorporates the opposite nonce nB and vice versa for AUTHB . When
using digital signatures, this is simply signed using the private key:
AUTHA = sign(hmsg-octetsi)
hmsg-octetsi = msgA1 , nB , prf(kpA , IDA )
However, when using a pre-shared secret key K and a MAC, then AUTHA is calculated
using a derived key K̂.
AUTHA = prf(K̂, hmsg-octetsi)
K̂ = prf(K, “Key Pad for IKEv2”)
Note
Officially, that key derivation is incorporated to protect against compromising other protocols using a key derived from the same password as
K, although using password derived keys is strongly discouraged anyway.
In our analysis, we will just treat K̂ to be the actual shared key and will
neglect the additional step.
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msc IKE AUTH
initiator
A

responder
B

Calculate AUTHA ,
encrypt-then-MAC
A
HDR, {IDA , [CERT,] [CERTREQ,] AUTHA , SAA2 , TSA , TSB }ke
kaA

Check outer MAC,
decrypt, and check
AUTHA
Calculate AUTHB ,
encrypt-then-MAC
B
HDR, {IDB , [CERT,] AUTHB , SAB2 , TSA , TSB }ke
kaB

Check outer MAC,
decrypt,
and check AUTHB

Figure 3.10: Messages exchanged during the IKE_AUTH phase
One of the interesting features of the IKE_AUTH phase is the application of the encryptthen-MAC scheme on the whole messages. At a technical level this scheme is designed
to be very similar to the one of ESP and we do not treat it in detail here. However, it is
particularly notable that the keys used are four of the seven unauthenticated keys that
have been exchanged during the previous phase. As a consequence, those keys could have
been chosen by the adversary and thus that encrypt-then-MAC scheme does not protect
against an active attack. The underlying idea here is to provide anonymity for both of
the parties in case of an passive adversary, whereas an active attack is detected using
the authentication payload described before. In summary, the adversary can either
chose to actively intercept the messages of the first round and, thus, accept that the
authentication delayed to this round will not succeed, or alternatively he might choose
to stay passive and let the parties accomplish a regular Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
In our work, we conceptionally split that phase into two parts: securing the communication, which consists of the authentication payload and the outer encrypt-then-MAC
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scheme, and the session negation happening over those secured channels. More concretely, we first model the system constructed when applying the encrypt-then-MAC
scheme on our unauthenticated key resource. We will call those intermediate systems
TAUT and TSEC where the T denotes “tentative” indicating that the adversary could
have injected the keys taking away the security guarantees of the usual authenticated and
secure channels. Finally, we describe our constructed ISA resource when incorporating
the authentication tags.
As an overview, let us quickly look at the guarantees on the security of the communication
ensured from those systems when making a case distinction on whether the adversary
has chosen to share keys with both of the parties, just A or B, or none of them. Let
A•====•E indicate that interface A got a key that is potentially shared with the
adversary. Hence, for every of the four cases, we describe the type of channel − → from
A to B and ← − in the reverse direction, where leaking denote an insecure channel with
the receiving interface disabled, and inputting one with the sending interface disabled.
TAUT:
A•====•E
yes
yes
no
no

E•====•B
yes
no
yes
no

−→
insecure
leaking
insecure
authentic

←−
insecure
insecure
leaking
authentic

A•====•E
yes
yes
no
no

E•====•B
yes
no
yes
no

−→
insecure
leaking
inputting
secure

←−
insecure
inputting
leaking
secure

A•====•E
yes
yes
no
no

E•====•B
yes
no
yes
no

−→
leaking
leaking
disabled
secure

←−
leaking
disabled
leaking
secure

TSEC:

ISA:
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3.3.2 Difficulties in Modelling
One of the main challenges when modelling the second phase of the IKEv2 protocol
in a constructive manner is caused by the fact that the authentication of the DiffieHellman coefficients and nonces is only incorporated in the last step and, therefore, in
the outermost converter.
K7

More concretely, our ==== resource provides the different keys for both authentication
and encryption. Observe, however, that those two keys are not completely independent.
While in case of a passive adversary, they are independent and chosen uniformly at
random, an active adversary can only choose to either replace both or none for each
of the parties A and B. Hence, if one key has not been replaced, the other one has
neither; in contrast, when using two separate unauthenticated keys this is no longer
true. Consequently, we cannot assume to have two separate key systems available but
must rather route the additional keys through all of the intermediate system. Of course,
allowing the adversary to replace the keys individually would be a strict relaxation of the
security guarantees achieved. However, we would then have to model that the parties
must somewhat be able to detect each of the keys replacement individually; requiring us
to output separate DH-coefficients at each of the unauthenticated keys. While feasible,
such an approach would not make the constructions much simpler, since the intermediate
systems would still all have to deal with DH-coefficients exchanged, and it would depart
quite substantially from the actual IKEv2 protocol.
Instead of a regular encrypt-then-MAC scheme, as depicted in Figure 3.11a, we get a
scheme shown in Figure 3.11b where the key is routed through the authentication layer
and, hence, part of the inner system. This clearly makes the intermediate system TAUT
much more complex as it has to provide a similar interface as the unauthenticated key
in addition to the desired authentic communication channel.

3.3.3 Tentative Authentication
In the following section we present the system TAUT, which is constructed when using
our unauthenticated keys to apply a MAC to a pair of insecure channels. The TAUT
resource is, first, presented in Figure 3.12 and its construction illustrated during the rest
of the section.
Converters We now introduce the aut converter, which achieves the tentative authentication by applying a MAC scheme on a pair of insecure communication channels.
Unfortunately, we cannot model our TAUT (and the following resources), as the parallel
composition of two channels, which is constructed from the parallel composition of two
MAC schemes. This is due to the fact that instead of two independent keys we only
have one unauthenticated key resource, which outputs two keys that are correlated in
the sense of either being both provided by the adversary or both being secret and chosen
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•====•
A

enc

•====•
aut

dec

B

chk
−→
E

(a) The usual encrypt-then-MAC scheme

A

====
enc

aut

chk

dec

B

−→
E
(b) Encrypt-then-MAC with an unauthenticated key

Figure 3.11: Using an unauthenticated key for an encrypt-then-MAC scheme
uniformly at random. Rather, we will always apply the converters in both directions
simultaneously and, hence, our converter aut is build from a tag and chk converter.
The aut converter is then connected at the inside to a pair of insecure channels and an
unauthenticated key resource. At the outside interface, aut forwards the remaining five
keys from the unauthenticated key resource, whereas the other two of the seven are used
for the authentication. Furthermore, aut accepts, processes, and forwards messages—as
depicted in Figure 3.13. It works the following way:
• The converter obtains the keys at the inside. It feeds the appropriate authentication keys to the tag and chk converters and outputs the additional keys at the
outside interface.
• Upon receiving a message m at the outside interface, the converter inputs it to the
internal tag converter and forwards the output to the inside interface.
• Upon receiving a message z at the inside, the converters inputs it to the chk
converter and forwards the output towards the outside interface.
Simulator Let σAUT denote a converter with the inside interface (connecting to TAUT)
divided into three sub-interfaces EA , EB , and Ec and the outside interface divided into
the five sub-interfaces KA , KB , Kc , CA , and CB . At the outside interface, the first three
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TAUT
Setup
1. Chooses xA , xB ∈R Z|G| , and nA , nB ∈R N .
2. Calculates yA := g xA , yB := g xB .
3. Chooses additional keys k := (kd, keA , keB , kpA , kpB ) uniformly at random.
4. Obtains the cheating bit c at the interface E. If, c = 0 then the system
outputs k|yi |y¬i |n|n¬i at both the interfaces i ∈ {A, B} and on input m at
interface E, outputs m at interface ¬i. Else:
5. Outputs xA |nA at interface EA and xB |nB at EB .
Key delivery
6. Accepts a message y 0 |n0 at Ei∈{A,B}
• Let repi := y 0 6= g x¬i ∨ n0 6= n¬i (denoting replacement of the key)
• If repi = 1, then interface Ei takes input k 0 and outputs k 0 |yi |y 0 |nu |n0
at interface i
• Else, outputs k|yi |y¬i |ni |n¬i at interface i
• Checks whether (7) or (8) have been triggered, and executes them if
applicable.
Message input
7. Accepts input mi at interface i ∈ {A, B}. As soon as repi has been set, it
outputs mi at interface Ei .
Message output
8. Accepts input mi at Ei . As soon as repi has been set,
• If repi ∨ (¬rep¬i ∧ m0 = m¬i ), then outputs m0 at interface i.
Figure 3.12: The TAUT system providing a pair of authenticated channels in absence of an active adversary.
denoted K correspond to the interface E provided by ====, the CA to the one of the
channel from A to B, and CB to the reverse one.
1. Upon receiving three cheating bits cK , cA , and cB at the outside interface, sets
c := cK ∨ cA ∨ cB and forwards it to the inside interface. If c = 0 the simulator
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••

K7

====

tag

−→

chk

←−
aut

Figure 3.13: The authentication converter aut
halts.
2. If cK = 1, then:
a) On receiving xA |nA and xB |nB at the inside sub-interface EA and EB , forwards xA |nA to the outside interface KA and the other one to KB .
b) Upon receiving y 0 |n0 at the outside sub-interface Ki
• Outputs y 0 |n0 at the inside sub-interface Ei
• Calculates repi := y 0 6= g x¬i ∨ n0 6= n¬i
• If repi = 1, then
i. Accepts input k 0 := fd i |fa iA |fa iB |fe iA |fe iB |fpiA |fpiB at the outside subinterface Ki
ii. Stores fa iA and fa iB
iii. Outputs k 00 := fd i |fe iA |fe iB |fpiA |fpiB at the inside sub-interface Ei
3. Else, if cK = 0, then for every interface i ∈ {A, B} it outputs y¬i |n¬i at the inside
sub-interface Ei .
4. Upon receiving a message m at the inside sub-interface Ei
• If c¬i = 0, then ignores the input (and skips the following steps).
• If repi = 1, then calculates m̃ = tag(f aii , m) and
• Else, provides m to the simulator σMAC and stores the output as m̃
• Outputs m̃ at the outside sub-interface Ci
5. Upon receiving m̃0 at the outside sub-interface Ci
• If ci = 0, then ignores the input (and skips the following steps).
• If rep¬i = 1, then calculates m0 = chk(fa i¬i , m̃0 )
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• Else, provides m̃0 as input to the outside interface of σMAC and stores the result
from the inside interface in m0
• Outputs m0 at the inside sub-interface E¬i
Construction In the following we prove that distinguishing the TAUT resource from
the system obtained by applying the aut converters to the unauthenticated key and a
pair of insecure channels, requires breaking the underlying MAC-scheme.
Theorem 3.7. Let π := (aut, aut) be the pair of converters as described above, then for
P :=



(R0 | S0 ), φ, ×1/2



it holds that for every simulator σMAC ,




K7

π,σAUT ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

====, − →, ← −

TAUT,

which is defined as
( E
⊥ R ≡ ⊥E S

P 4 (R | S)

(availability)
(security)

where
R := aut aut
A

B





K7

====, − →, ← −

E
S := σAUT
TAUT

h

K

R0 := tagA chkB − →, •====•

i

E
S0 := σMAC
•− →

Proof. The availability condition follows directly from the availability condition of the
underlying MAC-scheme. Hence, we focus on the security condition.
We start by observing that the group elements, the nonces, and the correct keys in R and
S are all chosen uniformly at random implying that the output observed at interface E
are distributed equally. Moreover, the condition on when the adversary is allowed to
replace the keys is exactly the same in both systems; thus, the output k|y|y 0 |n|n0 observed
at interface A and B are distributed equally on equivalent inputs of the adversary as
well. In short, all outputs related to the key exchange are distributed equivalently in R
and S.
As a consequence, the only differences in R and S are concerning the messages sent from
A to B and vice versa. However, when one party gets keys chosen by the adversary,
on any message sent by that party in S the simulator σAUT calculates the tag using the
same injected key. In addition, in S any message sent to that party is verified using the
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replaced key in σAUT , and if it verified there, TAUT will accept the message matching the
behaviour of R as well.
In summary, the only differences between R and S are the tag generation and verification
when using secret and uniformly random chosen keys, where R behaves like R0 and S like
S0 . More formally, we can define a converter M such that:

MhR0 i ≡ R
MhS0 i ≡ S

Given our previous discussion on the differences and similarities of R and S, we only
provide a brief sketch of M. The inside interface of M is subdivided in two interfaces
I 1 and I 2 , each of them further subdivided into IA , IB , and IE matching the merged
interface of an insecure channel. At the outside interface, M provides an interface like R
and S.
• The converters choose group elements, nonces, and additional keys uniformly at
random and output them at the outside interface in a compatible way to R and S
(details omitted).
• Upon receiving a message m at the outside sub-interface i:
– If the key faii has been set by the adversary, the converters computes m̃ =
tag(faii , m)
i and sets m̃ as the output at I i .
– Else, inputs m at the inside sub-interface IA
E

– Outputs m̃ at the outside sub-interface E
• Upon receiving a message m̃0 at the outside sub-interface Ei :
i has been set by the adversary, the converters computes m0 =
– If the key fa¬i
i
0
chk(fa¬i , m̃ )

– Else, inputs m̃0 at the inside sub-interface IE¬i and sets m0 as the output at
¬i .
IB
– Outputs m0 at the outside sub-interface i
Observe that in case the adversary did not replace the key MhR0 i computes and verifies
the tags using two independent and uniformly random chosen keys from R0 , which are
equivalent to the keys ka A and ka B used in R0 . When the key has not been specified
by the adversary, in S the simulator just invokes the internal simulator σMAC just as in
MhS0 i.
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Finally, we apply Lemma 2.11 to obtain the desired reduction concluding our proof:
n

0

0

o

(R0 | S0 ), MHIR ,S , ×1/2

4 (MhR0 i | MhS0 i)

3.3.4 Tentative Confidentiality
In the following section we present the system TSEC, as depicted in Figure 3.14, which
is constructed when using our TAUT resource and apply a symmetric encryption scheme.
Similar to the last section, we first define the TSEC resource and then illustrate its construction in the remaining section. Observe that the structure and converters presented
of the following section are very similar to the ones of the last one.
TSEC
Setup / Key delivery
Same as in TAUT in Figure 3.12 on page 66, except that the additional keys
are chosen from K3 instead of K5 .
Message input
7. Accepts input mi at interface i. As soon as repi has been set,
• If repi , then output mi , else |mi | at interface Ei
Message output
8. As soon as repi has been set,
• If repi , accepts input m0 at Ei and outputs m0 at I.
• If ¬repi ,
a) accepts deletion bit d ∈ {0, 1} at Ei
b) if d = 0 ∧ ¬rep¬i (and m¬i set), then outputs m¬i at I.
Figure 3.14: The TSEC resource providing a pair of secure channels in absence of
an active adversary.

Converters We now introduce the conf converter, which achieves the tentative security
by applying a symmetric encryption scheme, as presented in Definition 2.26, on top of
the tentative authentic channels provided by the TAUT resource.
Again, we apply the encryption and decryption in the same converter, similarly to the
aut converter and as depicted in Figure 3.15. Thus, the conf converters is built from a
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enc and a dec converter. The conf converter is then connected at the inside to a TAUT
resource; at the outside interface conf forwards the remaining keys, accepts message for
encryption and forwards them to the inside interface, and outputs the decryption of
messages coming from the inside interface. It works the following way:
• The converter obtains the keys at the inside. It feeds the appropriate encryption
keys to the enc and dec converters and outputs the additional keys at the outside
interface.
• Upon receiving a message m at the outside interface, the converter inputs it to the
internal enc converter and forwards the output to the inside interface.
• Upon receiving a message z at the inside, the converters inputs it to the dec
converter and outputs the result at the outside.

••
enc

TAUT

dec
conf
Figure 3.15: Confidentiality converter conf

Simulator Let σSEC denote a converter with both the inside (connecting to TSEC) and
outside interface subdivided into three sub-interfaces EA , EB , and Ec
1. Upon receiving the cheating bit c at the outside sub-interface Ec , forwards it to
the inside interface Ec . If c = 0, then the simulator halts.
2. On receiving xA |nA and xB |nB at the inside sub-interface EA and EB , forwards
them to the corresponding outside interfaces.
3. Upon receiving y 0 |n0 at the outside sub-interface Ki
• Outputs y 0 |n0 at the inside sub-interface Ei
• Calculates repi := y 0 6= g x¬i ∨ n0 6= n¬i
• If repi = 1, then
a) Accepts input k 0 := fd i |fe iA |fe iB |fpiA |fpiB at the outside sub-interface Ki
b) Stores fe iA and fe iB
c) Outputs k 00 := fd i |fpiA |fpiB at the inside sub-interface Ei
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4. Upon receiving a message m at the inside sub-interface Ei
• If repi = 1, then calculates m̃ = enc(f eii , m) and
• Else, provides m to the simulator σENC and stores the output as m̃
• Outputs m̃ at the outside sub-interface Ei
5. Upon receiving m̃0 at the outside sub-interface Ei
• If rep¬i = 1, then outputs m0 = dec(fe i¬i , m̃0 ) at the inside sub-interface Ei
• Else, provides m̃0 as input to the outside interface of σENC and forwards the
deletion bit d to the inside sub-interface Ei
Construction Again, we show that distinguishing TSEC from TAUT with the conf
converters applied requires breaking the underlying symmetric encryption scheme.
Theorem 3.8. Let π := (conf , conf ) be a pair of converters as described above, then for
P :=



(R0 | S0 ), φ, ×1/2



it holds that for every simulator σENC ,
TAUT

π,σSEC ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

TSEC,

which is defined as
( E
⊥ R ≡ ⊥E S

(availability)

P 4 (R | S)

(security)

where
R := conf A conf B TAUT
E
S := σSEC
TSEC

h

K

i

R0 := encA decB •− →, •====•
E
S0 := σENC
•− →•

Proof. The availability condition follows directly from the availability condition of the
underlying encryption scheme. Hence, we focus on the security condition.
Let us start by observing that the TAUT and TSEC resources, and thus the R and S
resources, both choose the group elements, the nonces, and keys uniformly at random.
Furthermore, the condition on when the adversary is allowed to replace the keys is
exactly the same in both systems. In short, all outputs related to the key exchange
are distributed equivalently in R and S. Therefore, the only differences in R and S are
concerning the messages sent from A to B and vice versa:
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First, when input a message mA at A, then in the system R if the key for A was
replaced, the message m̃A = enc(fe A
A , mA ) will be output at interface E; otherwise
m̃A = enc(ka A , mA ). In S, when the key is replace m̃A = enc(fe A
A , mA ) is calculated by
the simulator σSEC as well; otherwise the output of σENC on |mA | is output.
Second, when a message m̃0A is input at EB the two systems behave as following: on the
0
one hand, in R if B uses a replaced key, then the value m0A = dec(fa B
A , m̃A ) is output, else
m0A = dec(ka A , m̃0A ) is calculated and output if m̃A = m̃0A and A also used the correct
key ka A to generate m̃A . However, this implies that mA = m0A is output. On the other
0
hand, in S, if the key of B is replaced m0A = dec(fa B
A , m̃A ) is output as well. Moreover,
if B uses the correct key the simulator will set the deletion bit using the simulator σENC ,
matching the behaviour of S0 .
In summary, the two differences between R and S correspond exactly to the differences
between R0 and S0 . Like in the previous section, we can thus define a convert M such
that:
MhR0 i ≡ R
MhS0 i ≡ S

The converter M is defined very similar to the one of the previous section, having its inside
interface of subdivided in two interfaces C 1 and C 2 , each of them further subdivided
into CA , CB , and CE matching the merged interface of an authentic channel. At the
outside interface, M provides an interface like R and S.
• The converters choose group elements, nonces, and additional keys uniformly at
random and output them at the outside interface in a compatible way to R and S
(details omitted).
• Upon receiving a message m at the outside sub-interface i:
– If the key fe ii has been set by the adversary, it computes m̃ = enc(fa ii , m)
i and sets m̃ as the output at C i .
– Else, inputs m at the inside sub-interface CA
E

– Outputs m̃ at the outside sub-interface E
• Upon receiving a message m̃0 at the outside sub-interface Ei :
i , m̃0 )
– If the key fa i¬i has been set by the adversary, it computes m0 = dec(fa¬i
¬i to m0
– Else, inputs m̃0 at the inside interface CE¬i assigns the output at CB

– Outputs m0 at the outside sub-interface i
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We, finally again, apply Lemma 2.11 to obtain the desired reduction concluding our
proof:
n

0

0

o

(R0 | S0 ), MHIR ,S , ×1/2

4 (MhR0 i | MhS0 i)

3.3.5 Delayed Authentication
In the following section we present the system ISA, which is constructed when finally
authenticating the group elements and nonces sent in the very first message. Precisely,
either a MAC or a signature, on the previously sent group element and nonce, is sent
along with the message over the TSEC resource, depicted in Figure 3.16. Owing to the
different choices for using a MAC or signature, four different constructions are presented
covering all possibilities.
In addition, we model the exchange of pseudonyms in this step, due to the fact that
the pseudonyms are also included in the authentication. The pseudonyms are, primarily,
used for the lookup of the pre-shared key and for enforcing access control policies. Since
we assume a fixed pair of initiator and receiver, and do not treat access control features,
we mainly include the pseudonym exchange for the sake of completeness. Since the
pseudonyms do not add any security guarantee in our treatment of IKEv2, we omit
to discuss the exchange of pseudonyms as a separate step, which would include the
definition of an additional intermediate resource.
According to the IKEv2 standard, a pseudonym can be an IP address, an email address,
a fully qualified domain name, or some proprietary vendor specific information. Notably,
the pseudonyms are included in the delayed authentication of the first message, but are
transmitted in the second message. Moreover, not the pseudonym id A or id B are signed
(or included in the MAC), but rather the hash
b A := prf(kp , id)
id
A

is included in the authentication of A’s first message, and respectively a similar hash
b B for B.
id
Note
As we have seen in the previous two sections, the second message is
transmitted securely if the first message has not been modified by the adversary. Conceptually, either the first message was delivered unmodified
and then everything is secure, or there has been a man-in-the-middle and
then the authentication of the first message should not succeed. Thus,
including parts of the second message in the authentication appears to
be redundant and, especially, the approach of shortening the pseudonym
by applying a PRF beforehand appears to be debatable.
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In the ISA resource, the adversary can choose for each direction, whether he wants to
obtain the message of the sending interface, or whether he wants to receiving party to
accept the message. In summary, he can choose whether to stay passive and letting
them establish a secure channel, or to become active but causing the communication to
be blocked, in which case they will notice.
ISA
Setup
1. Chooses kd ∈R K and nA , nB ∈R N
2. Interface E takes an input c ∈ {0, 1} (cheating bit). If c = 0, then on input
m at interface i, outputs kd|n¬i |ni |m at interface ¬i. Else:
3. Outputs nA at interface EA and nB at EB .
Indicating an active attack
4. Accepts a bit ai ∈ {0, 1} at Ei∈{A,B}
• Checks whether (5) or (5c) have been triggered.
Messages
5. Accepts an input mi at interface i. As soon as ai has been input ,
• If ai = 0, then
a) Outputs |mi | at Ei
b) Accepts input d ∈ {0, 1} at E¬i
c) As soon as a¬i has been input, and
– if d = 0 ∧ a¬i = 0, then outputs kd|n¬i |ni |mi at interface ¬i
• Else, outputs mi at Ei
Figure 3.16: The ISA system either providing secure channels, or channels with a
disabled receiver interface.

Converters
In this construction step we consider two separate converters applied in sequence, one for
the exchange of the pseudonyms and one for the delayed authentication, even though we
do not model or prove the construction of the intermediate resource with only the former
applied. As an advantage, this approach allows us to separate the part (exchanging
pseudonyms) which works the same way whether a pre-shared key or digital signatures
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are used from the part dealing with the different measures of authentication, while
omitting the definition of a gratuitous intermediate resource.
Exchanging pseudonyms The identid converter is parametrized in the pseudonym id;
thus, we assume a fixed pseudonym. A schematic overview of the converter can be found
in Figure 3.17.
kd|kpi |kp¬i |yi |y¬i |ni |n¬i
•
•
kpi

ˆ
id
prf

•

ID
TSEC

m|id

m
ˆ0
id

kp¬i
prf
id0

ˆ0
m|id

m0

•
ident

Figure 3.17: The converter implementing the pseudonym exchange.
The converter identid has the both interfaces divided into three sub-interfaces, matching
the interfaces of the TSEC resource. On a technical level, it works as following:
1. It obtains kd|kpi |kp¬i |yi |y¬i |ni |n¬i at the inside interface.
b := prf(kp , id).
2. Calculates id
i
b at the outside interface.
3. It outputs kd|yi |y¬i |ni |n¬i |id

4. Upon receiving the message m at the outside interface, outputs m|id at the inside
interface.
5. Upon receiving m0 |id 0 at the inside interface,
c0 := prf(kp , id 0 ),
a) Calculates id
¬i
c0 at the outside interface.
b) Outputs m0 |id

Authentication of the previous message For the sake of authentication, four kind of
converters might be used depending on whether the authentication is performed using
signatures or a pre-shared key and a MAC. Concretely, the parties can either use signatures in both directions, a MAC in both directions, or use a signature in one and a
MAC in the other direction. We focus on the two consistent cases, since the other ones
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are merely mixtures of them. The first of the four different converters dautSS , dautMM ,
dautMS , and dautSM is depicted in Figure 3.18.

m

vk
ˆ
yi |ni |n¬i |id

sig

•

y¬i |n¬i |ni

•

...
ˆ0
id

vrf
kd

vk 0

z0
m0

•− →

m|s

•

m0
← −•

m0
dautSS

Figure 3.18: The delayed authentication converter using digital signatures in both
directions.
In order to achieve the authentication, the dautSS converter applies signatures in both
directions. Thus, the dautSS converters is built from a sig and a vrf converter. The
dautSS converter is then connected at the inside to a TSEC resource (at the inside subinterface IT ) and a pair of authentic channels transporting the verification keys (inside
sub-interface Iin and Iout ); at the outside interface dautSS accepts and outputs a message.
1. It forwards the verification key vk output by the sig converter to the inside subinterface Iout . Upon receiving vk 0 at the inside sub-interface Iout , it forwards it to
the internal vrf converter.
b at the inside interface.
2. It obtains kd|yi |y¬i |ni |n¬i |id

3. Upon receiving a message m at the outside interface,
b to the internal sig converter and stores the output as s
a) Inputs yi |ni |n¬i |id

b) Outputs s|m at the inside interface.
c0 at the inside interface,
4. Upon receiving a message s0 |m0 |id
c0
a) Calculates z 0 := y¬i |n¬i |ni |id

b) Inputs s0 |z 0 to the internal vrf converter
c) If vrf outputs z 0 , then the converter outputs kd|ni |n¬i |m0 at the outside interface (else nothing).
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The dautMM converter is defined very similarly: instead it uses an mac and a chk converter internally. Moreover, it only has two inside sub-interface: IT connected to TSEC
and IK connected to the key. The input at IK is then forwarded to both the internal
mac and chk converters. Otherwise, it behaves like dautSS , and calculates z and z 0 the
same way, except for one crucial difference: it includes a marker identifying the initiator
and the responder in the MAC. Hence, the tag generated by the initiator is not accepted
by the initiator and vice versa. In the IKEv2 protocol, each messages clearly indicates
in the header whether it has been sent by the initiator or the responder, and this header
field is included in the MAC calculation.
Finally, the dautSM and dautMS converters are defined similarly as well. The dautSM
converters uses a signature for the outgoing message input at the outside interface and
checks the MAC for the incoming message at the inside interface; whereas, the dautMS
converter uses the schemes in the opposite way.

Construction

In the following we prove that the ISA resource is constructed from the TSEC resource
when either assuming a pre-shared key and applying a MAC-scheme, or assuming a
pair of authentic channels and applying digital signatures. We, first, formally state the
achieved construction, then describe various simulators employed in the construction,
and finally prove the correctness.
Theorem 3.9. Let
πSS := (dautSS identidA , dautSS identidB )
πMM := (dautMM identidA , dautMM identidB )
πSM := (dautSM identidA , dautMS identidB )
πMS := (dautMS identidA , dautSM identidB )
be a pairs of converters as described above, then for
PS :=

n

signA vrf B [•− →, − →] σSIG •− → , φ1 , ×1/2



PM :=

n

tagA chkB [•====, − →] σMAC •− → , φ2 , =

PSM :=

n

signA vrf B [•− →, − →] σSIG •− → , φ3 , ×1/2 ,

K
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tagA chkB [•====, − →] σMAC •− → , φ4 , ×1/2
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the following four constructions hold for every simulator σSIG and σMAC ,
[TSEC, •− →, ← −•]
K

[TSEC, •====•]
K

[TSEC, •− →, ====•]
K

[TSEC, •====, ← −•]

πSS ,σSS ,PS
==⇒
ABE
c
πMM ,σMM ,PM
==⇒
ABE
c
πSM ,σSM ,PSM
==⇒
ABE
c
πMS ,σMS ,PSM
==⇒
ABE
c

ISA

(S-S)

ISA

(M-M)

ISA

(S-M)

ISA

(M-S)

Simulators
We start by presenting the four different simulators σSS , σMM , σSM , and σMS employed in
the constructions described above. First, the simulator σSS is described in detail, then
we sketch the modifications to obtain σMM . The remaining twos are just mixtures of σSS
and σMM and are not discussed further.
In the following, let σSIG denote the simulator used in a signature scheme, as introduced
in Definition 2.27. It outputs a verification key at the outside interface and accepts a
corresponding deletion bit, indicating whether the verification key is delivered or not.
Upon input m at the inside, it outputs some signature-message pair s|m at the outside;
upon input s0 |m0 at the outside, it outputs a deletion bit d at the inside.
Similarly, let σMAC denote the simulator used in a MAC scheme, as introduced in Definition 2.25. At the outside interface, it accepts two inputs indicating whether the key is
delivered to each of the parties. Upon input , at the inside, it outputs some tag-message
pair t|m at the outside; upon input t0 |m0 at the outside, it outputs a deletion bit d at
the inside.
Simulator σSS The simulator σSS internally uses two simulators σSIG , each for one of the
directions. The outside interface is divided into five sub-interfaces ECA , ECB , ETA , ETB ,
and ETc . The first two correspond to the interface E provided by the authentic channels
from A to B, respectively in the reverse direction; the remaining three correspond to the
interface E provided by TSEC. The inside interface is divided into three sub-interfaces
compatible to ISA. The simulator works as follows:
1. Receives the three cheating bits cT , cA , and cB at the outside interface, calculates
c := cT ∨ cA ∨ cB , and outputs c at the inside sub-interface Ec . If c = 0, then the
simulator halts.
2. If ci = 1 (for i ∈ {A, B}), obtains the verification key vk i from σSIGi
a) Outputs vk i at the outside sub-interface ECi
b) Accepts dci ∈ {0, 1} and forwards to σSIGi
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3. If cT = 0, but not c = 0, then the simulator does not output anything further at
the outside interface. Moreover, it inputs ai = 0 at the both inside interfaces EA
and EB , and upon receiving mi at the inside Ei it inputs d := ci = 0 ∨ dci = 0 at
the inside E¬i . Otherwise:
4. Upon input nA at EA and nB at EB , chooses xA , xB ∈R Z|G| and outputs xA |nA
at the outside sub-interface ETA and xB |nB at ETB .
5. Upon receiving the first message y 0 |n0 at the outside sub-interface ETi
a) Calculates ai := y 0 |n0 6= y¬i |n¬i
b) Outputs ai at the inside sub-interface Ei
c) If ai = 1, accepts k 0 := fd i |fpii |fpi¬i
6. Upon input mi at the inside Ei (happens only if ai = 1)
a) Calculates zi := yi |ni |n0¬i | prf(fpii , id i )
b) Inputs zi at the inside interface of σSIGi and obtains the output si |zi at the
outside.
c) Outputs si |mi |id i at the outside sub-interface ETi .
7. Upon input lm := |mi | at the inside Ei (happens only if ai = 0), outputs lm +ls +lid
for ls denoting the length of a signature and lid = |id i |.
8. Upon input s0 |m0 |id 0 at the outside sub-interface ETi , ignores the input (happens
only if ai = 1).
9. Upon input di at the outside sub-interface ETi (happens only if ai = 0)
• If di = 1, forwards to the inside sub–interface Ei
• Else, inputs z¬i to the outside interface of σSIG¬i , and forwards the obtained
deletion bit d0i to the inside sub-interface Ei
Other simulators The other simulators, such as σMM , are defined almost equivalently.
Of course, σMM only accepts two cheating bits instead of three, since it only simulates the
interface of one key and TSEC. Moreover, it does not output any verification keys, but
instead accepts messages indicating whether the key is delivered. The main difference,
however, is that it internally uses two simulators σMAC instead of σSIG . Nevertheless, with
respect to the messages (and not the key transfer), those simulators σMAC are invoked
with exactly the same inputs.
Similarly, the remaining two simulators σSM and σMS internally use one internal simulator
σSIG and one σMAC .
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Proof of Theorem 3.9
Let us outline the proof of the four constructions individually. The availability condition
follows from the correctness condition of the MAC- and signature scheme in each of the
cases; thus, we only consider the security condition.
During the rest of the proof, let
RSIG := signA vrf B [•− →, − →]
SSIG := σSIG •− →
K

RMAC := tagA chkB [•====, − →]
SMAC := σMAC •− →
Proof of (S-S). The general proof strategy is very similar to the one used during the
previous sections; first, we define a converter M such that
MhRSIG i ≡ R
MhSSIG i ≡ S
with
B
R := dautA
SS dautSS [TSEC, •− →, ← −•]
S := σSS ISA

We, therefore, describe the converter M, that is defined similar the the ones in the
previous sections. The inside interface is divided in two interfaces C A and C B , the
former for the signature scheme used by A and the latter for the one used by B. Each of
them is further subdivided into CA , CB , and CE matching the merged interface of SSIG
and RSIG . At the outside interface, M provides an interface like R and S.
• The converters chooses xA and xB , the nonces nA and nB , and the additional key
kd uniformly at random. Then, it output them at the outside interface, and accepts
ai and fpi . Moreover, it forwards the verification keys from the inside interface to
the outside. All of this is done in a compatible way to R and S (details omitted).
• Upon receiving a message mi at the outside sub-interface i:
1. Calculates zi := yi |ni |n¬i | prf(kpi , id i )
i and obtains the result s |z at inter2. Outputs zi at the inside interface CA
i i
face CEi .

3. Let m̃ := si |mi |id i
4. If ai = 1, then output m̃, else |m̃| at the outside sub-interface Ei
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• If ai = 1 (thus y¬i 6= y 0 ∨ n¬i 6= n0 ), upon receiving a message m̃0 := s0 |m0 |id 0 at
the outside sub-interface Ei
1. Calculates z 0 := y¬i |n¬i |ni | prf(kp¬i , id ¬i )
2. Outputs s0 |z 0 at the inside sub-interface CE¬i
i , then outputs m0 at the outside sub-interface i (if nothing
3. If z 0 is output at CB
i , no output is produced).
or anything else is output at CB

• If ai = 0, upon receiving a deletion bit d at the outside sub-interface Ei
1. If d = 1 ∨ a¬i = 1, then ignores the input and skips the following steps.
2. Outputs s¬i |z¬i at the inside sub-interface CE¬i
i , then outputs m
3. If z¬i is output at CB
¬i at the outside sub-interface i

In order to show that MhRSIG i ≡ R and MhSSIG i ≡ S, we only consider messages sent
from A to B; the other direction follows by symmetry.
First, on input m at interface A in R the signature s is computed by the internal sign
converter, and then either s|m, if aA = 1, or the length of it is output at interface E.
In MhRSIG i the signature is also computed by the sign converter, and if appropriate only
the length is output. Observe that the signing and verification keys are all chosen by
the sign converter according to the same distribution in both cases.
In contrast, in S if aA = 1, then the simulated signature is obtained and s|m is output,
just as in MhS0 i. If aA = 1, however, then ls + |m| is output at E, whereas in MhSSIG i
the length of s|m with the simulated signature s is output. Nevertheless, assuming that
the signatures are of fix length and |s|m| = |s| + |m| this is exactly equivalent.
Upon input s0 |m0 (if aB = 1) both R and MhR0 i verify the signature by using the vrf
converter. Observe that upon input s0 |z 0 the vrf converter by definition either outputs z 0
or nothing, never z 00 6= z 0 . In contrast, S drops the input unconditionally. However, note
that in MhSSIG i either the original zA or nothing is output at interface B of SSIG . This is
due to SSIG being based on an authentic channel. It holds, however, that zA 6= z 0 , owing
0 |n0 used to calculate z 0 , as implied by
to zA containing yA |nA which is not equal to yA
A
aB = 1. Therefore, there is definitely no output at MhSSIG i, matching the behavior of S.
Finally, upon input d at B, if all aA = 0, aB = 0, and d = 0 the message m will be
output at B in all of the four systems. Otherwise, or if the verification key has been
deleted, none of the systems will output anything.
The desired claim then follows from Lemma 2.11, again:
n
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(RSIG | SSIG ), MHIRSIG ,SSIG , ×1/2

4 (MhRSIG i | MhSSIG i)
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Proof of (M-M). This proof is almost equivalent to the proof before, and, thus, omitted.
However, not that the resource M only connects to a single MAC-scheme; hence, we do
not lose the factor one half in the reduction. Otherwise, almost the same M can be used,
which of course do not need to forward verification keys.
Proof of (S-M). Firs, let us define the following shorthand notation
K

B
R := dautA
SM dautMS [TSEC, •− →, ====•]
S := σSM ISA

Again, we can define a converter M such that:
M[RSIG , RMAC ] ≡ R
M[SSIG , SMAC ] ≡ S
We omit the details of M, since it is defined very similar to the cases before. Whereas,
however, the converter previously connected to multiple instances of the same resource,
it now connects to one signature resource and one MAC resource, reflecting that we
apply signatures in one direction and a MAC in the other.
Next, we define a hybrid system T between R and T:
T := M[RSIG , SMAC ]
and due to the triangle inequality of the distinction advantage ∆D , we get
∆D (R, S) ≤ ∆D (R, T) + ∆D (T, S)
according to Lemma 4.24 of [31] leading to
{((R | T), =, ×1/2), ((T | S), =, ×1/2)} 4 (R | S)
Furthermore, using the definition of T, the equivalences of R ≡ M[RSIG , RMAC ] and S ≡
M[SSIG , SMAC ], and applying the absorption law yields
{((RMAC | SMAC ), M[RSIG , · ], =)} 4 (R | T)
{((RSIG | SSIG ), M[ ·, SMAC ], =)} 4 (T | S)
Finally, using the composition of the reduction, we obtain the desired reduction
{((RMAC | SMAC ), M[RSIG , · ], ×1/2), ((RSIG | SSIG ), M[ ·, SMAC ], ×1/2)} 4 (R | S)

Proof of (M-S). Symmetrical to the case before and, thus, omitted.
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3.3.6 Multiple Sessions
In the following section we revisit the construction of the TAUT, TSEC, and ISA resources
in the multi-session setting between a fixed pair of initiator and responder.
Obtaining a Split Communication Network
Technically, the second pair of messages is sent over the same communications channels
as the first one. However, since the type of message (first, second, or some additional
we do not consider) is indicated in the message header, we can introduce converters that
split the insecure communication channel into two. Namely, we define a converter csplitI
that has the outside interface divided into two interfaces, and upon input of a message
m at the i-th outside sub-interface, outputs i|m at the inside interface. Similarly, we
can define the converter csplitR which upon input i|m at the inside interface, outputs m
at the i-th outside interface.
Lemma 3.8. For π = (csplitI , csplitR ) as described above, we have that
π,σ,0

−  ==⇒it
ABE

[− , − ].

Proof. (omitted)
All subsequent messages after the initial key exchange contain the pair of SPIs (sA , sB )
established during the exchange. We can, therefore, use those pairs of SPIs to split the
communication channels of the IKE_AUTH message exchange into a parallel composition of communication systems whose interfaces match the ones of the partially split
resources considered so far. The constructed resource, corresponding to a single such
insecure communication resource with one A interface and q B interfaces, is depicted in
Figure 3.19.
The converters append the SPIs to every message sent to the other party. Therefore, at
the B interface, a mapping from the sub-interface label (nA , sB ) to the corresponding
SPI of A received at this interface is maintained. Moreover, A maintains a mapping
from its SPIs to the ones of B.
The converter ssplitI has both the inside interface split into q + 2 sub-interfaces called Ki
for i ∈ Q (connecting to the unauthenticated keys), as well as In, and Out (connecting
to the channels). The outside interface is divided into 3q sub-interfaces labeled Ki , Ini ,
and Outi .
1. Upon receiving a message m := k|yA |yB |nA |nB |sA |sB at the inside sub-interface Ki ,
• outputs m at the outside sub-interface Ki ;
• sets R(i) := (sA , sB ).
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Communication system

q
0
ςB

• Obtains input c ∈ {0, 1} at interface Ec
• Upon input of a (single) message m at interface A:
– If c = 0, outputs m at BςB (1) ,
– If c = 1, outputs m at EA .
0 ), upon input a (single) message m at interface B :
• For each sj ∈ =(ςB
sj

– If c = 0 and sj = ςB (1), then outputs m at A,
– If c = 1, then outputs m at Esj .
• If c = 1, upon input a message m0 at interface EA , outputs m0 at A.
• If c = 1, for each sj , upon input a message m0 at Esj , outputs m0 at Bsj .
Figure 3.19: Insecure communication resource with q B-sub-interfaces.
2. Upon input a (single) message m at the outside sub-interface Ini , if R(i) is set to
some pair (sA , sB ), outputs sA |sB |m at the inside sub-interface Out.
3. Upon receiving a message s0A |s0B |m0 at the inside sub-interface In,
• Looks up i such that R(i) = (s0A , s0B ). If this does not exist or i is marked as
used, ignores the input.
• Outputs m0 at the outside sub-interface Outi .
• Marks i as used.
The converter ssplitR has the inside interface divided into q · N + 2 interfaces, the former
labeled by pairs (nA , sB ) ∈ N × =(ςB (nA , ·)) and the latter ones called In and Out.
Among the same lines, the outside interface is divided into 2q · N many sub-interfaces.
• Maintains a mapping R : S → S initially uninitialized (∀s : V(s) = ⊥)
• Upon receiving m := k|yA |yB |nA |nB |sA |sBj at the inside sub-interface (nA , sB )
1. Outputs m at the outside sub-interface OutnA ,sB ,
2. Stores V(nA , sB ) := sA .
• (Repeatedly) upon input a message s0A |s0B |m0 at the inside sub-interface In
1. Looks up nA such that R(nA , s0B ) = sA .
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2. If no such nA exists, or (nA , s0B ) is marked as used, ignore the input. If
multiple exist, pick the first one.
3. Outputs m at the outside sub-interface Out(nA ,s0B ) .
4. Marks (nA , s0B ) as used.
• Upon inpu a (single) message m at the outside sub-interface In(nA ,sB )
– Looks up sA = R(nA , sB ); if this is not set, ignores the input.
– Outputs m|sB |sA at the inside sub-interface Out.
In case of the adversary influencing the key exchange such that the pairs of SPIs is
no longer unique, then not all sub-interfaces of B are adressable. However, in the
constructed resources making all interfaces available to the adversary only weakens this
condition.
Lemma 3.9. For the pair of converters π = (ssplitI , ssplitR ) as described above and with
ρ := (ηA (i), ςA (i), ηB (ηA (i), ·), ςB (ηA (i), ·)), we have




O K7 q (Ai ,BηA (i) )


====ρ

i∈Q

,

O

hh

FKEYqK7 ,n

ii(⊥,Bn )

π,σ,0

, − ,  − ==⇒it
ABE

n∈N \=(ηA )
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FKEYqK7 ,n ,

q
ςB (n,·)
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n∈N \=(ηA )

Proof. (omitted)

Multi-TAUT
The next step in our multi-session construction is to apply the MAC on the insecure multicommunication resource
using the unauthenticated multi-key. First, we study the
construction of a single partially split resource TAUT, which is presented in Figure 3.20,
then, we consider the global construction with all the partially split resources in parallel.
Finally, we conclude with a remark on why our modular treatment with split resources
overall leads to a construction with non tight bounds.
Theorem 3.10. For the pair of converters π, with aut as described in the single-session
setting, and


π := aut,


Y
0 )
s∈=(ςB
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0 , ς0 )
TAUTqρ for ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B

Setup
1. Chooses xA ∈R Z|G| , and ∀j ∈ Q chooses xj ∈R Z|G| .
2. ∀j ∈ Q, chooses keys kj := (kd, keA , keB , kpA , kpB ) uniformly at random.
3. Obtains the cheating bit c at the interface E. If, c = 0 disables all B-subinterfaces except Bni , and behaves as TAUT with c = 0. Else:
4. Outputs xA at EA , and ∀j ∈ Q outputs xj at Enj .
Key delivery
5. On input y 0 |n0 |s0 at the interface EA
• Let match := j, if ∃j : y 0 = g xj ∧ n0 = nj ∧ s0 = sj ; else, match := ⊥.
• If match = ⊥, then EA takes k 0 and outputs k 0 |yA |y 0 |nA |n0 |sA |s0 at A
• Else, outputs kj |yA |yj |nA |nj |sA |sj at interface A
• Checks whether (7) or (9) have been triggered.
0 ))
6. On input y 0 |s0 at the interface Esj (for sj ∈ =(ςB

• Let repj := y 0 6= g xA ∨ s0 6= sA (denoting replacement of the key)
• If repj = 1, then Enj takes k 0 and outputs k 0 |yj |y 0 |nj |nA |sj |s0 at Bsj
• Else, outputs kj |yj |yA |nj |nA |sj |sA at Bsj
• Checks whether (8) or (10) have been triggered.
Message input
7. Accepts input mA at A. Once match has been set, outputs mA at EA .
8. Accepts input mj at Bsj . Once repj has been set, outputs mj at Esj .
Message output
9. Accepts an input m0 at EA . As soon as match has been set,
• If match = ⊥ ∨ (¬repj ∧ m0 = mj ), then output m0 at interface A.
10. Accepts an input m0 at Esj . As soon as repj has been set,
• If repj ∨ (match = j ∧ m0 = mA ), then output m0 at interface Bsj .
Figure 3.20: The system formalizing either a system pair of authenticated or insecure but detectable channels, in the multi-session setting.
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then for every simulator σMAC , with σMAUT and φ defined in the proof, and
K

h

i

R0 := tagA chkB − →, •====•
E
S0 := σMAC
•− →


P := (R0 | S0 ), φ, ×1/2q ,

we have that


K7

q

====ρ ,

q
ρ



π,σMAUT ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

TAUTqρ .

Proof. The proof, and especially the simulator, work very similar to the one from the
single-session case. More concretely, with
R := autA

Y



K7

q

autB ====ρ ,

q
ρ



0 )
s∈=(ςB

E
S := σMAUT
TAUTqρ

and with R0 and S0 defined as above, we can define a converter M such that MhR0 i ≡ R
and MhS0 i ≡ S. Applying Lemma 2.11 then yields the desired reduction.
The crucial adaptation from the single-session setting is to define which instance of the
MAC scheme is getting used in M when processing which input. Similarly, when adapting
the simulator, it has to be defined in σMAUT which internal simulator σMAC is invoked. The
converter M uses the connected resources as follows:
• Whenever A or a sub-interfaces of B uses a key set by the adversary, then all messages are processed by this party using tag and chk functions, from Defintion 2.25.
• In total, M connects to 2q independent resources, either R0 or S0 . It uses two instances of them per B-sub-interface, one for processing messages in each direction.
• When processing a message m input at one of the sub-interfaces i at B, then M
inputs m at the interface A of the i-th attached such resource to obtain the tag.
• When processing a message m0 input towards the i-th sub-interface of B by the
adversary, then outputs it at the E-sub-interface of the (i+q)-th attached resource.
• When processing a message m input at interface A, and match = j (thus, A having
received the nonce, SPI, and group element of the j-th sub-interface of B), then
outputs it towards the A-sub-interface of the (j + q)-th resource to generate the
tag. Note that message is not processed until the key is delivered.
• When processing a message m0 input towards interface A, and match = j, then
outputs towards the E-sub-interface of the j-th resource to validate the tag.
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FAKEqK,nA
1. Obtains the cheating bit c at the interface E. If, c = 0 then halts. Else:
0 |n0 |s0 at the, interface E (for s ∈ =(ς 0 ))
2. On input k 0 |yj0 |yA
sj
j
j A
B
0 |n0 |n |s |s0 at B .
• outputs k 0 |yj0 |yA
sj
j A j A

3. Upon input mj at Bsj , outputs mj at Esj .
4. Upon input m0 at Esj , outputs m0 at Bsj .
Figure 3.21: The resource formalizing a partially split session resource where only
the adversary communicates with B.
We now turn our attention towards the global construction with all the partially split
resources in parallel. As an important step, for those partially split resources with no A
interface (denoted as embedding to ⊥), we obtain the FKEYq resource with all the keys
chosen by the adversary. Thus, the simulator can simulate all the MAC tag generation
and verification, leading to a resource where the adversary is able to communicate with
all B-sub-interfaces. Such a resource is depicted in Figure 3.21. In short we obtain the
Q
following construction for π := (−, s∈=(sB ) aut):
h

FKEYqK7 ,n ,

q

π,σ,0

i

==⇒it
ABE

FAKEqK5 ,n .

For remaining q “good” partially split systems, we can apply the parallel composition of
construction. Hence, we obtain a reduction from the security of the construction of all
the parallel resources to the security of the construction of a single such resource.
Using the parallel composability, the previous constructions can be combined with the
one from Theorem 3.10 to obtain the desired global construction.
Corollary 3.2. For the protcol


π := 


Y

aut,

i∈Q

Y

Y

i∈Q

0 )
s∈=(ςB

aut 

and with
h

K

i

R0 := tagA chkB − →, •====•
E
S0 := σMAC
•− →


P := (R0 | S0 ), φ, 1/2q2

ρ := (nA , sA , ηB (nA , ·), ςB (nA , ·))
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and with appropriate φ and σ, we have that
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ABE
it

Ohh
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Note
Considering that with q sessions and one key per direction at maximum
1
2q “good” keys exist, we would, preferably, only lose a factor of 2q
instead
of the square. However, when splitting our resources by the nonce nA ,
we multiplied the B interfaces; instead of one B-sub-interface per SPI sB
we have |N | many of them labeled (nA , sB ). The fact for each sB at most
one of them can be active, and the adversary just chooses which of them,
is lost in the splitting step. Therefore, technically those partially split
resources are not completely independent, but share the constraint on
which sub-interfaces might be active. Since we, however, want to treat
the construction in a modular way and consider each of those partially
split resource individually, we have to dismiss that constraint and accept
the additional factor of 1q in our reduction.

Multi-TSEC
The next step is to apply encryption to the tentative authenticated partially split resource
TAUTqρ . The adaptations from the single-session setting work very similar to the ones in
the preceding section. Therefore, we omit the discussion and, especially, proof sketches.
Rather, we directly introduce the resource TSECqρ , as depicted in Figure 3.22 and state
the constructions, both in the isolated and the global view.
Theorem 3.11. For the 
pair of converters π,
 with conf as described in the singleQ
session setting, and π := conf , s∈=(ς 0 ) conf , then for every simulator σENC (as of
B
Definition 2.26), with σMCONF and φ as defined in the proof, and
K

h

i

R0 := encA decB •− →, •====•
E
S0 := σENC
•− →•


P := (R0 | S0 ), φ, ×1/2q

we have that
TAUTqρ
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π,σMCONF ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

TSECqρ .
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0 , ς0 )
Resource TSECqρ for ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B

Setup / Key delivery
Same as for TAUTqρ in Figure 3.20 on page 87, except that kj ∈R K3
Message input
4. Accepts input mA at A. As soon as match has been set
• If match = ⊥, then output mA , else |mA | at EA .
5. Accepts input mj at Bsj . As soon as repj has been set,
• If repj , then output mj , else |mj | at Esj .
Message output
6. As soon as match has been set,
• If match = ⊥, accepts input m0 at EA and outputs m0 at A.
• If match = j,
– accepts deletion bit d ∈ {0, 1} at EA , and
– if d = 0 ∧ ¬repj (and mj is set), then outputs mj at A.
7. As soon as repj has been set,
• If repj , accepts input m0 at Esj and outputs m0 at Bsj .
• Else,
– accepts deletion bit d ∈ {0, 1} at Esj , and
– if d = 0 ∧ match = j (and mA is set), then outputs mA at Bsj .
Figure 3.22: The resource formalizing the tentatively secure communication system in the multi-session setting.
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Proof. The adaptations of the simulator σCONF from the single-session setting to the multisession setting work (almost) equivalently to the adaptations for the simulator σMAUT in
the previous section. The same holds true for the converter M accessing at the right side
0 0
2q many resources S0 or R0 . The function φ is then defined as converter MHIR ,S . What
basically has to be done, is to specify when the converter M accesses which instance of
the attached resources R0 or S0 .
Once more, observe that in the case where no A is present and the adversary can choose
the keys, the simulator is able to encrypt and decrypt all messages for B. Thus, for
Q
π := (−, s∈=(sB ) conf ), we have the following construction:
π,σ,0

FAKEqK5 ,n

==⇒it
ABE

FAKEqK3 ,n .

0 , ς 0 ), the protocol
Corollary 3.3. For R0 , S0 , and conf as defined above, ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B



π := 


Y

conf ,

i∈Q

Y

Y

n∈N

0 )
s∈=(ςB

conf 

and for
P :=

(R0 | S0 ), φ, 1/2q2





with appropriate φ and σ, it holds that




 [TAUTq ](Ai ,BηA (i) ) ,
[FAKEqK5 ,n](⊥,Bn ) 
ρ
i∈Q
n∈N \=(ηA )
O

O




π,σ,P
==⇒
ABE
it

[TSECqρ](Ai ,BηA (i) ) ,

[FAKEqK3 ,n](⊥,Bn ) .

O

O

i∈Q

n∈N \=(ηA )



Multi-ISA
In the following, we concentrate on the case where both parties use digital signatures to
authenticate the previously sent messages; the case of using a pre-shared key and the
mixed cases are omitted, since the differences between the single-session setting and the
multi-session setting are the same in all of the cases. The constructed resources ISAqρ ,
for the case with A being present, and FISAq , for the case of B solely communicating
with the adversary, are presented in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.23.
When incorporating the authentication of the previous messages, the construction step
from each of the partially split resource TSECqρ to ISAqρ cannot be done in isolation.
This is due to the fact that each of the parties A and B only possesses a single digital
signing key and not one per session. Potentially, the signatures of one partially split
resources can be transferred to another partially split resource; when viewed in isolation,
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FISAq
1. Obtains the cheating bit c at the interface E. If, c = 0 then halts. Else:
2. Upon input mj at Bsj , outputs mj at Esj .
Figure 3.23: The resource formalizing the sessions where B only communicates
with the adversary, after the inclusion of the authentication.
the signatures from another session correspond to a (restricted) signing oracle that the
adversary cannot simulate. Part of the subsequent proof, hence, is to argue that the
signatures from one session are not accepted in another one.
Theorem 3.12. Let




πSS := dautSS identidA ,

(dautSS identidB )

Y
0 )
s∈=(ςB

be the pair of converters as described in the single-session setting, φ and σMSS defined in
the proof, and ρ = (ηA (i), ςA (i), ηB (ηA (i), ·), ςB (ηA (i), ·)), then for every simulator σSIG
and
PS :=

n

o

(signA vrf B [•− →, − ] | σSIG •− ), φ, ×1/2

we have that



Ohh


TSECqρ

ii(Ai ,Bη

)
A (i)

,

i∈Q

O

hh

ii(⊥,Bn )
, •−
FAKEqK3 ,n

n∈N \=(ηA )




π,σMSS ,PS
==⇒
ABE
c

→, ← −•

Ohh

i∈Q

ISAqρ

ii(Ai ,Bη

)
A (i)

O

,

[FISAq](⊥,Bn ) 

n∈N \=(ηA )

Proof. The key point to observe is that both nonces nA and nB are included in the
signatures from both parties.
Due to all partially split resources TSEQq and FAKEq using different nonces nA , no
converter attached ever accepts a signature form another such resource.
The simulator internally uses the σSIG simulator the create and verify the signatures. We
omit the details here.
Once again, we define—with R0 := signA vrf B [•− →, − ], S0 := σSIG •− , R the assumed
resource of the construction with the converters applied, and S the constructed resource—
a converter M such that
MhR0 i ≡ R
MhS0 i ≡ S.
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0 , ς0 )
Resource ISAqρ for ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B

Setup
1. ∀j ∈ Q, chooses keys kd j ∈R K uniformly at random.
2. Interface E takes an input c ∈ {0, 1} (cheating bit). If c = 0, then kd i is
output at interface A and Bsi , and on input m at one of those interfaces,
m is output at the other. Else:
Indicating an active attack
0 ) ∪ {⊥} at E
3. Accepts an input match ∈ =(ςB
A

• Checks whether (5) or (6c) have been triggered.
4. Accepts a bit aj ∈ {0, 1} at Esj
• Checks whether (6) or (5c) have been triggered.
Messages
5. Accepts an input mA at interface A. As soon as match has been input,
• If match = sj , then
a) Outputs |mA | at EA
b) Accepts input d ∈ {0, 1} at Esj
c) As soon as aj has been input, and
– if d = 0 ∧ aj = 0, then outputs kd j |nj |nA |sj |sA |mA at interface Bsj
• Else, outputs mA at EA
6. Accepts an input mj at interface Bsj . As soon as aj has been input,
• If aj = 0, then
a) Outputs |mj | at Esj
b) Accepts input d ∈ {0, 1} at Esj
c) As soon as match has been input, and
– if d = 0 ∧ match = sj , then outputs kd j |nA |nj |sa |sj |mj at
interface A
• Else, outputs mj at Esj
Figure 3.24: The ISAq system either providing secure channels between A and one
of the B-interfaces, or channels with a disabled receiver interface, for
“good” sessions.
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b at the inside sub-interface A
It generates the signatures by outputting the y|n|n¬i |id
c0 at the inside E-sub(towards R0 or S0 ) and verifies them by outputting s0 |y¬i |n¬i |n|id
interface.

Observe that for the B-sub-interfaces corresponding to a nonce not used by A (thus in
the assumed resource a sub-interfaces of FAKE and in the constructed resource of FISA),
no A-sub-interface generates a signature using that nonce nA . Hence, any output at
one of those B-sub-interfaces directly corresponds to a signature forgery. Regarding the
normal B-sub-interfaces, B only accepts if some A signed on yA |nA |nB as expected by
B; however, only a single sub-interface of A uses that nonce nA : the one corresponding
to the same split resource. In the opposite direction, only the B-sub-interfaces of the
same split resources use the nonce nA expected by each of the A-sub-interfaces. In
addition, the nonce nB expected by A limits the number of B-sub-interfaces signing on
the expected message to a single one. In summary, the split resources can, nevertheless,
be considered basically in isolation; signatures cannot be transferred without forgery.
The Overall Construction
Combining Lemma 3.9, Corollary 3.2, Corollary 3.3, and Theorem 3.12 we obtain the
overall construction of the IKE_AUTH phase.
Theorem 3.13 (informally). Let




π := 

Y

(dautSS identidA conf aut ssplitI ),

(dautSS identidB
n,s∈N ×=(ςB (n,·))

i∈Q

Y

(ssplitR )

Y

conf aut)

n∈N

be the pair of converters as defined in the preceding section. Then for φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , and
P
σ obtained from the composition theorem, and for any λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 with 3i=1 λi ≤ 1
and for all σMAC , σENC , and σSIG , using
PMAC :=

n

PENC :=

n

PSIG :=

n

h

K

i

h

K

i

E
λ1
(tagA chkB − →, •====• | σMAC
•− →), φ1 , 2q
2

o

E
λ2
(encA decB •− →, •====• | σENC
•− →•), φ2 , 2q
2

(signA vrf B [•− →, − ] | σSIG •− ), φ3 , × λ23

o

o

P := PMAC ∪ PENC ∪ PSIG
0 , ς 0 ), we have that
and ρ = (nA , sA , ηB
B



(Ai ,Bη

O K7 q


====ρ , − ,  −

A (i)

i∈Q



)

O

,

hhh

iii(⊥,Bn )

FKEYqK7 ,n , − ,  −



n∈N \=(ηA )


π,σ,P
==⇒
ABE
c


Ohh


i∈Q

ISAqρ

ii(Ai ,Bη

)
A (i)

,

O

[FISAq](⊥,Bn ) .

n∈N \=(ηA )
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SAa with a ∈ A
• Upon receiving a message ok at the sub-Ei (with i ∈ {A, B}), outputs
a at the interface i.
Figure 3.25: The resources formalizing the agreement of a security association a
between the parties A and B.

3.4 Deriving a Key for ESP or AH
Finally, we present the construction of a first (authenticated) key from the ISA resource.
Remember that the ISA resource already outputs a session key kd and what remains to
be done is to derive a key for the ESP or AH protocol from kd.
Note that in the real IKEv2 protocol not only a key, but also the set of algorithms used
is negotiated. In our work, we do not treat that aspect in detail; rather, we stick with
an abstract modeling presented in the next subsection.

3.4.1 Security Association
A security association (SA) in IPsec refers to a collection of algorithms and state, namely
an encryption algorithm, a MAC, a PRF, various keys, and additional state such as
sequence counters. In the IKEv2 protocol, the initiator A sends some set of algorithms
sa A he is willing to use, and then the responder B picks one of them as sa B and sends
it back.
In the following, we model a SA abstractly as an element a from some set of all possible
algorithms A. Moreover, we assume both the initial proposal of the initiator and the preferences of the responder to be fixed and publicly known, formalized as parametrization
of the corresponding converters. Let p ⊆ A denote the initial proposal of the initiator,
and α : 2A → A with ∀p ⊆ A : α(p) ∈ p the choice of the responder for each proposal.
The resource formalizing the achieved agreement on the security association is depicted
in Figure 3.25.

3.4.2 Protecting the Responders Identity
Remember that in the IKEv2 pseudonyms are exchanged. On of the security guarantees
the IKEv2 protocol is supposed to ensure is that the pseudonyms are in the end not
only authenticated, but in the case of a passive attacker anonymity should be provided.
In addition, in the case of an active attack, the anonymity of the responder is protected
and the adversary only learns the pseudonym of the initiator. Observe that the same
argument extends to the certificates (potentially) exchanged in the same message; thus
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all the adversary is supposed to learn are the network addresses of the communicating
entities.
We have to remark, however, that our treatment of the IKEv2 protocol does allow us to
model either one of those anonymity claims, neither in the case of an active attacker nor
in the case of a passive one. This is mainly caused by the way how we parametrize the
converters of A and B in their pseudonym; especially all parameters are supposed to be
publicly known and, hence, known to the adversary. Additionally, one usually defines
anonymity with respect to some anonymity set; however, we have only covered the case
of multiple sessions between the same fixed initiator and responder yielding in useless
anonymity sets of cardinality one. In summary, there exists no meaningful definition of
anonymity in the setting we considered.
Observe however, that our modeling does ensure that the second message (IKE_AUTH)
that contains the pseudonym and the certificate is transferred confidentially in case
of a passive adversary. Furthermore, if one takes the asymmetry of the initiator and
responder into account, then one can see that in ISA B only receives the second message
whenever the adversary chooses to stay completely passive.
In summary, while we cannot formally model the anonymity claims, the resource we
have obtained indicate that the pseudonyms and certificates are protected as advertised
by the IKEv2 standard. Devising a formalism which allows to express those guarantees
on a formal level is left for future work.
Note
The choice of the protocol designers to stronger protect the responder’s
identity than the one of the initiator appears to be arbitrary. Especially,
in many realistic settings the initiator is some client on a endpoint machine, whereas the responder is a publicly known server. We have the
impression that this asymmetry in the anonymity guarantees occurred
by coincidence when adapting the first version of IKE for the sake of
efficiency.

3.4.3 Completing the Exchange
As a final step, the parties make us of the ISA resource to derive the first authenticated
key and agree on the algorithms used.
Converter The converter kderivI,p of the initiator is parametrized in the algorithm
proposal p. At the inside interface, it connects to a single resource (here ISA) and its
outside interface is divided into the sub-interfaces K for outputting the key, and SA
outputting the negotiated security association. The converter is defined as following:
• Outputs the message m := p at the inside interface
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• Upon receiving a message m0 := kd|nA |nB |sa B at the inside interface,
1. calculates k := prf(kd, nA |nB ),
2. outputs k at the outside interface K,
3. outputs sa B at the outside interface SA.
The converter kderivR,α is defined similarly. Note however, that it strictly acts as the
responder since the choice of security association is based on the initial proposal:
• Upon receiving a message m0 := kd|nB |nA |sa A at the inside interface,
1. calculates sa B := α(sa A )
2. calculates k := prf(kd, nA |nB )
3. outputs saB at the inside interface
4. outputs k at the outside interface K,
5. outputs sa B at the outside interface SA.
Construction Finally, we can proof that the IKEv2 protocol actually constructs a mutually authenticated key. More concretely, the remaining construction step from the ISA
resource to the authenticated key has to been proven.
Theorem 3.14. Let π = (kderivI,p , kderivR,α ) denote the pair of converters as defined
above. With PP RF denoting the computational problem of Definition 2.29, and prf being
a k to n (with k < n) PRF, then let
θ := (Pa , Ps )
Pa := PP RF ◦ (φa , =)
Ps := PP RF ◦ (φs , =)
with an appropriate converters φ. Moreover, let l denote the length of the output key for
ESP or AH. Then, if l ≤ 255n, we have that
ISA

π,σ,θ

==⇒c
ABE

h

K

i

•====•, SAα(p) .

The simulator σ has the inside interface divided into K (connecting to the key) and S
(connecting to the SA resource). Recall that the simulator knows all the public parameters such as the choice of security algorithms—technically, the simulator is parametrized
in those as well.
1. Receives the cheating bit c at the outside, and forwards it to all inside sub-interfaces.
If c = 0, then the simulator halts; else:
2. Upon receiving the input a at the outside interface E (indicating an active attack)
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• If a = 1, then outputs sa A at the outside EA ; then, the simulator halts.
• If a = 0, then outputs the length |sa A | at the outside EA
3. Upon receiving the deletion bit dB at the outside EB ,
• If dB = 1, the simulator halts.
• Else,
a) Outputs the message ok at the inside sub-interfaces KB , and SB .
b) Outputs the length |sa B | at the outside EB , and accepts the deletion bit
dA .
c) If dA = 0, then outputs the message ok at the inside sub-interfaces KA
and SA .
Proof. Observe that all the adversary in ISA can do is to choose whether he wants to
be active or passive. In case of an active attack, the adversary can read the message
sent by the initiator. However, then the communication will break down and no party
will output anything at the outside interface, corresponding to neither the key nor the
security association being delivered in the constructed system.
In contrast, if the adversary chooses to be passive, the ISA resource behaves like a pair of
secure communication channels with A having to initiate the communication. In short,
all the adversary can do in this case is to delay the exchange, just as with the key and
security association in the constructed system.
Observe, however, that there exists one important difference between the real and the
constructed key; on the one hand, in the real system the parties output a key that is
generated using a PRF with a uniformly random seed and, on the other hand, in the
constructed system they output a uniformly random key. We omit the presentation
of the explicit reduction onto the hardness of the PRF, since a similar reduction was
presented in the key expansion step in Section 3.2.3.

3.4.4 Multiple Sessions
Compared to the single-session setting we introduce an additional intermediate step,
which allows us to merge and rename the sub-interfaces of B and, finally, obtain a meaningful embedding of the q sessions. First, we present the construction of the IKEsA ,saB
resource, which outputs the final key, the chosen security association, and the SPI of A
at both interfaces. Keeping the SPI of A around enables us to use the SPIs to label the
sessions in the final step.
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IKEsA ,saB
1. Chooses k ∈R K.
2. Interface E takes an input c ∈ {0, 1}.
3. If c = 0, then outputs k|saB |sA at interface A and B.
4. If c = 1, then upon input ok at interface Ei ,
• Outputs k|saB |sA at interface i.
Figure 3.26: The resource formalizing one session of the completed IKEv2 exchange.
Deriving the Final Key and Merging B’s Interfaces
The IKEsA ,saB resource, as depicted in Figure 3.26, is parametrized in the SPI sA of A
and the security association chosen by B, saB . Compared to the previous resources, the
superscript q has been dropped as only a single interface B exists.
Initiator The initiator’s converter kderivI,p is parametrized in the security association
proposal p:
1. Outputs m := p at the inside interface
2. Upon input m0 := kd|nA |nB |sA |sB |saB at the inside interface:
a) calculates k := prf + (kd, nA |nB ),
b) outputs k|saB |sA at the outside interface.
Responder The responder’s converter kderivR,α is parametrized in the security association choice function α mapping a proposal p to a choice α(p). Observe that the converter
0 ) but only a
has the inside interface divided into q sub-interfaces labeled by sj ∈ =(ςB
single outside interface; thus, the converter merges those sub-interfaces to a single one.
• Upon input m0 := kd|nB |nA |sB |sA |saA at the inside sub-interface sj (for sj ∈
0 )):
=(ςB
1. calculates saB := α(saA ),
2. calculates k := prf + (kd, nA |nB ),
3. outputs m = saB at the inside sub-interface sj ,
4. outputs k|saB |sA at the outside interface.
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Construction We now state and prove the construction of the IKE resource describe
above. Due to the protocol using a PRF, the construction only holds computationally.
Lemma 3.10. For the pair of converters π := (kderivI,p , kderivR,α ) as described above.
With PP RF denoting the computational problem of Definition 2.29, and prf being a k to
n (with k < n) PRF, then let
θ := (Pa , Ps )
Pa := PP RF ◦ (φa , =)
Ps := PP RF ◦ (φs , =)
with appropriate converters φa and φs , and the simulator σ described in the proof. Moreover, let l denote the length of the output key. Then, if l ≤ 255n, we have that
ISAqnA ,sA ,ηB (nA ,·),ςB (nA ,·)

π,σ,θ

==⇒c
ABE

IKEsA ,α(p) .

Proof. Observe that in ISAqρ at most one of the B-sub-interfaces produces an output:
interface Bsj if match = sj and aj = 0. Thus, we can merge in the converter all those
sub-interfaces to a single one, first we observe which one outputs a value and then we
use the same to send the message back to A. Since match = sj and aj = 0 holds, we
have the the nonce nB output at A and B matches, both output nj . Thus, they evaluate
the PRF at the same position.
If, in the assumed resource ISAq , the adversary chooses not to set match and the active
bits ai such that ∃j : match = sj ∧aj = 0, or sets one of the deletion bits, all the adversary
can achieve is to prevent the key from being output. The simulator can achieve the same
by not inputting the ok messages. More concretely, the simulator works as follows:
0 ) ∪ {⊥} at the outside interface,
1. Upon input match ∈ =(ςB

• If match 6= ⊥ outputs |p| at the outside interface.
• Else outputs p at the outside interface and halts.
2. For match = sj , upon having received aj and dj at the outside interface
• If aj = 0 ∧ dj = 0, then outputs ok at the inside sub-interface EB .
• Else, halts.
3. Upon having received dA ,
• If dA = 0, then outputs ok at the inside sub-interface EA .
The converters φa and φs of the reductions are omitted, as the only difference between
the assumed resource and the IKE resource with the simulator is, that in the former the
key output to both sides is set to prf + (kd, nA |nB ), and in the latter to k ∈R K.
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Getting Rid of the Faked Sessions For the fake sessions where no A is present, modeling that B behaves as responder and only sends its second message once it has got the
message from A finally allows us to get rid of those resources.




Lemma 3.11. For the pair of converters π := −, sj ∈=(ς 0 ) kderivR,α as described
B
above, and ∅ denoting a resource with all interfaces completely disabled, we have that
FISAq

π,σ,0

==⇒it
ABE

Q

∅.

Proof. The resource FISAq only accepts messages at B and outputs them towards E, it
never outputs anything at B. Since the converter only inputs the message at B once it
has received one, the B-sub-interfaces are now completely disabled as well.
Using the SPIs to Denote Sessions
The IKEv2 standard uses the SPIs as unique identifiers to denote the different sessions
of each party. So far, however, we have used the nonces of A to split the different
sessions. In order to be more consistent with IKEv2, we rename the interfaces such that,
thereupon, the SPI of A sA is used as the label of the sessions on both sides.
Due to the way we originally split the sessions, the nonces and SPIs of B are no longer
considered to be unique; two partially split resources may complete the remaining exchange using the SPI of B. Retaining the uniqueness of B’s SPIs would prevent us from
splitting the sessions until the delayed authentication. However, since no pre-existing
matching between A’s and B’s SPIs exist in the first place, we could not label the sessions
local SPIs anyway.
The converter of the initiator is called renameI ; the inside interface is subdivided into q
interfaces labeled by i ∈ Q, the outside interface is subdivided into q interfaces labeled
by s ∈ =(ςA ).
• Upon receiving an input m := kd|nA |nB |sA |saB at the inside sub-interface i, outputs m at the outside sub-interface sA .
Similarly, for the responder we define a converter renameR . Its inside interface is divided
into q interfaces labeled by n ∈ =(ηA ), the outside interface is divided into q interfaces
labeled by s ∈ =(ςA ).
• Upon receiving an input m := kd|nA |nB |sA |saB at the inside sub-interface nA ,
outputs m at the outside sub-interface sA .
Lemma 3.12. For the pair of converters π := (renameI , renameR ) it holds that
Ohh
i∈Q
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Proof. Observe that every embedded sub-resource always outputs the real SPI sA = ςA (i)
of A; never one set by the adversary. Due to both ςA and ηA being injective, there exists
a bijection between the SPIs and nonces. In other words, every nonce of A has a unique
SPI assigned. The simulator σ is omitted.
The Global Construction
Ultimately, we can state the global construction with all the split resources in parallel. By combining Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.11, and Lemma 3.12 and using the universal
composability of the construction, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.15. Let




π := renameI

Y

Y

kderivI,p , renameR

i∈Q

kderivR,α 

n∈N

be the pair of converters as described above, there exists φa , φs , and σ such that with


θ := PP RF ◦ (φa , 1q ), PP RF ◦ (φs , 1q )



we have that
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Combining Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.13, Corollary 3.15, and Lemma 3.8 yields the construction of the overall IKEv2 protocol in the multi-session case.
Corollary 3.4 (informally). For π denoting the combined IKEv2 protocol of the multisession setting, and for θ and σ obtained by the appropriate composition from the ones
of the preceding theorems, we have that




[[− ,  −]]](Ai ,Bi ) , RO, NOη , SPIς 
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i∈Q

π,σ,θ
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i∈Q

3.5 The Quest for Using the Standard Model
In the following section we discuss the problems that arouse when trying to prove the
security of the IKEv2 protocol in the standard model following the paradigm of constructive cryptography. So far, in the previous sections, we examined the IKEv2 protocol
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using the random oracle model. When dealing with a Diffie-Hellman key exchange it
is important to note that while under the DDH assumption the group element can be
considered to be chosen uniformly at random, this does not imply that its encoding as a
bit-string does not exhibit a uniformly random distribution. In the random oracle model,
the group elements is then assumed to be supplied as query for the public random oracle
and the DDH assumption can be relaxed to the CDH assumption, or as in our case
to the Gap-DH assumption. Such a random oracle is often implemented using a hash
function; hover, it has been showed [8] that no hash function can serve as random oracle.
In contrast, in the standard model the key is derived from the group element using a
strong extractor, which is a function taking a uniformly random but public seed and a
high min-entropy input, and outputs a key indistinguishable from a uniformly random
chosen key.
Towards proving the IKEv2 protocol in the standard model, it is important to point
out that in the actual IKEv2 standard, not an proper strong-extractor is employed, but
rather they invoke the PRF with a public but uniformly random key at a secret location
instead:
SKEYSEED := prf(nA |nB , g xA xB )
Notably, the standard never clearly specifies whether this construction is intended to
work as a strong-extractor or whether the random oracle model is assumed. While using
a PRF with a public seed, in black box treatment, does not give any security guarantee,
it has been showed [13] that the specific PRFs—namely HMAC and CBC—actually
serve as a strong-extractor in an idealized setting. However, it is important to point out
that those analysis only apply to the case where the seed (the nonces) are truly chosen
uniformly at random and the group element has high min-entropy. Yet, given that the
initial key exchange is not authenticated this is not necessarily the case.
In the following, we first discuss the problems that arise if an active adversary invalidates those assumptions and we still try to base our proofs on a strong-extractor. Then,
we conclude by a informal discussion of several possibilities to work around those problems.

3.5.1 The Problems Arising
Intuitively, a strong-extractor should suffice our needs, since the underlying concept
of the delayed authentication of the IKEv2 protocol is, that if something of the key
exchange was modified then the parties should be able to notice and abort. Consequently,
whenever a party finishes the protocol the key exchange was authentic and thus the
usual construction using the DDH assumption and a strong-extractor should apply. For
the key to be secure and uniformly at random, the DH-key must be unknown and of
high min-entropy; hence, it should be a uniform random group element. Furthermore,
for the strong extractor to produce a good result the seed (nonces) must have been
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chosen uniformly at random. In summary, whenever the adversary did not interfere
both conditions are satisfied; thus, the strong-extractor outputs a good key seed.
However, the authentication is imperfectly performed as every party only signs on the
first message he sent himself and the nonce from the other party, but not on the group
element he received from the other party. Hence, when the adversary only modified
the response from B to A, then B will accept the signature from A and complete the
protocol. Only once A receives the second message she will be able to detect modification.
In the previous sections, in the random oracle model, we relied on the outer MAC of the
encrypt-then-MAC scheme for B to detect such a situation. On the one hand, B derives
the “correct” secret key which he uses to verify the MAC; on the other hand, A calculates
0
a different group element g xA x 6= g xA xB and, therefore, evaluates the random oracle at a
different position. As a consequence, A uses an uncorrelated key for generating the MAC
tag from the one B uses to verify the tag. Generating a MAC tag using an uncorrelated
key can easily be done by the adversary himself, thus B accepting such a tag is equivalent
to breaking the MAC scheme.
Back in the standard model, this decorrelation property is no longer ensured. The adversary can, for instance, modify the first message from g xB |nB to g 2xB |nB (or any other
linear function of the original group element). Let s denote the function of the strongextractor, then A calculates s(nA |nB , g 2xA xB ) instead of s(nA |nB , g xA xB ); however, given
the usual security definition of a strong-extractor those two values are not guaranteed
to be independent. Hence, A calculates the MAC tag using a correlated key, which the
adversary cannot simulate.

3.5.2 Suggested Workarounds
We now informally discuss two potential solutions including their advantages and disadvantages.
• Fix the protocol: The obvious solution is to improve the IKEv2 protocol by
letting the parties sign both messages, the one they sent and the one they received.
In general it appears that this would improve the overall security of the protocol,
since now both parties would be able to detect any influence from an active adversary. However, from the point of view of constructive cryptography this is still
not optimal, as the delayed authentication in general prevents abstraction in the
intermediate steps.
The output of the strong-extractor cannot be abstracted as a uniformly random
key seed until authentication has taken place, since it creates a situation where the
adversary has the choice of either letting the key exchange complete successfully
or let output A a correlated seed. This is similar to Section 3.2.1: once the seed
has been abstracted as being chosen uniformly at random the correct correlation
can no longer be restored.
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Nevertheless, it is probably a viable modification for future versions of IKE. However, we do not expect such a modification to happen in the foreseeable future.
• Improving the analysis of the PRFs It has been shown that the PRFs based
on idealized HMAC and CBC behave as strong-extractors. Future work might try
to strengthen those results and prove that they provide decorrelation as well. Such
a proof, even when based on idealized assumptions, would reinforce the believe in
the current scheme to be secure.
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Chapter 4

ESP

4.1 Overview
The ESP protocol provides integrity protection, replay-protection, and confidentiality.
The former two are achieved through eh application of a MAC algorithm in combination
with sequence numbers, whereas the latter is achieved through symmetric key encryption. Furthermore, recent versions of ESP, as of RFC 4303 [22], support authenticated
encryption algorithms, which are called combined mode algorithms in IPsec. These are
cryptographic transformations providing both confidentiality and authentication at the
same time, more commonly known as authenticated encryption algorithms.
The ESP protocol allows the use of either one or both of encryption and authentication
(or a combined mode algorithm). Moreover, IPsec allows for multiple nested layers of
IPsec processing (in tunnel mode), allowing for instance to combine the authentication
provided by AH with the confidentiality provided by ESP. In the following, we focus
on ESP with both encryption and authentication enabled, resulting in a encrypt-thenMAC scheme of which the general soundness is known [5]. Therefore, we neglect any
combination known to be insecure such as confidentiality without any authentication
[6, 36, 11], or MAC-then-encrypt schemes achieved by combining AH and ESP in the
wrong order [12].
In the following, we proceed by first presenting the format of an ESP packet and shortly
introduce the contained fields. Then, we analyze the common configuration of ESP using
an encrypt-then-MAC scheme to construct a secure channel from an insecure channel
and a key for each algorithm. Following the approach of constructive cryptography
this translates to, first, constructing an authenticated channel using a MAC and then,
secondly, constructing a secure channel from the authenticated channel by applying encryption. Thus, the ciphertext is sent over the authenticated channel, which corresponds
to authenticating the ciphertext as in the encrypt-then-MAC scheme. The content of
this section is partially based on the various RFCs and on the work of Paterson [35].
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

Security Parameters Index (SPI)
Sequence Number
IV (optional)

TFC Padding (optional, variable)

encryption

payload

Rest of Payload Data (variable)

Padding (0-255 bytes)
Pad Length

Next Header

Integrity Check Value – ICV (variable)

Figure 4.1: ESP format according to RFC 4303 [22] with modifications from [35]
indicating the scope of the encryption.

4.2 ESP Format
In the ESP protocol, every IP packet is processed and some security transformations
such as authentication and encryption are applied. In transport mode, ESP encryption
transforms an IP packet by encrypting specified parts of the IP packet, which especially
include the payload, and then inserts ESP header and trailer into the IP packet payload;
in tunnel mode, the entire inner packet is encrypted and then encapsulated into an
additional IP packet.
Since we do not model the network layer in our framework, the difference between
transport and tunnel mode is not of importance for us. Especially we only consider
the ABE-setting with a fixed sender and receiver, neglecting scenarios where the IPsec
processing is performed by a network device on behalf of the receiving client, such
as a firewall, which partly motivate the tunnel mode. Additionally, we do not treat
the protocols on the bit-level encoding and assume an abstract encoding of messages;
nevertheless, we start by presenting the format of an ESP packet, presented in Figure 4.1,
since the well defined and uniquely parsable format justifies our approach. Moreover,
we present a short overview of all the fields included in an ESP packet in the remaining
part of the section.
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Security Parameter Index Every ESP packet contains the Security Parameter Index
(SPI) of the receiver, such that the receiver can bind it to the correct session. For an
in-depth discussions of SPIs and sessions, we refer to the previous chapter about the
IKEv2 protocol.
Sequence Number The Sequence Number field contains an unsigned 32-bit counter
that increases by one for each packet sent. It is used in ESP to provide replay protection;
note that ESP does not use sequence numbers to guarantee a strict in-order delivery,
as discussed in the following section about authentication. This field is mandatory
and always has to be present, even if the replay protection is disabled. Moreover, the
choice of whether to process the Sequence Number field is left to the receiver; thus, the
sender always has to transmit this field. The first packet contains the sequence number
1. Observe that recent versions of ESP use the extended 64-bit sequence numbers by
default. Only the low order 32-bits are transmitted in the Sequence Number fields; the
details are discussed in the subsequent section.
Initialization Vector For encryption schemes that require an initialization vector, ESP
does not provide an explicit field. Rather the IV is transferred as part of the Payload
field; however, most algorithms specify that the IV is prepended to the beginning of the
payload. Therefore, the IV is conceptually often thought as a separate field. We examine
the choice of IV in more detail when discussing the encryption schemes employed.
Payload The Payload Data is a variable-length field containing the actual data and its
content is described by the Next Header field. Note that when confidentiality is enabled
for a given ESP session, then the Payload field is encrypted together with the Padding
field, the next Pad Length field, and the Next Header field, as indicated in Figure 4.1.
If the algorithm used to encrypt the payload requires an IV, then this data is carried
as part of the Payload and the RFC specifying the encryption algorithm must prescribe
the format; otherwise, if the synchronization data is implicit, the algorithm for deriving
the data must be part of the RFC.
Padding Recent versions of ESP support two different kinds of padding with different
purposes. First, ESP supports the regular padding which is between 0 and 255 bytes long.
The purpose of the regular padding is to ensure that the payload length is a multiple
of the block size of the encryption algorithm used, and that the resulting ciphertext
terminates at a four byte boundary. The Pad Length field indicates the total numbers
of regular padding bytes added, excluding the field itself. If padding is needed but the
encryption algorithm does not specify the padding contents, then ESP does mandate a
default padding scheme. The padding bytes are filled with the monotonically increasing
sequence 1, 2, . . . , encoded as unsigned 1-byte values. When this padding scheme is
used, the receiver should verify it; however, in case of a mismatch no concrete action
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is specified. Since we only consider the use of an encrypt-then-MAC scheme, which
integrates integrity protection for the whole ciphertext, the exact padding scheme can
be neglected. Rather, we simply assume that the encryption converter handles the
padding and do not treat this subject any further.
Secondly, ESP supports an additional padding scheme called traffic flow confidentiality
(TFC) padding. The idea is to allow for arbitrary length padding with the intention to
avert traffic flow analysis. Observe that the Pad Length field does not include the length
of the TFC padding; thus, TFC padding can only be used when the length is otherwise
indicated in the payload, as for instance in the tunnel mode where the inner IP header
indicates the payload length.
As an additional measure to provide traffic flow confidentiality, ESP includes the support
for dummy packets. We will not further treat this features, as a formal analysis treatment
of traffic flow confidentiality is out of scope of this work.
Next Header The Next Header field identifies the type of data contained in the Payload
Data field, for instance an IPv4 or IPv6 packet (in tunnel mode), or a next layer header
and data (in transport mode). Furthermore, a special value to indicate dummy packets
exists. Note that the next header field is enclosed in the encryption; thus, an attacker
does not see the dummy packet value.
Integrity Check Value The Integrity Check Value (ICV) field contains the MAC value,
if authentication is enabled. It is computed over the ESP header, Payload, and ESP
trailer fields; implicit trailer fields (integrity padding, higher-order sequence number bits)
are included in the ICV computation as well. The Payload field refers to the encrypted
payload if confidentiality is enabled; thus, resulting in an encrypt-then-MAC scheme.

4.3 Authentication
In the following section, we examine the construction of a replay-free authenticated
channel by the use of a MAC scheme and sequence numbers. We start by discussing
some peculiarities of the use of sequence numbers in ESP, then we prove the construction
of the replay-free authenticated channel assuming some general MAC scheme. Finally,
we look at the specific MAC schemes employed in ESP and link some existing security
proofs from the literature with our construction.

4.3.1 The Use of Sequence Numbers
The ESP protocol supports two kinds of sequence numbers: the basic 32-bit ones and the
extended 64-bit sequence numbers. In the following, we focus on the extended sequence
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numbers and neglect the plain 32-bit ones, since the former corresponds to the more
widespread used configuration and is the default configuration negotiated in IKEv2.
Extended Sequence Numbers Usually, in the terminology of constructive cryptography, the addition of sequence number constructs an ordered authenticated channel from
a authenticated channel that allows both replaying and reordering of the messages. The
sequence number, then, is just appended to the message and transmitted over the authenticated channel protecting the integrity of both the message and the sequence number.
In such a setup, the inclusion of sequence numbers can be viewed as a separate construction step. The basic 32-bit sequence numbers of ESP roughly correspond to this
scheme.
When introducing the extended sequence numbers, the designers of the ESP protocol
have chosen to maintain backwards compatibility on the format of ESP packets and save
some bandwidth by only explicitly transmitting the lower-order 32-bits of the extended
sequence numbers. The receiver then recovers the higher-order bits by trying to infer
them from the previously received sequence numbers. Of course the higher-order bytes
nevertheless must be included in the MAC; thus the receiver guesses the higher-order
bytes and appends them to the received message before validating the MAC. If the
higher-order bits have been incorrectly recovered, then the MAC verification will fail
and the receiver will reject the message. The ESP protocol specifies some optional
recovery mechanism in case the sequence numbers got out of sync by 232 , however since
this is not mandatory and such an event quite unlikely, we do not treat this case any
further. Unfortunately, this entanglement between the sequence number recovery and
the MAC validation prevents us from properly splitting the construction, as seen in the
next section when discussing the construction.
When guessing the higher-order bits, the receiver roughly expects the higher-order bits
to remain constant unless the lower-order bits changed from very high to very low,
indicating a wrap-around. Before being able to discuss that recovering in detail, however,
we need to introduce the concept of the sliding sequence number window in the next
paragraph.
Sliding Window The ESP protocol does not use sequence numbers to enforce a strict
ordering of the messages but just to prevent replays. This is motivated by the fact that
IPsec is intended to “replace” IP at the network layer, which does not ensure any strict
ordering as well; therefore, it is assumed that any program or protocol that relies on inorder delivery of network traffic will establish reliability and ordering on a higher layer,
for instance by using TCP on top of IPsec.
As a consequence, rather than just maintaining a counter indicating the next expected
sequence number, ESP needs to maintain a buffer storing all sequence numbers received
so far. Then it can discard replays by checking the sequence number against the buffer.
However, to allow for efficient implementations with a bounded amount of memory,
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ESP borrows the idea of TCP and adopts a sliding window of sequence numbers, which
defines the range of delayed sequence number still accepted. The right edge of the
window corresponds to the highest sequence number received so far, and the width is a
constant chosen by the receiver (and not communicated to the sender). In short, any
message to the right of the sliding window simply can be accepted, since the sequence
number is higher than the previous maximum; any sequence number to the left of the
windows is simply rejected. Thus, only the sequence number currently being within the
sliding window must be checked for being replays, limiting the amount of storage to the
fixed with w.
Inferring the Higher-order Bytes The RFC 4303 [22] specifies the formula used to guess
the higher-order bits based on the lower-order bits and the highest sequence number
validated so far (where the MAC verification succeeded). The underlying principle is to
never guess the higher-order bits such that the complete sequence number ends below
the sliding window, as this implies that the message would be rejected anyways. Thus,
it is better to guess the sequence number too high rather than too low, even if this
increases the chance of the MAC verification to reject. Therefore, the potential range
of recovered sequence number is placed such that it starts at the left edge of the sliding
window.
dh + 1
dh

0

bl

dl

0

0

bl
32

(bl + 2 ) mod 2

32

(a) Case A

dh
dh − 1

0

bl

0

dl

bl

0

(bl + 232 ) mod 232

(b) Case B

Figure 4.2: Schematic view of the sliding sequence number window according to
RFC 4303 [22] with variable names adapted
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For the sake of terminology, let for a 64-bit value v, vh denote the higher-order and vl the
lower-order bits. In the following, let d denote the highest validated sequence number so
far (the right edge of the sliding window), w the fixed width of the sliding window, and
b := d − w + 1 the left edge of the sliding window. Observe that the width is assumed to
be smaller than 232 ; thus, the window does not span more than two consecutive sequence
number spaces. Two cases need to be distinguished: whether the window currently lies
within a single higher-order value (bh = dh ) or spans two different ones (bh < dh ). Let
“Case A” denote the former and “Case B” the latter. A schematic picture of both
cases is presented in Figure 4.2. Here, the base line represent two consecutive sequence
number subspaces, with zeros indicating the beginning of each subspace. Above, the
red diamonds show indicate the sliding window and the green circles represent future
sequence numbers. The height of those lines correspond to the higher-order bits that
apply.
In short, given the lower-order bits sl , we want to choose sh such that the total sequence
number s = sh |sl lies somewhere within the two indicate positions bl . Therefore, the
higher-order bits have to be chosen the following way.
Case A:
(

sh :=

ch
ch + 1

if sl ≥ bl
if sl < bl

Case B:
ch − 1 if sl ≥ bl
ch
if sl < bl

(

sh :=

Checking for Replays Given the previously restored sequence number s = sh |sl , a
message can now be checked against being a replay. Note that ESP first checks against
replaying and then verifies the MAC as a second step, since the MAC verification is
assumed to consume significantly more computing power. Assuming that the implementation does not generate different errors for the two operations, and neglecting timing
attacks, those two operations commute.
The sequence number then only has to be checked for being a replay if it falls within the
range of the sliding window:
if s > c

directly proceed with the MAC verification

if c − w < s ≤ c

checks that s is not a replay

if s ≤ c − w

(impossible by the choice of sh )

In contrast, the RFC 4303 document actually specifies the comparisons performed a little
bit different, instead of first deriving the full sequence number it first only compares the
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lower-order bits and only, in case of success, restores the higher-order bits to verify the
MAC.
Case A:
if sl ≥ bl ∧ sl ≤ tl

check for replay in the window

else

proceed with the integrity check

if sl ≥ bl ∨ sl ≤ tl

check for replay in the window

else

proceed with the integrity check

Case B:

However, considering Figure 4.2, it can easily be verified that those checks correspond to
first calculating sh the specified way and consecutively comparing the full 64-bit values.

4.3.2 Constructing an Authenticated Channel
We now examine the construction of a replay-free authenticated channel from an insecure
channel and a pre-shared key. The replay-free authenticated channel is presented in
Figure 4.3.
The construction is achieved by a pair of converters, called esn-aut and esn-chkw . A
schematic depiction is shown in Figure 4.4. The esn-aut converter can be thought of as
the sequential composition of a seq converter generating sequence numbers, and a tag0
converter almost defined as in Definition 2.25. However, while the tag0 converter uses
the full sequence number for generating the tag by calculating the MAC of m|sh |sl , it
then only outputs m|sl for the transmission. Similarly, the esn-chk converter can be
viewed as the sequential composition of a seq0 and a chk0 converter. The former guesses
the higher-order bytes sh of the sequence number and checks for replays, whereas the
latter is defined analogous to chk from the MAC scheme, but additionally outputs every
verified sequence number at the left interface (towards seq0 ).
However, in the following description, we omit the description of those sub-converters
and directly define the two composed converters.
The esn-aut converter: The inside interface is divided into two sub-interfaces Ik , accepting the key, and Ic connecting to the channel. The converter is defined as follows:
• Keeps an internal 64-bit counter c ∈ {0, 1}64 initialized to 0, i.e. c := 0.
• Obtains k ∈ K on the inside sub-interface Ik .
• On input m ∈ M on the outside interface, if c < 264 − 1, then:
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Replay-free authenticated channel •−
1. Obtain input c ∈ {0, 1} at interface E (cheating bit).
2. The channel keeps internally a counter i := 0 ∈ {0, 1}64 and mapping
B : {0, 1}64 → M that is initialized as B(m) := ⊥ for all m ∈ M.
3. (Repeatedly) As long as i < 264 − 1, upon input a message m ∈ M at the
interface A:
• if c = 0, then output m at interface B.
• if c = 1, then
a) Increments i by one.
b) Sets B(i) := m.
c) Output m at interface E.
4. (Repeatedly) Upon input j ∈ {0, 1}64 at interface E, if c = 1, then
a) Checks if B(j) 6= ⊥, else ignores the input.
b) Outputs B(j) at interface B.
c) Sets B(j) := ⊥ (to mark j as used).
Figure 4.3: Authenticated, multiple-use communication channel from A to B allowing reordering but no replaying.

k
m

seq

m|sh |sl

tag0
esn-aut

m|sl |t

K

•====•
−

k
m|sl |t

seq0

m|sh |sl |t chk0

m

s
esn-chk

Figure 4.4: The converters constructing a replay-free authenticated channel using
extended sequence numbers.
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1. increments c by one
2. calculates t := tag(k, m|c),
3. outputs m|cl |t at the inside sub-interface Ic .

The esn-chkw converter: The converter of the receiver is parametrized in the with w of
the sliding sequence number window, as introduced in the previous section. The inside
interface is divided into sub-interface Ik and sub-Ic analogously to the other converter.
• Keeps an internal counter d ∈ {0, 1}64 initialized to 0, i.e. d := 0.
• Keeps a buffer B := ∅ (denoting the set of all valid sequence numbers belonging
to messages received with valid tag).
• Defines b := d − w + 1, and let “Case A” denote the situation where dh = bh (or
equivalently dl ≥ w − 1) and “Case B” the opposite.
• Obtains k ∈ K at the inside sub-interface Ik .
• Upon input m|sl |t at the inside sub-interface Ic :
1. calculates sh :
Case A:
(

sh :=

dh
dh + 1

if sl ≥ bl
if sl < bl

Case B:
dh − 1 if sl ≥ bl
dh
if sl < bl

(

sh :=

2. if s > d

proceeds with (3)

if d − w < s ≤ d checks s 6∈ B, else, skips (3)
3. Calculates v = chk(k, m|sh |sl , t). If v = 1, then
a) adds s to B,
b) sets d := max(d, s),
c) outputs m at the outside interface.
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In a real implementation, the sliding-window buffer is of course only of fixed size w
and elements lower than d − w are removed from the buffer, whenever d is increased;
especially, the RFC document recommends to implement the buffer as a bit-array of
length w where every sequence-number between d and d − w maps to a position in the
array.
In the following we show that distinguishing the replay-free authenticated channel from
the insecure channel with the esn-aut and esn-chk attached requires breaking the underlying MAC scheme.
Theorem 4.1. Let π := (esn-aut, esn-chkw ) be the pair of converters as described above,
then for Cw described in the proof and
P :=

n



o

E
autA chkB [− , •====•] σMAC
•− , C, =

we have that, if at most 264 messages are input at A, then
[− , •====•]

π,σESN ,P
==⇒
ABE
c

•−

which is defined as

E
⊥E esn-autA esn-chkB
w [− , •====•] ≡ ⊥ •−


P 4 esn-autA esn-chkB [− , •====•] σ E •−
w

ESN

(availability)
(security)

The simulator σESN internally uses the simulator σMAC of the MAC scheme. It first forwards the cheating bit c and halts if c = 0; otherwise, the simulator operates as follows:
• The simulator keeps internally:
– A counter c := 0, indicating the highest sequence number output so far
– A counter d := 0, indicating the highest accepted sequence number input so
far. Furthermore, let b := d − w + 1 be the left edge of the window.
– A buffer B := ∅
• Upon input m ∈ M on the inside interface:
1. increments c
2. provides m|c as input towards σMAC and obtains the result m|c|t
3. outputs m|cl |t at the outside interface
• Upon input m0 |s0l |t0 at the outside interface:
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1. computes s0h
If bh = dh :
dh
dh + 1

if s0l ≥ bl
if s0l < bl

dh − 1
dh

if s0l ≥ bl
if s0l < bl

(

s0h

:=

Else:
(

s0h
2. if s0 > d

:=

proceeds with (3)
0

if d − w < s ≤ d checks s0 6∈ B, else ingores the input
3. provides m0 |s0 |t0 as input to the outside interface of σMAC ; if the simulator σMAC
outputs m0 |s0 at the inside interface1 , then:
– adds s0 to B
– sets d := max(d, s0 )
– outputs s0 at the inside interface
Proof. The availability condition follows directly from the availability condition of the
MAC scheme, since in the absence of an adversary the sequence number check in esn-chk
always succeeds.
In the following, for the sake of brevity, let
R := esn-autA esn-chkB [− , •====•]
E
S := σESN
•−

R0 := autA chkB [− , •====•]
E
S0 := σMAC
•−

Note that the simulator σESN performs all calculations with respect to the sequence number exactly in the same way as the converters in R. On input a message at the inside
interface, a counter is increased and the lower-order bytes are appended as sequence
number. Upon input a message at the outside interface, the higher-order bytes are calculated the same way as in esn-chk and a similar buffer and sliding window is maintained.
The only difference between the systems R and S is with respect to the tag calculation
1

We assume here that the simulator σMAC either outputs m0 |s0 or nothing. Otherwise, the simulator σESN
would have to be adapted to remember the mapping between sequence numbers and messages, and
if m00 |s00 is output reject the message, and if m0 |s00 is output check whether m0 was output together
with s00 and if so forward the original s0 towards the channel.
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and verification, which in R is performed using the MAC scheme, and in S using the
simulator σMAC of the MAC scheme. Thus, we can define a converter Cw such that
R ≡ Cw R0

∧

S ≡ Cw S0 .

The converter Cw is parametrized in the width w of the sliding window and has both its
inside and outside interface divided into three sub-interfaces called A, B, and E. C is as
follows:
• It keeps internally the same state c, d, and B as σESN .
• Upon input m ∈ M on the outside sub-interface A:
1. increments c
2. outputs m|c at the inside sub-interface A
3. upon receiving m|c|t at the inside sub-interface E, it outputs m|cl |t at the
outside sub-interface E
• Upon input m0 |s0l |t0 at the outside sub-interface E:
1. computes s0h in the same way as σESN (equivalently as esn-chk)
2. checks the sliding window in the same way as σESN (equivalently as esn-chk)
3. outputs m0 |s0 |t0 at the inside sub-interface E
4. upon receiving m0 |s0 at the inside sub-interface B, then:
– adds s0 to B
– sets d := max(d, s0 )
– outputs m0 at the outside sub-interface B
Using Lemma 2.8, we then directly obtain the desired reduction


R0 S0 , Cw , =




4 Cw R0 Cw S0 .


4.3.3 Recommended MAC Schemes
The IPsec standard mandates several MACs as either mandatory or highly recommended,
as depicted in Table 4.1.
So far, we have only shown that the ESP protocol constructs a weakly authentic channel
using a mac scheme, as defined in Definition 2.25. For both HMAC and XCBC, we
relate security bounds from the literature with our constructive security definition of a
MAC-scheme.
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Algorithm
NULL
HMAC-SHA1-96
AES-XCBC-MAC-96
HMAC-MD5-96

Requirement
MUST
MUST
SHOULD+
MAY

Key size (bits)
N/A
160
128
128

Output size (bits)
0
96
96
96

Reference
RFC 2404 [28]
RFC 3566 [15]
RFC 2403 [27]

Table 4.1: Mandatory MAC algorithms for ESP specified in RFC 4305 [14] (table
taken from [35])
HMAC
The HMAC (hash-based message authentication code) is a construction for calculating
a MAC using a hash function. It is defined as
HMACk (m) := h ((k ⊕ opad) | h((k ⊕ ipad) | m))
opad := 0x5C
.{z
. . 0x5C}
|
btimes

ipad := 0x36
.{z
. . 0x36}
|
btimes

where h denotes a hash function and k the key. The design was motivated by that fact
that most cryptographic hash functions are based on the Merkle-Damgård construction;
thus the iteration of a compression function. The security of the HMAC construction
has, for instance, been analyzed in [3]. The authors show that the HMAC is a variable
input length PRF under the sole assumption that the compression function underlying
the hash function is a PRF. In our notation, they show the reduction
Ph 4 (hmacUk | Vn )
for the key space {0, 1}k and domain {0, 1}n , and V denoting a variable input length URF
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n . Here P denotes the computational problem of distinguishing the underlying compression function from an appropriate URF, combined with the appropriate
reduction.
In the following, we present how that reduction corresponds to our security definition of
a MAC scheme, as presented in Definition 2.25. First, observe that the reduction can,
alternatively, be formulated as a construction in the single-interface setting.
Uk

hmac,Ph
==⇒
SIS
c

Vn .
{0,1}k

Using Theorem 7.6 of [31] (and using the fact that Uk ≡ •====•), we can lift that
construction to the ABE-setting and obtain:
{0,1}k

•====•
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hmac,⊥,Ph
==⇒
ABE
c

Vn
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Based on the variable input length URF we define a pair of converters π = (tag0 , chk0 ).
The former accepts m at the outside interface, then queries the VIL-URF Vn at the
inside interface for m to obtain t, and outputs m|t at the inside interface. The latter
accepts m|t at the inside interface, queries the Vn for m at the inside interface to obtain
t0 and outputs m at the outside interface if t = t0 (else, outputs nothing). Like the
regular MAC-scheme, those converters construct a weakly authenticated channel from
an insecure channel.
Lemma 4.1. For the pair of converters π = (tag0 , chk0 ) as described above and
q
= n
2
where q denotes a bound on the number of messages input at the interface E, it holds
that
h

i

Vn , − 

π,σ, 
==⇒
it

•− .

ABE

Proof. The simulator σ internally simulates Vn by maintaining a mapping V : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}n ∪ {⊥}, initialized to ⊥ for each m ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Upon input m at the inside interface,
if V(m) = ⊥, it sets V(m) := t, where t ∈ {0, 1}n is uniformly distributed; else, it just
queries t := V(m). Then, it outputs m|t at the outside interface. Upon input m0 |t0 at
the outside interface, it calculates t00 = V(m0 ) and outputs m at the inside interface iff
t00 = t0 .
h

i

Clearly, the system R := tag0 A chk0 B Vn , −  and S := σ E •− behave equivalent,
unless in R a tag is correctly guessed by the adversary. Then, R will output the message
m if V n (m) = t even if m has never been input at interface A, whereas in S, the channel
•− will not accept m. Therefore, we define a MBO A on R, indicating that a tag
forgery has occurred.


Aq = Aq−1 ∨ Vn (m0qE ) = t0qE ∧ ∀i ≤ qA : mi |ti 6= m0qE |t0qE



=: Aq−1 ∨ fqE
Since R̂|A ≡ S and using Lemma 2.5, the distinction probability is bound by the nonadaptive winning probability




∆D (R, S) ≤ ΓD bR̂ .
Indeed an optimal strategy makes q distinct queries m0i |t0i , i ∈ {1, . . . , q}. The VIL-URF,
when queried on distinct messages replies with independent and uniformly distributed
outputs. Hence, to forge a message, an attacker has to generate a message/tag pair for
a message that has not been sent, but guessing the uniformly distributed output of Vn
is possible with probability only 2−n .
P (Aq = 1) = P

[


j≤qE

fj

≤

X
j≤qE

P (fj ) =

q
.
2n
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We can then use the composition of construction, and obtain the desired construction
of our definition of a MAC scheme.
Theorem 4.2. For π = (tag0 hmac, chk0 hmac) and with Ph denoting the reduction of the
security proof of HMAC, it holds that




{0,1}k

•====•, − 

π,σ,P 0
==⇒
ABE
c

•−

with


A



B

P 0 = Ph ◦ tag0 chk0 [ · , − ], − 2qn .
Therefore, the pair of converters π is a MAC scheme according to Definition 2.25.
XCBC
The XCBC MAC [7] is a variation of the well known CBC MAC that does not require
a prefix-free encoding of the input and supports messages of arbitrary lengths. XCBC
works similarly to CBC, but before inputting the last block to the block cipher, it
computes the XOR with an additional key. If the message length is divisible by the
block length, then K2 is XORed, else it is padded with 10 . . . 0 and XORed with K3 .
Thus, in total XCBC uses three keys, one of the length expected by the block cipher,
and two of the block length.
In [34] a bound on the distinction advantage of any distinguisher between a VIL-URF
and the idealized XCBC, with a uniform random permutation instead of a block cipher,
is presented. More concretely, the authors prove the following bound:
∆(xcbcPn , Vn ) ≤

lq 2 l4 q 2
+ 2n
2n
2

where n is the block size in bits, q is the number of queries, and l is the maximum
message length in n-bit blocks. From a constructive perspective, this can be viewed as
xcbc,
Pn ==⇒it Vn , which can then be combined with the construction of the block cipher
aes,P
(AES in case of ESP) Uk ==⇒c Pn .
SIS

SIS

Similar to the case with HMAC, that VIL-URF can then be lifted into the ABE-setting
and used to construct a weakly authentic channel from an insecure channel. Thus, the
protocol π = (tag0 xcbc, chk0 xcbc) is a MAC scheme.

4.4 Encryption
ESP’s primary purpose has always been to provide confidentiality, achieved by symmetric
encryption. Since encryption without authentication is known to be problematic, we
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examine the encrypt-then-MAC scheme used as default in recent versions of ESP. In the
following section, investigate the the second part of the encrypt-then-MAC scheme: the
symmetric encryption.
First, we prove the construction of a replay-free secure channel from the replay-free authenticated channel using an encryption scheme, formalized as pair of algorithms enc and
dec, as in Definition 2.26. However, we adapt the symmetric encryption scheme (enc, dec)
from Defintion 2.26 a bit. First, we assume that the encryption and decryption function
utilize a URP Pn instead of a key. Second, we assume the security definition of the
scheme to be defined using the widespread notion of IND-CPA security (Definition 2.33)
rather than a channel transformation. Moreover, we demand perfect correctness from
the encryption scheme, thus
∀m ∈ M, p ∈ Pn : P K (dec(p, enc(p, m)) = m) = 1.
In other words, we demand that the decryption always recovers the original plaintext.
This implies that the decryption has to be deterministic, and that the encryption is
injective, thus no two distinct messages encrypt to the same ciphertext.
Second, we discuss the specific encryption schemes used in ESP. Basing our construction
on IND-CPA instead of a channel transformation then allows us to link the obtained
reduction more easily with the security results from the literature.

4.4.1 Constructing a Secure Channel Assuming IND-CPA
We have proven in the previous section that ESP constructs a replay-free authenticated
channel from an insecure channel using the MAC-scheme and sequence numbers. In this
section, we investigate the construction of a replay-free secure channel, as depicted in
Figure 4.5.
Using a symmetric encryption scheme, we obtain the desired construction assuming the
encryption scheme to be IND-CPA secure.
Theorem 4.3. Let π = (enc, dec) be a symmetric encryption scheme, and Gcpa =
(G0 | G1 ) the distinction problem from 2.33 formalizing IND-CPA security. Then for
P := {((G0 | G1 ), C, =)}
we have that
h

K

•− , •====•

i

π,σ,P

==⇒c
ABE

•−•

with C and σ described in the proof.
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Replay-free secure channel •−•
1. Obtain input c ∈ {0, 1} at interface E (cheating bit).
2. The channel keeps internally a counter i := 0 ∈ {0, 1}64 and mapping
B : {0, 1}64 → M that is initialized as B(m) := ⊥ for all m ∈ M.
3. (Repeatedly) as long as i < 264 − 1, upon input a message m ∈ M at the
interface A:
• if c = 0, then output m at interface B.
• if c = 1, then
a) Increments i by one.
b) Sets B(i) := m.
c) Output |m| at interface E.
4. (Repeatedly) Upon input j ∈ {0, 1}64 at interface E, if c = 1, then
a) Checks if B(j) 6= ⊥, else ignores the input.
b) Outputs B(j) at interface B.
c) Sets B(j) := ⊥ (to mark j as used).
Figure 4.5: A secure communication channel that allows reordering but not replaying of the messages.
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Proof. The availability condition follows from the correctness of the encryption scheme.
In order to prove the security condition, we begin by defining the simulator σ and the
converter C. Then we prove the following two equivalences
h

K

CG0 ≡ encA decB •− , •====•

i

CG1 ≡ σ E •−• .
Finally, applying the absorption lemma yields the desired reduction.
The simulator σ is defined as follows.
• It internally maintains a URP p ∈ Pn , which can be implemented efficiently using
lazy sampling: whenever p(m) is already set, it returns that value, otherwise it
samples uniformly at random from all elements except the already used ones.
• Upon input length l at the inside interface
1. Calculates c := enc(p, 0l );
2. Outputs c at the outside interface.
• Upon input j ∈ {0, 1}64 at the outside interface, outputs j at the inside interface.
The converter C transforming a distinguisher for the construction into one for the INDCPA game Gcpa (Definition 2.33) can be described similarly. Note that our definition
of IND-CPA corresponds to the left-or-right version from the literature with arbitrary
many challenge queries.
• Maintains a counter i ∈ {0, 1}64 , initialized as i := 0. Moreover, maintains a
mapping V : {0, 1}64 → M.
• Upon input m at the outside sub-interface A, if i < 264 − 1, then:
1. Increments i by one;
2. Sets V(i) := m;




3. Outputs the pair m, 0|m| at the inside interface and obtains c;
4. Outputs c at the outside sub-interface E.
• Upon input j ∈ {0, 1}64 at the outside sub-interface E:
1. Checks if V(j) 6= ⊥, else ignores the input;
2. Outputs V(j) at the outside sub-interface B;
3. Sets V(j) := ⊥.
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In order to show the first equivalence, first observe that upon input m at interface A of
CG0 , the system G0 outputs enc(k, m), which corresponds to the encryption applied by
the converter enc. Note that both the system C and the converter enc use a uniformly
random key. In order to verify that the systems behave equivalent with respect to
inputs at interface E, observe that the system C maintains a mapping i 7→ mi , whereas
the channel •− maintains a mapping i 7→ enc(k, mi ). However the dec converter
then calculates dec(k, enc(k, mi )) = m due to the perfect correctness of the encryption
scheme.
In the second equivalence, upon input m at interface A, both CG0 and σ calculate
enc(k, 0|m| ) using a uniformly random key. Moreover, regarding the inputs at interface E,
the channel •−• maintains a mapping i 7→ mi just as the system C.
In short, the two equivalences hold and applying the absorption lemma yields the reduction of the security condition.

4.4.2 Recommended Encryption Algorithms
Similar to the MACs, no concrete encryption algorithms are discussed in RFC 4303,
the main RFC about the ESP protocol. Rather, the separate RFC 4305 [14] specifies
a number of mandatory encryption algorithms, presented in Table 4.2. Note, however,
that other algorithms are allowed as well.
Algorithm
NULL
TripleDES-CBC
AES-CBC
AES-CTR
DES-CBC

Requirement
MUST
MUSTSHOULD+
SHOULD
SHOULD NOT

Key size (bits)
0
192
128
128
56

Block size (bits)
N/A
64
128
N/A
64

Reference
RFC 2410
RFC 2451
RFC 3602
RFC 3686
RFC 2405

[18]
[37]
[16]
[19]
[26]

Table 4.2: Mandatory MAC algorithms for ESP specified in RFC 4305 [14] (table
taken from [35])
Considering Table 4.2, it is noticeable that the only required algorithms is the “NULL”
algorithm, as encryption is optional in ESP. This algorithm is specified in its own humorous RFC, namely RFC 2410. Secondly, TripleDES-CBC with a key length of 192
bits is marked as “MUST-” indicating that it should be treated as mandatory but may
be subject to downgrading in the near future. Moreover, two variants of AES, namely
AES-CBC and AES-CTR are strongly recommended; observe, however, that they only
use 128 bit keys. Lastly, concerning DES-CBC with 56-bit keys, the RFC 4305 states
that it should be omitted. Since no algorithms except TripleDES, which is likely to
be downgraded in future versions and is rather slow, with key length greater than 128
bit is mandated, Paterson states in [35]: “It would seem prudent to promote another
high-strength algorithm (say AES-CBC with 256 bit keys) to “MUST”, whether or not
the down-grading of TripleDES-CBC takes place.”
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The Initialization Vector
Next, we examine the choice of the initialization vector (IV). This is due to the fact
that a proper selection of the IV is crucial to the security guarantee achieved by most
encryption algorithms and, thus, most discussion in the literature assumes the IV to be
chosen correctly. However, especially for the CBC mode, many real world protocols such
as TLS [2] do not follow the recommendation of choosing the IV uniformly at random.
As discussed before in Section 4.2, for encryption schemes that require an explicit initialization vector, ESP prepends it to the encrypted payload, but this can be seen as
a separate IV field. The choice and format of the IV is not specified in RFC 4303 [22]
but left for specification to the RFCs that specify the individual encryption algorithms.
However, all the algorithms of Table 4.2 making use of the CBC mode mandate that
the IV is chosen (uniformly) at random and not depending on any preceding message.
For instance RFC 3602 [16] requires the IV to be chosen uniformly at random when
using AES-CBC; similar statements can also be found in the RFCs describing the other
CBC-mode algorithms, too. Regarding AES-CTR, RFC 3686 [19] mandates to chose
the IV in a manner which is used only once for a given key. In summary, the choice of
the IV in ESP does not appear to have any pitfalls in ESP.

The CBC Mode
In CBC mode, the plaintext is split into blocks and each block of plaintext is XORed
with the previous ciphertext block before being encrypted using a block-cipher (e.g.,
AES). To prevent deterministic encryption of the messages, a uniformly random chosen
IV is used in the first block. The ESP protocol can use various encryption algorithms
based on CBC: TripleDES-CBC, AES-CBC, and DES-CBC. The CBC modes has been
studied in the literature extensively; here we restate the results achieved Bellare et al.
[4] proving that the CBC algorithm is IND-CPA secure.
We first consider an idealized CBC algorithm replacing the block-cipher with a URP Pn
operating on n-bit strings. Translated to our formalism, the Bellare et al. [4] provide
an explicit bound on the IND-CPA game (called “lor-cpa” in their terminology).
Theorem 4.4 (Akin to Theorem 17 of [4]). Let CBC[Pn ] denote the encryption algorithm
CBC[Pn ]
using CBC with a URP Pn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n . Moreover, let Gi
denote the system
from the IND-CPA problem using that encryption. Then, for qe denoting the maximum
number of encryption queries, q the number of queries to the underlying URF, and
µe = ql the amount of ciphertext the distinguisher sees in response to the encryption
queries, we have that
∆D
qe



CBC[Pn ]
CBC[Pn ]
G0
, G1



!

2 −n−1

≤q 2

+

µ2e
µe −n
−
2 .
2
n
n
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This bound can now be explicitly combined with Theorem 4.3. Note that the combinations of the computational construction of Theorem 4.3, together with the information
theoretic bound for the IND-CPA game yields a (efficient) information theoretic construction in total.
Theorem 4.5. Let π = (cbc-enc, cbc-dec) be the symmetric encryption scheme based on
the CBC mode and a shared URP, and σ the simulator described in Theorem 4.3. For
!

 := q 2

2 −n−1

+

µ2e
µe −n
−
2
2
n
n

we have that
h

•− , Pn

i π,σ ,
CBC

==⇒it

•−• .

ABE

In reality, of course, the CBC mode is based on a block-cipher rather than a URP. Thus,
the encryption in the ESP protocol requires a shared key rather than a shared URP,
which coincides with the fact that the IKEv2 protocol negotiates keys for the use in ESP.
However, a block-cipher can be considered as a pseudo random permutation. Thus, in
the paradigm of constructive paradigm, a block-cipher is said to construct a URP from
a uniformly random key under some computational assumptions. For instance, for the
AES block-cipher this can be stated as
aes,Paes
==⇒
SIS
c

Uk

Pn .

with Paes capturing the problem of breaking AES. Using Theorem 7.6 of [31], we can
lift that construction to the ABE-setting and obtain:
{0,1}k

•====•

(aes,aes),σAES ,Paes
==⇒
ABE
c

Pn .

As a consequence, the composition theorem directly applies, since first the key can be
used to construct the shard URP, and then this URP and an authenticated replay-free
channel can be used to construct a secure replay-free channel.
Corollary 4.1 (informal). Let π = (cbc-enc aes, cbc-dec aes) be the symmetric encryption scheme based on the AES-CBC mode, and σ the simulator obtained by the proper
composition of σCBC and σAES . Moreover, let  be the same as in Theoreom 4.5. Then we
have that
h

K

•− , •====•

i

π,σ,P

==⇒c
ABE

where
P := Paes ◦ (φ, −)
with an appropriate φ.
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The Counter Mode
The idealized counter mode turns a URF into a stream cipher by generating a key stream
and XORing it to the plaintext. The key stream is generated block-wise by evaluating
the URF for the successive “counter” values. In ESP, mostly AES-CTR as described in
RFC 3686 is relevant; here the counter is initially set to
CTRBLK 128 := NONCE 32 | IV 64 | 132
where the subscripts indicate the size of the individual elements in bits. Then, the counter
is incremented by one in every step. As with CBC, we now revisit some security bounds
from the literature achieved when replacing AES with a URF in the CTR mode.
Theorem 4.6 (Lemma 12 of [4]). Let CTR[Rn,n ] denote the encryption algorithm using
CTR[Rn,n ]
denote the system
a URF Rn,n : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n in CTR mode. Moreover, let Gi
from the IND-CPA problem using that encryption. Then, for qe denoting the maximum
number of encryption queries and µe denoting the total amount of cipher-text seen by
the distinguisher, if
µe
qe ≤ 2 n − ,
n
then we have that


CTR[Rn,n ]

∆D
qe G0

CTR[Rn,n ]

, G1



=0

Proof. The actual proof can be found in [4]; here we only focus on the condition for qe .
Let q denote the total number of queries q to the underlying URF, then it must hold that
q ≤ 2n , otherwise the URF would be evaluated at the same position twice.
Moreover, let
 
µi denote the length of the i-th query. µe the summed length, and qi = µni the number
of queries to the underlying URF in the i-th query. Then using
q=

qe
X

qi ≤

i=1

qe 
X
µi
i=1

n



+ 1 = qe +

µe
n

the above condition can be derived.
Observe that the ESP protocol uses 64-bit sequence numbers limiting the number of messages qe . Assuming AES-CTR-128, thus n = 128, the above condition can be rephrased
as an upper bound on the average length of each message µ = µqee
µ ≤ 265 − 128 ≤

2129
− 128
qe

which can be reasonably believed to be satisfied.
In Theorem 4.3 we assumed the symmetric encryption scheme to be based on a URP
rather than a URF. However, we can combine the above result with the URP-URF
switching lemma:
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Lemma 4.2 (Lemma 5.5 of [31]). ∆q (Rn,n , Pn ) ≤ 21 q 2 2−n .
We then obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Let Pn denote a URP with n-bit input and output. Then, for qe denoting
the maximum number of encryption queries, q the number of queries to the underlying
URP, and µe = ql the amount of ciphertext the distinguisher sees in response to the
encryption queries, we have that


CTR[Pn,n ]

∆D
qe G0

CTR[Rn,n ]

, G1



≤ q 2 2−n .

Proof. Applying the triangle inequality yields:


CTR[Pn ]

∆D
qe G0

CTR[Pn ]

, G1





CTR[Pn ]

CTR[Rn,n ]

≤ ∆D
qe G0

, G0



CTR[Rn,n ]

+ ∆D
qe G1



CTR[Pn ]

, G1



CTR[Rn,n ]

+ ∆D
qe G0

CTR[Rn,n ]

, G1





Using the absorption law, the first and the third term can both be bounded using the
URP-URF switching lemma, whereas the second term vanishes according to the previous
theorem.
Similar to the discussion about the CBC mode, this bound can now be combined with
Theorem 4.3 in order to obtain an efficient information theoretic construction of a secure
replay-free channel from a authenticated replay-free channel and a shared URP. Moreover, the URP can be constructed from the shared key using the AES block-cipher of
the AES-CTR mode.
Corollary 4.3 (informal). Let π = (ctr-enc aes, ctr-dec aes) be the symmetric encryption scheme based on the AES-CTR mode, and σ the simulator obtained by the proper
composition of σCTR and σAES . Moreover, let
 := q 2 2−n .
Then we have that
h

K

•− , •====•

i

π,σ,P

==⇒c
ABE

where
P := Paes ◦ (φ, −)
for an appropriate φ.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

We have analyzed both the IKEv2 and the ESP protocol using the paradigm of constructive cryptography. We were able to formalize the fundamental achieved security
guarantees of the most common configurations of those protocols as resources and show
the chain of constructions of those resources from well justified assumed resources such
as insecure channels, or a pre-shared key. Each of those steps has been proved, obtaining
an explicit reduction to a known hardness assumption, as for instance the Gap-DiffieHellman problem or the IND-CPA security of a symmetric encryption scheme. As a
consequence, we could apply the composition theorem and show the overall security of
IKEv2 and ESP. Up to our knowledge, this contributes the first comprehensive analysis
of the core part of the IKEv2 protocol in a coherent security framework.
In Chapter 3 we examined the IKEv2 protocol. First we formalized the unauthenticated
key resource obtained by performing a Diffie-Hellman key exchange without authentication. This resource outputs a uniformly random key if the adversary did not interfere
and otherwise lets the adversary set the key, but makes this detectable. We proved that
in such a setting the DDH assumption is not applicable. Moreover, we noticed that
the CDH assumption in combination with a random oracle is too weak as well. Hence,
we proved the construction of the unauthenticated key resource from a random oracle
resource and a pair of insecure channels under the Gap-DH assumption. As a second
step, we analyzed the approach of IKEv2 to use the unauthenticated key for applying an
encrypt-then-MAC scheme and as part of the (potentially secured) payload transferring
a signature or MAC on the previous message sent. We have proved that such a scheme,
indeed, achieves the desired authentication of the key, and we have argued that the
message of the receiver is always transmitted confidentially. Moreover, if the adversary
remains passive, the message of the initiator is confidential as well. Note that those
payloads actually include the certificates and the pseudonyms of the parties. Hence, our
analysis serves as a validation of the overall design of the IKEv2 protocol, since this
two-step design originates from the desire to provide a certain amount of anonymity
against passive attackers. Finally, we considered the setting where the same pair of initiator and responder establishes multiple IKEv2 sessions in parallel. We discovered that
the delayed authentication prevents a clean separation of the different sessions until the
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delayed authenticated is performed. Especially, the ability of the adversary to replay an
initial request of A and create multiple half open sessions at B each of them potentially
matching, turned out to be problematic. This not only made the intermediate steps
much more complicated, due to limitations of our formalism it also affects negatively
the security bounds achieved. Furthermore, not including the SPIs in the extraction of
the key seed—thus, in the query to the random oracle—forced us to rely on the collisionfreeness of the nonces. With a better protocol design, we could have taken advantage of
the uniqueness of the SPIs instead.
In Chapter 4 we evaluated the ESP protocol in the most widespread configuration of
using both encryption and authentication, resulting in an encrypt-then-MAC scheme.
We first proved that the authentication, in combination with the sequence numbers,
constructs a replay-free authenticated channel from an insecure channel and a pre-shared
key under the assumption of the employed MAC-scheme satisfying a constructive security
definition. A replay-free authenticated channel is formalized as a resource that leaks all
the messages to the adversary, and the adversary is allowed to chose which of those
messages he wants to deliver, but only of those and each one at most once. We then
restated results from the literature on the recommended MAC-schemes to show that they
satisfy the constructive security definition of the MAC scheme. Secondly, we proved that
the encryption constructs a replay-free secure channel from the authenticated one. The
secure replay-free channel behaves like the authenticated one, but only leaks the lengths
of the messages instead of the messages itself. As an intermediate step, the construction
has been proved assuming the IND-CPA security of the encryption scheme and, finally,
we restated results form the literature proving that the recommended encryption schemes
satisfy IND-CPA.
Our work is currently limited in several ways and should be considered to be a starting
point. Future work will need to address the following shortcomings:
• One of the main limitations with respect to the IKEv2 protocol currently is the
reliance on the random oracle model. In future work, we would like to investigate
how the results from Dodis et al. [13] can be incorporated into our constructive
modeling to achieve the desired construction in the standard model.
• Secondly, we assume a pre-agreement on the group and set of cryptographic algorithms used in the IKEv2 protocol. In the actual protocol those are negotiated
during the first message exchange, which is not authenticated at that point in
time. The implications of a potential mismatch of the algorithms used, especially
deliberately provoked by the adversary, should be investigated in subsequent work.
• Finally, the treatment of sessions is currently limited to a single pair of initiator
and responder. In order to assure the real world application of our results, our
formalism should be extended to the setting with a multitude of clients. As a
side-effect, this would facilitate a formal investigation of the anonymity guarantees
of IKEv2.
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5. Conclusion
In trying to achieve provable security on the IKEv2 protocol, we found several modifications of the IKEv2 which would simplify the security proofs, and we found an inefficiency
where the same provable security could also be achieved with a simpler design. First,
we noticed that a prudent approach would include both messages, the one sent and the
one received, in the signatures during the IKE_AUTH. This would allow both parties
to detect on their own if the adversary actively interfered during the IKE_SA_INIT
round, in contrast to the current design where B has to rely on the MAC not to validate
and A needs to rely on B aborting the protocol and not sending its signature. From
a point of view of provable security, especially the former is problematic since it mandates the decorrelation in the key extraction, which we only achieved using a random
oracle. In contrast, the signatures actually include the pseudonyms of the parties. We
believe that this is redundant and does not improve security. Especially, given that those
pseudonyms are shortened prior to the signing using a PRF keyed with one of the not yet
authenticated keys (creating cyclic dependencies), dropping them altogether would not
only shorten the messages signed, but also imply that less keying material is required.
Secondly, we noticed that not including the SPIs in the initial key extraction, and only
in the expansion, required us to assume the uniqueness of the nonces in order to split
the sessions. While unclear whether this is actually a shortcoming of our proofs or of
the protocol, leveraging the uniqueness of the SPIs as early as possible seems favorably.
As a general remarks, we suggest that protocol designer should state both the security
goals and their assumptions explicitly. In addition, security relevant discussion of the
IPsec sub-protocols might better be split from interoperability issues such as the exact
packet formats, to improve the comprehensibility of the RFCs.
In summary, we believe that the security mechanisms in the IKEv2 protocol are neither
minimal nor sufficient to achieve optimal provable results. We would like to investigate
these issues further, and believe that the paradigm of constructive cryptography opens
up interesting possibilities for designing more concise and at the same time more secure
protocols.
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